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Abstract
Handling information overload online, from the user’s point of view is a big
challenge, especially when the number of websites is growing rapidly due to growth
in e-commerce and other related activities. Personalization based on user needs is the
key to solving the problem of information overload. Personalization methods help in
identifying relevant information, which may be liked by a user. User profile and
object profile are the important elements of a personalization system. When creating
user and object profiles, most of the existing methods adopt two-dimensional
similarity methods based on vector or matrix models in order to find inter-user and
inter-object similarity. Moreover, for recommending similar objects to users,
personalization systems use the users-users, items-items and users-items similarity
measures. In most cases similarity measures such as Euclidian, Manhattan, cosine and
many others based on vector or matrix methods are used to find the similarities. Web
logs are high-dimensional datasets, consisting of multiple users, multiple searches
with many attributes to each. Two-dimensional data analysis methods may often
overlook latent relationships that may exist between users and items.
In contrast to other studies, this thesis utilises tensors, the high-dimensional data
models, to build user and object profiles and to find the inter-relationships between
users-users and users-items. To create an improved personalized Web system, this
thesis proposes to build three types of profiles: individual user, group users and object
profiles utilising decomposition factors of tensor data models. A hybrid
recommendation approach utilising group profiles (forming the basis of a
collaborative filtering method) and object profiles (forming the basis of a contentbased method) in conjunction with individual user profiles (forming the basis of a
model based approach) is proposed for making effective recommendations.
A tensor-based clustering method is proposed that utilises the outcomes of popular
tensor decomposition techniques such as PARAFAC, Tucker and HOSVD to group
similar instances. An individual user profile, showing the user’s highest interest, is
represented by the top ϒ dimension values, extracted from the component matrix
obtained after tensor decomposition. A group profile, showing similar users and their
highest interest, is built by clustering similar users based on tensor decomposed
values. A group profile is represented by the top ϒ association rules (containing
various unique object combinations) that are derived from the searches made by the
iii

users of the cluster. An object profile is created to represent similar objects clustered
on the basis of their similarity of features. Depending on the category of a user
(known, anonymous or frequent visitor to the website), any of the profiles or their
combinations is used for making personalized recommendations. A ranking algorithm
is also proposed that utilizes the personalized information to order and rank the
recommendations.
The proposed methodology is evaluated on data collected from a real life car website.
Empirical analysis confirms the effectiveness of recommendations made by the
proposed

approach

over

other

collaborative

filtering

and

content-based

recommendation approaches based on two-dimensional data analysis methods.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1

Background

The wide applicability of the Web in various fields has transformed it into an
unsystematic, unorganised and huge information repository. This leads to the problem
of information overload where often no relevance is given to the personal interests of
users [128]. When searching for information online, users in most cases have to
search again, and make changes to the query raised in order to get the appropriate
information [83].
The number of websites has increased nearly ten-folds in the last decade [75]. This
growth has led to a flooding of information. Simultaneously with this increase in
information, the number of Web users has also increased. A report [75] published
online shows that in the year 2009 there were 1.73 billion Internet users worldwide.
Another similar statistics for the current period in June 2010 shows that the number of
users has increased to about 1.97 billion [186]. With the increased use of the Internet
for day-to-day activities, growth of internet, e-commerce and related technologies will
lead to a massive increase in the number of new websites coming in the near future.
More websites will aggravate the already existing information overload problem for
users, resulting in a waste of time, money and resources. Today there is so much
information available on the World Wide Web that to find the relevant information as
needed, a user needs some external information processing agents that can facilitate
the information search.
The current information retrieval systems provide the same information to any two
users. Consider the following example where two users with the same query but
different preferences are provided with the same information. For example, the search
for ‘Cricket’ by two users A and B may yield similar results. However, User A wants
information about cricket, the insect, and User B, wants to know about the latest news
in the sport. Lots of queries put forward by users are short and ambiguous and do not
help the information retrieval systems to retrieve the desired results. As a
consequence, users have to reformulate the same query many times [83]. Very often
individual preferences of a user are ignored when delivering information to him. This
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problem is worsened when users employ use of multiple query terms in their search.
In this case, too many results are displayed, matching a few or all of the words thus,
making the process of finding relevant results more cumbersome. There is a great
need for personalized systems in the near future to handle this information overload
problem for users. The goal of a personalized system should be to provide users with
highly relevant results that match his or her information needs. This would improve a
visitor’s Web browsing experience. Personalization can help in saving resources,
energy and time, and help in satisfying a user’s information needs. In this scenario the
aim of Web service providers for its users should be the approach of YGWYW or
“You Get What You Want”.
Web personalization methods try to identify the user’s needs based on his past and
current browsing behaviour, and predict his future information needs by
recommending him information that will interest him [127], [128], [129]. Today
personalization is widely adopted by many websites to retain visitors and to reduce
the number of unnecessary searches made by users. Such personalization indirectly
reduces the load on the server, and improves the quality of information given to users
[138]. Nowadays more and more online users prefer to have personalized Web
services tailored to their personnel information requirements and needs [76].
In 2006, a personalization survey conducted by ChoiceStream [76], discovered that
the number of consumers willing to provide demographic information in exchange for
a personalized online experience has grown dramatically over the past year,
increasing 24% to a total of 57% of all responders. The survey also learned that the
number of consumers willing to allow websites to track their clicks and purchases
increased 34% from the previous year. The results showed no significant decline in
the number of consumers concerned about the security of their personal data online,
with 62% expressing concern in 2006 vs. 63% in 2005. A similar survey conducted in
2009 by ChoiceStream revealed that 74% of shoppers definitely noticed product
recommendations, found them useful, and bought products based on them. High
spenders eventually visited the recommended pages more often as shown in Figure
1.1. The other motivating finding was that recommendation placement does matter to
shoppers as shown in Figure 1.2. In the case where recommendations are on product
detail pages, the online visitor is more likely to search for it and thus is more likely to
purchase it.
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1.2

Research Gap

Before beginning any discussion, two definitions of users and objects that are going to
be used frequently in the relevant sections of this thesis work are discussed. A user is
any visitor to the website, who does some activity like browsing the different items or
products on the website. An object is any commodity that can either be a product/item
or a service that has various features (or attributes) like a car, which has various
features like colour, engine size, body type. In this thesis work, users and objects are
considered as two different entities, where a user is a person who makes the search
and an object relates to an item being searched. Therefore, the terms ‘object’ and
‘item’ would be used interchangeably throughout this thesis work, where both refer to
the same thing.
Traditional two-dimensional data analysis methods like vectors and matrices may be
good in certain data analysis methods, however, since most of the data in Web logs is
MDD (Multi-Dimensional Data) , traditional vector-based methods may not be so
suitable to model such data for knowledge extraction. The two most common
problems faced, when two-dimensional methods are used to cluster high-dimensional
data are 1) Appropriate data representation methodology 2) Knowledge extraction
without loss of information and keeping latent relationships intact.
The following sample data in Table 1.1 is used to explain the representation and
knowledge extraction problem with traditional two-dimensional methods.
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User
Car
Car
Cost
Id
Make
Model
1
Holden Vectra 10,000
1
Holden Barina
8,000
2
Ford
Falcon 15,000
2
Toyota
RAV4 10,000
2
Toyota Corolla 15,000
Table 1.1 Sample dataset.
ID Make Make Make Model Model Model Model Model Cost Cost
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
1
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
2
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
Table 1.2 Users Combined Interest vectors.
ID Make Make Make Model Model Model Model Model Cost Cost
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
Table 1.3 Users individual interest vectors.

Consider the search data organised according to what two users have searched in a
car sales website (Table 1.2). For example user 1 has made two different searches
associated with car make. Unfortunately, from the vector representation of this search
data, it is not possible to know what make of the car was searched for what cost and
which make is associated with which car model. This intra-vector information loss
makes this data representation model inefficient. Another scenario when user’s
individual interest vectors are retained (Table 1.3) also results in some inter-vector
information loss. This representation fails to inform how the different search vectors
and their components (values) for the same user are inter-related to each other. They
may be compared individually as vectors, but this would create extra overheads in
computing, storage and processing.
The other noteworthy factor is that interest vectors would be compared using a
distance measure such as Euclidean distance or cosine similarity. However, previous
research [165] has shown that distance measures used for clustering or comparisons
may reflect strange properties in a high-dimensional space and might not be as useful
as they seem. In high-dimensional spaces, vector methods may loose valuable
information, may be unable to efficiently correlate various dimensions and may be
unable to magnify the latent relationships that exist between various dimensions.
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Despite advances made in personalization methods, there exist some research gaps
that can be filled to make a user’s personal browsing a happy experience. These
research gaps are:

1.

Lack of efficient similarity measures for evaluating users-items or items-

items similarity and lack of applicability of multi-dimensional data (MDD)
modelling methods in evaluating such similarity measures: According to the
Forrester Research report [180], U.S. online retail sales are projected to reach $335
billion by 2012, however, despite the steady growth, online retailers are still broadly
perceived as a second choice by shoppers. Various factors such as inappropriate
search results, unmatched recommendations or too many recommendations, security
and trust can be ascribed to the unpopularity of online business transactions [76].
When making online recommendations a user’s personal interests are often
overlooked by many websites. In one survey conducted online in 2007 by Harris
Interactive for popular personalization service provider website MyBuys.com, it was
revealed that 62% of consumers still find that the recommendations made by most of
the websites were not tailored to their own personal tastes. In another survey
conducted in 2009 by ChoiceStream it was revealed that the quality of product
recommendations on retailers sites declined 31% year by year with many more
shoppers reporting that they received poor quality recommendations in 2009 versus
2008 (Figure 1.3).
When asked about how recommendations failed to satisfy them, online shoppers
provided a variety of reasons, and it is worthy to note, the most popular reason in
2009 was that the recommendations that were given to the shoppers were unrelated to
what the shoppers were searching. Recommending un-related items for a user’s search
is the big drawback of most of the existing recommender systems. Clearly, as can be
seen in Figure 1.4, more then half of the users were recommended products that were
unrelated to their search. Currently, the most popular and widely used methodologies
for making recommendations include the collaborative filtering approach [73], [99],
[121], [152], [161], [176]; the content-based approach [22], [104], [106]; and the
hybrid approach [28], [30], [86], [114], [115], [136]. Most of these existing methods
use two-dimensional data analysis techniques to find similarities between users-users,
users-items or items-items [128], [172]. As clearly pointed out in the findings of these
personalization surveys, recommending similar items based on such traditional
5

methods may not be able to map the inter-relationships between users or items to a
greater extent, thus resulting in information loss, and as a result the recommendations
arising out of such methods may not be liked by users.

Why Recommendations Were a Poor Match

Percent of Shoppers Who Received
Poor Recommendations
60%

59%
46%

20%

2008

2009

Figure 1.3 Recommendations disliked by
percent of users [76].

D idn't M atch
Preferen ces

2007

Inappropriate

20%

U nrelated to
Search

7%
0%

3%3%
O ther

40%

0%

2007
2008
2009

45%

A lready
O w ned
P roducts

60%

54% 51%
45% 45%
48% 49%
44% 41% 46%
43%
37%
40%
33%

Figure 1.4 Reasons for Poor Recommendations
Given by Users [76].

Web log data are complex datasets, consisting of multiple users, multiple searches
with one or many objects being searched and each object having one or many
parameters or properties. When making recommendations to users, each object with
multiple properties is compared with other objects and based on the similarity of
object properties, similar objects are recommended. Similarly, the searches made by
some users are compared with similar searches made by other users. Since twodimensional methods are mostly used to compare this multi-dimensional users-items
data, many valuable relationships between users and objects are lost due to
representation and inference limitations of two-dimensional methods. Apart from this,
the objects being searched and users have some latent relationships that are not being
fully exposed by traditional two-dimensional data models. These latent relationships
may possibly be answers to questions such as what parameters are highly preferred by
users, what the important attribute values are, and what the correlations between
searched items are, their attributes, and the user’s attributes. ? When two-dimensional
methods are used for modelling user behaviour due to dimensionality limitations the
correlations between users-users and users-items are not captured appropriately. Thus,
there is a need to utilize MDD models such as tensors to model user behaviour and
find similarity between users and items.
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2.

Finding users with the most similar search behaviour, in cases where

searched items have multiple features: Research shows that when searching for
luxury items such as cars, electronic equipment and mobile phones, users have a predetermined state of mind [137]. Users look for the same product in different websites
in the hope of finding more competitiveness and information. For example, users
would only buy a make or model of a car that they had always yearned for. Their
opinion is formed over a period of time and is difficult to change [3]. The search log
data used in this study has also pointed out a similar finding. Of the 10,000 users
studied, 54% had constantly searched for only one make and 45% had searched for a
single model in the majority of their searches over a period of time. On the other
hand, when buying daily consumer goods buyers can be more experimental and may
often look for new brands.
Users with similar interests search for similar items or services. As an example, a
person looking for a family car will have very similar searches to a person looking for
the same category of car, rather than with a person looking for a sports car. The
biggest challenge for any website is to identify users whose search behaviour is
similar. Search behaviour comparison can be restricted to keywords (queries) or other
parameters such as time, session, the page visited, all depending upon the need of the
website. Accurate clustering of users can help solve the ‘cold-start problem’ (which is
when a first-time user visits the website). When such a user visits the website, based
on his initial few searches he can be recommended items that are closest to his match.
The other advantage of clustering similar users is that this information can be helpful
in building group user profiles. However, looking at the MDD nature of Web log data,
methods that can enhance clustering are needed.

3.

Finding relevant and unique rules from searches made by similar users,

in case when group user profiles are constructed: When constructing group
profiles, methods such as finding associations between searches made by users [89]
and finding sequential rules [118], [182] are widely used. However, in cases where
the number of users in a group is small, the number of such associations and
sequential rules generated is less due to inadequacy of data. On the other hand, when
too many users are clustered in a group, the number of similar rules generated is very
large. The behaviour of Web users is unpredictable and comparing a user’s searches
with identified prominent sequential patterns restricts the flexibility of a system. Let a
7

user u x buys Product ‘A’ first and then Product ‘B’. The transaction is denoted as
( A, B ). If user ux is compared with other user u y , who buys product ‘B’ first and then

‘A’, denoted as ( B, A). It can be clearly seen that these methods will not be able to
give good recommendations to users due to the different sequential patterns, however,
the searched item sets may be same for the two users [143]. The other problem with
sequential rule generation is that, in the case where a full set of sequential rules (all
frequent and confident rules) are needed to be generated from frequent patterns, the
process is expensive and the number of frequent patterns generated is exponential to
the maximum pattern length [143]. Therefore, rules that are applicable to a group have
to be mined from associations of users, rather than be mined from purely sequential
patterns or frequent item sets within a group.

4.

Utilization of individual user profile, group user profile and object/item

profiles in synchronization to make best possible recommendations: Most modelbased systems use either individual user profiles [19] to make recommendations or
use item/object profiles in combination with an individual profile [10] to make
recommendations. Combining group profiles (consisting of profiles of similar users)
with individual and object profiles can be helpful in making unique recommendations,
and can also help to improve the performance of recommender systems [135]. Most
Web-based

personalized

systems

seldom

use

multiple

profiles

to

make

recommendations.

5.

Choosing number, type and ordering of recommendations to be made to a

user: To improve the quality of recommendations made to a user, there has to be a
deciding factor on the number of recommendations to be made to a user and how
these recommendations should be presented (scored) for each user. Various methods
[43], [84], [111], [112], [124], [194] exist which either use profile information or use
the CF approach to make recommendations. They still lack the ability and flexibility
to utilize all available information such as profile, CF and users current preferences.
Apart from this, seldom do these methods discuss how such recommendations should
be ranked or scored and presented to users. Handling categorical and mixed data types
and effectively using them for scoring recommended results is another shortcoming of
many ranking methods.
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1.3

Research Questions

Web log data is a multi-dimensional data (MDD), and has various dimensions like
searches made, time of search, browser used, geographic location etc. Most of the
websites concerned with selling products and services are limited to a specific
domain. There may be ‘n’ numbers of items or objects that a website deals with. Each
object may have multiple features based on which a user’s searches are made. An
example is a car website. Even though it may deal with a finite number of cars, each
car has certain specifications based on which a user’s searches are made. It may have
commonly searched parameters such as car make, car model, body type, cost, engine
size, fuel use. A few research questions that arise are:
1. Are the two-dimensional similarity measures based on vector and matrix methods,
which are mostly adopted by current Web-based personalized systems [128] adequate
to find best mappings between users-users or users-items?.
2. How, can Web log data be modelled, keeping all relationships between searched
objects and users intact? Is it possible to find users with very similar search behaviour
and objects with maximum similarity between them?
However, once this data about the user, search and session is processed, multiple
searches made by different users need to be compared to find users with similar
dearch behaviour. The content searched by a user can be linked with his interest. Two
users with same interests may search for a near similar object. However, it is
unfeasible and a waste of resources to compare each user with all other users in the
database to find like-minded people having similar interests. Multiple searches made
by many users need to be compared so that users with similar search interests can be
clustered together. Clustering is an important part of the personalization process
[128]. Identification of users with similar search interest is crucial for making
effective group profiles. In cases where individual user profile creation is costly, such
clustering of users and objects may be used as an alternative method for making
quality recommendations to users with similar search behaviour. A few research
questions that arise here are:
3. How to cluster multi-dimensional data to find similar users, when the data consists
of a large number of users with each user conducting multiple searches, and each
search consisting of many searched parameters?
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4. Are good clustering solutions with better inter-user and inter-object similarity
measures, helpful in making personalized systems that can help to improve the quality
of recommendations?
Once similar users are clustered based on their searches, interesting patterns of
related objects as searched by the users can be found out. One research question that
arises here is:
5. How to find unique rules, within a group of users having similar interests, based
on the association of the searches made by users in the group?
Object profiles or item profiles are groups of items that can be clustered together
based on the similarity of features between them. Since most of the objects have
clear and detailed specifications, an interesting research question here is:
6. How, can object data be clustered so that objects clustered in a group have
maximum similarity between them?
People who visit a website can be classified into two categories, known or
registered users and unknown or anonymous users. Known users can be identified by
their server logs data, whereas it is quite difficult and time consuming to identify the
anonymous users. When making recommendations to both known and unknown users
some research questions are:
7. Once, when the user profiles, group profiles and object profiles are created, how
to use these three profiles to mine the best possible knowledge and use the three
models in synchronization, to give the best recommendation to each category of
users?
8. How many recommendations should there be and how should these
recommendations be ranked when presenting the results to the users?

1.4

Research Objectives

To propose an efficient Web-based personalized system, the three core components
identified in this research are the user profile component (consisting of individual user
model, group user and objects profile model), the recommendation component and the
ranking component. Each of these three is essential in making high quality of
10

recommendations. Such recommendations can be made based on the information
requirements and personnel preferences of each category of user, such as a known
user (with profile) or an unknown user (with no profile information). To propose a
personalization methodology, this research focuses on utilizing high-dimensional data
modelling techniques combined with data mining techniques such as clustering and
association rule mining to mine knowledge from Web log data. The major objectives
of this research are:
1. Identification of efficient methods for modelling Web log data to create user
profiles: Web log data consisting of multiple users, objects and the subsequent
searches users have made is multi-dimensional data (MDD). This data depicts a user’s
actual interests. When used for finding similarity between users-users, users-items or
items-items, two-dimensional data models are unable to capture latent relationships in
such high-dimensional spaces, therefore loosing valuable inter dimensional
relationships and information about how these dimensions interact with each other
[128], [146], [172]. One of the objectives of this research is to develop methods for
modelling such complex Web log data, so that there is minimum information loss
across various searched dimensions, and the latent relationships between various
dimensions and users can be captured more effectively.
2. Finding methods that improve clustering and thus group most similar users
and objects together: Identification of similar users with similar search behaviour is
important to make high quality of group user profiles. Clustering has been a popular
approach to achieve this. Due to the multi-dimensionality of Web log data containing
many components (searched parameters), existing clustering methods applicable on
such MDD data may not be able to give optimum quality of clusters [128]. Therefore,
developing methods that can enhance clustering on Web users log data is another
objective of this research work.
3. Recommendation strategy for individual user, group of users based on various
profiles: The three profiles created (Individual, group and object) can be used alone
or can be combined to give good quality of recommendations. Individual profiles take
a user’s personnel interests into consideration, object profiles ensures that he is
recommended similar items and group profiles can be used to make unique
recommendations. Another objective of the research is how to synchronize the three
categories of profiles, to make the best possible recommendations to users.
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4. Ranking methodology that improves search and recommendations: A
personalized recommender system delivers information to users based on their
interests and needs. To achieve this, it uses the user profile information. Subsequently,
a ranking function enhances the performance of a personalized recommender system
by ordering recommendations as per a user’s information needs. One objective of this
research is to propose a ranking method which can utilize profile information and give
higher preferences to a user’s current interests when making recommendations.

1.5

Research Methodology and Design

This thesis proposes a multi dimensional data modelling (MDD) approach to build
user profiles and subsequently make recommendations. To build user profiles the
method uses the implicit information about users by using their search log data. In
order to find the correlations between users and objects according to their usage of
items, identify what features play an important role in a user’s search and what the
prominent searched parameters are, this thesis proposes to use the high-dimensional
data models also known as tensor space models [96], [165]. Various methods are
proposed to construct profiles such as individual user’s profiles, group users profiles
and object profiles.
An individual user profile finds the most relevant items as searched by a user and
then helps in making recommendations. Group profile construction is a collaborative
approach, which groups users based on their common searches and then finds users–
items correlations within a group. Once users are clustered using the proposed tensorbased clustering method, the associations shared by a group of users (represented as
top ϒ items), are used for making recommendations within the group. The complete
personalization model adopting different methods of recommendations is explained in
Figure 1.5. When a Web user directs a query to a website, the very first objective is
identification of such user. If he is a known user, then his profile is used for making
recommendations. If the user is an anonymous user, then a group profile is used,
where a user’s interest are mapped with other people having similar interests. Object
profiling consisting of similar objects in a group can also be used to give more
personalized recommendations to users. These recommendation results can than be
given to the ranking component whose objective is to rank recommended results
based on a user’s current preferences and needs.
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Figure 1.5 Proposed Personalized Recommender System based on Various Profiles.

In addition, to achieve the objective of constructing such personalization models (as
shown in Figure 1.5), this research has been divided into six phases. These phases are
shown in Figure 1.6. In the first phase all necessary data is pre-processed, filtered and
arranged according to user and search. In the second phase various models such as
individual, group and object are created from the datasets. Next these models are
decomposed to mine interesting patterns of users and objects. In the next phase the
decomposed data of users and objects is used to cluster similar users and objects. In
the fourth phase individual, group and object profile models are created. Fifth phase
identifies a recommendation method that is used for making recommendations to
various categories of users. The sixth phase proposes a ranking method that is adopted
to make the best recommendations to a user.
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Figure 1.6 Phase Wise Details for the Proposed Personalization Model.

A brief summary of contributions made in the Thesis: The following is the list of
contributions made in the thesis.
1. To find the closest similarity between users-users, user-items and items-items
the thesis has proposed to use MDD techniques like tensors for modelling user
and object behaviour.
2. The other contribution outlined in this thesis is introducing methods of
building various users, group and object profiles.
3. For clustering similar users, this thesis proposes to do clustering on the last
dimensional matrix using the proposed DIF (Dimension Influencing Factors)
method. Further to improve the quality of clustering solutions obtained, the
thesis proposes to cluster items/objects using the proposed FIBCLUS
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similarity measure, so that inter-object distances are maximised and intraobject distances are minimized, thus enabling good clustering solutions.
4. Unlike most of the personalized systems, those use either the user model, or
the CF approach, or both, this research proposes to use multiple profiles
(individual, group and object profiles) in conjunction to make best possible
recommendations to different categories of users.
5. This thesis proposed a ranking methodology that can recommend based on
user’s current search; user’s individual profile information; and in case no
profile information is available it can use the CF approach to give best results
matching a user’s interest.

1.6

Structure of Thesis

Chapter 1: It discusses the information overload problem and outlines the need for
creating personalized systems for making better recommendations. A need, with a
solution in the form of making hybrid systems consisting of user, group and object
profiles is outlined. The other important gap that was discovered, and is a major cause
of poor performance of recommender systems are the methods adopted to find
correlations between users-users and user-items. For evaluating Web data, which is
high-dimensional data, a multi-dimensional data modelling technique based on tensor
decomposition is proposed in this thesis.
Chapter 2: In this chapter various literatures which is relevant to the research is
discussed in detail. The section starts with an overview of personalization methods. It
then discusses the three important components the user profile, recommendation and
ranking methods of a personalization system. Next various approaches for creating
user profiles are discussed. Clustering and association rule mining, which are popular
data mining techniques and have been used in this research when creating user
profiles, are discussed in brief. In the next section two-dimensional data modelling
techniques which are used in user profiling for evaluating users-items or users-users
similarity measures are discussed. Next, multi-dimensional data modelling techniques
based on tensors including their properties and popular decomposition methods are
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discussed. In the next section various recommendation approaches are discussed in
addition to the advantages and limitations of each category of recommender systems.
In the next section various ranking methods based on different similarity measures of
attributes are discussed. Finally, the chapter discusses some research gaps identified in
terms of Web personalized systems and concludes with a summary of the literature.
Chapter 3: Chapter 3 discusses the proposed research methodology in detail. In this
chapter various methods developed for building a personalized Web system are
discussed in detail.
Section 3.1: In this section, various user model creation methods such as models for
individual users and group users are discussed. Further, to enhance recommendations
object model creation methods, consisting of similar objects in a cluster are also
discussed.
Section 3.2: This section discusses about clustering methods to cluster the different
models such as models created using vectors, matrices and tensors. Clustering on the
tensor models with and without the proposed DIF (Dimensional Influencing Factor)
methods is also discussed. Applicability of the proposed FIBCLUS clustering method
to cluster objects is also discussed.
Section 3.3: This section discusses about various profile construction methods using
vector and tensors for individual user, group users and object profiles.
Section 3.4: This section discusses about recommendation methods using the various
profiles such as individual user profiles, group users profiles and object profiles.
Section 3.5: This section first identifies the need to use ranking methods while
delivering search results or recommendations to a user. Next the proposed ranking
function FIT (Feature Importance Technique) based ranking method is described in
detail.
Chapter 4: This chapter does a case study on a real car sales website which has been
named as ‘Mileage Cars’ in this thesis. It identifies the various profile categories, how
data pre-processing is done to create various profiles and finally concludes with the
creation of various tensor models for the website.
Chapter 5: This chapter discusses all the experiments related to clustering of tensordecomposed objects, using various clustering methods such as K-means, X-means and
EM. Evaluation of vector, tensor and the proposed DIF clustering on tensor models of
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such Web log data is discussed. Evaluation of the proposed similarity method
(FIBCLUS) for enhancing clustering is also discussed in detail.
Chapter 6: This chapter details the experiments conducted to evaluate the efficiency
of recommendations methods based on individual user, group user and object profiles.
Chapter 7: This chapter details the experiments conducted to evaluate the efficiency
of methods of ranking. Two evaluation methods are used. The first evaluates ranking
performance by utilizing user profile information to make recommendations to a user
and the second employs no personalized information to rank search results.
Chapter 8: The final chapter summarises the contributions and findings of the
research and concludes with the potential for future research in the development of
MDD techniques for personalization.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter discusses the various research work related to this thesis. Each section
discusses briefly the techniques, reviews existing methods that are widely used for
personalization and concludes with a summary of the section. Figure 2.1 gives an
overview of the literature discussed in this thesis. The first section discusses about
personalization and the various approaches that are commonly used for Web
personalization. Since, user profiling, recommendation and ranking are all important
components of a personalization system, these three are discussed separately in the
next sections.

Figure 2.1 Flow chart of literature review methods.

The user profile section starts with the discussion about various data sources and
formats that can be used in profile building. It then talks about various approaches
used for profile building. Applicability of popular data mining techniques like
clustering and association rule mining, used for building user profiles is also
discussed. Next, there is discussion about the popular two-dimensional data analysis
techniques used extensively to find similarity between users and objects when
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building user profiles. Finally, a brief overview of tensors with details about the
popular tensor decomposition techniques is given. The next Section 2.3.1, discusses
about the recommendation methods, an important component of a Web
personalization system. The section discusses about various methods widely used and
how clustering and association rule mining have been used by recommender systems.
Section 2.4 gives a brief introduction to ranking methods in terms of common Web
search and ranking results in terms of recommender systems. Section 2.5 identifies
some research gaps with regards to Web personalization and finally Section 2.6 gives
a summary of the literature.

2.1

Web Personalization

Personalization can be described as a step closer to the semantic Web vision [123],
[192]. An Intelligent Web is what semantic Web looks forward to. Due to the
applicability of Web in diverse tasks like business transactions, knowledge
acquisition by individual users, simply browsing for pleasure, personalization has
gained momentum

[64], [123], [192], [193]. There is a difference between

customization and Personalization [127]. In customization, a user has to specifically
outline what he wishes to see. On the other hand, personalization is a dynamic task.
In order to improve websites and retain visitors, the major objective of any
personalized service is to provide better-individualized services to each category of
users. Personalization methods allow Websites to know about their users. Since, this
information is streamlined from the vast amount of available information it reduces
unnecessary searches for a user. When a user’s personnel browsing history is known
it just becomes a matter of finding interesting patterns in the data. Once this has been
achieved, the user can be served with data and information that matches his previous
browsing behaviour [50].
The data needed for personalization can be collected either explicitly, by asking
consumers to disclose information about themselves (like in registration or
subscription forms), or implicitly, without the knowledge of the users, like data from
the server, proxy or their Web browser history. Personalization may include content
personalization (recommending content which may interest a user), or link
personalization (displaying links, which a user may click) and structure/navigation
personalization (reorder the website as per a user’s need) [14].
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Based on the methods adopted [128], there can be three types of personalization
approaches 1) Rule-based 2) Content-based and 3) Collaborative filtering. A fourth
category compromising a combination of these three, called as hybrid is not discussed
here, as it is a combination of any of these three methods. Hybrid approach used for
personalization is discussed in the recommendation Section 2.3 of this thesis.
1) Rule-based personalization systems are either manual, or are automatically able to
generate decision rules that can be used to recommend items. Manual rule-based
personalized systems allow rules to be generated based on demographic,
psychographic, or other personal characteristics of users [128]. Most rule-based
systems depend on explicit information which makes such systems outdated over a
longer duration, since profiles created based on rules tends to be outdated [128].
User’s interest change over a period and the information a user may have initially put
in his profile may currently be of no interest to him. Some widely used techniques
using rule-based approach for making personalization are:
a) Usage of ontology in building rule-based personalized systems: Ontology based
methods in general create user profiles represented as ontologies and then compare
ontologies either with other users or try to find relevant items based on users
ontology. To compare or recommend these methods usually use the domain ontology.
However, one major drawback of these methods is that building domain ontology is
difficult, requires proper domain knowledge and takes a considerable amount of time.
Some widely used methods that fall under this category are discussed below.
In this work [84], an ontology based user model, called user ontology, for providing
personalized information service in the semantic Web is proposed. As pointed out by
the researchers that most of the existing approaches only use concepts and taxonomic
relations for user modelling, however this user ontology model utilizes concepts,
taxonomic relations, and non-taxonomic relations in a given domain ontology to
capture the users’ interests. A set of statistical methods are provided to learn a user
ontology from a given domain ontology and a spreading activation procedure for
inferencing in the user ontology. The user ontology model with the spreading
activation based inferencing procedure has been incorporated into a semantic search
engine, called OntoSearch. Experimental results, based on the ACM digital library and
the Google Directory highlight the improvements in personalized search.
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b) Usage of machine learning methods in building rule-based personalized
systems: The general idea behind these methods is to train models based on users
search data and then use some machine learning or artificial intelligence techniques
like neural networks to predict the user’s interests.
In one such personalization research work [195], a two-way representation of a
user’s semantic profile firstly from a lower-level semantic representation (collecting
users activities online over a time duration) and using a standard machine learning
algorithm to detect user convergence, and secondly a higher-level semantic
representation which detects changes in user activities are used. Once changes are
detected, the higher-level semantic representation automatically updates the user
profiles and reinitializes the system.
c)

Usage of data mining methods in building rule-based personalized

systems: Data mining methods usually model the users search data using various
techniques like clustering, classification and then analyse it to find interesting
patterns. These patterns are then used for making recommendations to the users. Some
methods that utilize this approach are discussed briefly.
A method classified under this approach uses a graph-based approach [119], and
uses a weighted projection of the user-object bipartite network to study the effects of
user tastes on the mass-diffusion-based personalized recommendation algorithm. Here
a user’s tastes or interests are defined by the average degree of the objects he has
collected. Experimental results show that when the data is sparse, the algorithm gives
more recommendation weight to the objects whose degrees are close to the user’s
tastes, and when it is dense, it assigns more weight to the objects whose degrees are
significantly different from user’s tastes.
d) Usage of information retrieval (IR) methods in building rule-based
personalized systems: IR based methods firstly try to identify a user’s needs. To
identify a user’s needs various sources of information such as identifying a user’s
actions, asking a user his needs explicitly, or utilizing user profiles are employed.
Once these needs are identified, information retrieval is done keeping the needs in
highest consideration. As an example of a prominent work [27], that proposes a
personalized user model based on an individual user’s needs, and adopts an IR based
approach based on explicit user actions. Such identification of objectives is similar to
WebWatcher [15], where the concept of objective (also called goal) is used.
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One drawback with such systems is explicitly asking users, the objective of their
search prior to making any recommendations. The proposed approach is implemented
in the prototyped personalized system METIORE, which provides access to the
bibliographic references of research publications available at the library of the
computer laboratory centre LORIA, France.
2) Content-based personalized systems mostly rely on past information of users
searches, expressed as query or ratings of items. A user profile consisting of user’s
interest is mostly created by such methods. Such systems compare item features and
recommend similar items matching a user interest. As pointed out by Mobasher et al
in [128] these systems often rely on document modelling techniques with roots in
information retrieval [155] and information filtering [20]. In most of these methods
both user profiles, as well as, items are represented as weighted term vectors (e.g.,
based on TF-IDF term-weighting model [128] and item or user similarities are
evaluated based on computation of vector similarities (e.g., using the Cosine
similarity measure) or using probabilistic approaches such as Bayesian classification.
One

well-known

drawback

of

content-based

personalization

systems

is

overspecialization, which is when a user may not be recommended unique items,
which he had never rated. However as also pointed out by [128],

[164]

personalization based recommendation is helpful when users are recommended items,
which are unique and may interest them. The other drawback with such systems is
that since items consisting of features, and users searches consisting of many
dimensions are mapped to each other, based on some two-dimensional similarity
measures, such methods may not be as effective for finding item-items or users-items
similarities [128]. Some widely used techniques that adopt a content-based approach
are discussed below.
a) Usage of ontology in building content-based personalized systems: In one of
the work [53] a semantic Web personalization system, focusing on word sense
disambiguation techniques, which can be applied in order to semantically annotate the
website’s content. The underlying idea is to integrate usage data with content
semantics, expressed in ontology terms, in order to produce semantically enhanced
navigational patterns that can subsequently be used for producing valuable
recommendations.
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Another work [110] that proposes a new Web search personalization methodology
which captures the user's interests and preferences in the form of concepts by mining
search results and their click throughs. Further classification of concepts into content
concepts and location concepts, by creating an Ontology-based, Multi-Facet (OMF)
model is done, to precisely capture the user's content and location interests and hence
improve the search accuracy. Lastly, based on the derived ontologies and
personalization effectiveness, an SVM model is trained to adapt a personalized
ranking function for re-ranking of future search. Experimental results show that OMF
improves the Precision significantly when compared with baseline search methods.
Another work by [44] describes a personalized search approach involving a
semantic graph-based user profile issued from ontology. User profiles are built using a
score propagation that activates a set of semantically related concepts, in the same
search session using a graph-based merging scheme. A session boundary recognition
mechanism based on tracking changes in the dominant concepts held by the user
profile relatively to a new submitted query using the Kendall rank correlation measure
is also defined. Finally, personalization does re-ranking of the search results of related
queries using the user profile.
b)

Usage

of

machine

learning

methods

in

building

content-based

personalized systems: Some methods which are classified under this approach are
like the one proposed by researchers [42]. In this work a feature-based machine
learning approach for personalized recommendation that is capable of handling the
cold-start problem is discussed. User profiles reflecting user’s interests, where such
profiles are updated with temporal characteristics of the content, e.g. popularity and
freshness. Based on all features in user and content profiles, a predictive bilinear
regression model is developed to provide accurate personalized recommendations of
new items for both existing and new users. This approach has an offline component
with light computational overhead compared with other recommender systems that
require online re-training. Superiority of results is verified on a large-scale data set
collected from the Today-Module on Yahoo.
c)

Usage of data mining methods in building content-based personalized

systems: In one of the works [41], the researchers employ the user’s product-specific
knowledge and mines his/her own desire on appropriate target products as a part of
personalization process to construct the overall electronic commerce strategy for
businesses. This work illustrates a novel Web usage mining approach, based on the
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sequence mining technique. It takes into consideration a user’s navigation behaviour,
to discover patterns. A footstep graph is used to visualize the user’s click-stream data
so that any interesting pattern can be detected more easily and quickly. A novel
sequence mining approach is used to identify pre-designated user navigation patterns
automatically and integrates Back-Propagation Network (BPN) model smoothly.
Empirical research showed that the proposed approach can predict and categorize the
users’ navigation behaviour with high accuracy.
3) Collaborative filtering (CF) based personalized Systems have been very effective
in making group recommendations. A typical success example is Amazon.com. CFbased systems are either memory based or neighbourhood based, and make
recommendations to users based on their ratings of items. A collective approach is
used to identify most popular items, and recommendations are made based on a user’s
search matching these popular items. In spite of being a popular way of making
recommendations, CF-based approach has some limitations like recommending a new
item without ratings or recommending to a new user who has not rated any items.
Scalability is another issue of such systems, as finding the neighbourhood of
item/users is mostly an online process. To overcome these shortcomings various
measures like similarity indexing [5], dimensionality reduction [158] (to reduce realtime search costs and overcome sparsity problem) and offline clustering [179] of user
records (where users are recommended items from the cluster they belong) have been
proposed [128]. Another CF-based approach, the model-based, is able to handle such
real time recommendation issues by creating user models. In such user models, only
highly ranked results matching a user’s profile are recommended. Model based
systems have two variations the item-based collaborative filtering [128], [157] and the
user-items based CF method. In item-based models rating, as provided by a user to
items are found out by creating item-item similarity matrix and similar items as
searched by a user are recommended. All this is done as an offline process. Evaluation
of the item-based CF approach [48], [128] has shown that item-based CF provides
recommendation of similar quality like the memory-based CF approach. The other
approach users-items compare all searches made by users with relative items and
finds inter-relationships between such items and users. The User-to-Item correlation
methods combine interests of a group of people to find the highest rated interests and
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then interests consisting of items/ products/people are recommended to the individuals
belonging to a group [93].
A considerable amount of work has been done in developing personalization
systems, and various techniques have been used. The majority of systems and tools
for Web personalization employ Web usage mining, which discovers interesting usage
pattern by analysing the Web server logs. Some recent work on personalization using
data mining methods and employing CF approach are discussed below.
In this work [191], a personalization model for tag-based recommendation is
discussed using CF approach. The methodology also considers the personal
vocabulary for making recommendations. Experiments are done on a real-world
dataset the Del.icio.us, which demonstrates that the use of tag information can
significantly improve the accuracy of personalized recommendations
In another work [151], an E-learning personalized architecture for a personalization
system to facilitate Web mining is proposed. The Web mining tool (AHA!) is
developed with an integrated recommender engine, to help the instructor to carry out
the whole Web mining process. The objective is to recommend a student on his next
visit, the most appropriate links/Web pages within the AHA! System.
A hierarchical framework for personalized movie recommendation is proposed in
[117]. A CF user-item based approach using weekly ranking information of movies is
utilized for movie association and recommendation. Then, an integrated graph with
both movie content and user preference is constructed to generate a dynamic movie
synopsis for personalized navigation.
This work [32] investigates personalized social search based on the user’s social
relations, where search results are re-ranked in relation to individuals in the user’s
social network. Comparison with topic-based personalization, that is, a user’s related
terms aggregated from other social applications, is considered. Results from the offline study and user surveys show that social network based personalization
significantly outperforms non-personalized social search.
Components of a Web Personalization System: The three components that are the
core of any Web Personalization System (WPS) are
1. User Profile.
2. Recommender Engine.
3. Ranking Methodology or Recommender Ranker.
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User- Profiles

Recommendation Engine

Ranking Methodology

Core Components/Elements of a Personalized System

Figure 2.2 Core components of a Web Personalized System.

Each of these components works in conjunction with each other (Figure 2.2) to
enhance the Web browsing experience of a user. Each of these components is
discussed in detail in the following sections.

2.2

User Profile: Component of a WPS

Most Web-based personalized systems utilize user profiles to make recommendations
[43], [44], [59], [61], [63], [65]. User profile is an important component of a Web
personalized system. A user profile is a user’s browsing behavioural model, which is
constructed after analysing the past browsing behaviour of a user. The information
that may be analysed is the websites he/she frequently visits, the content he sees, and
time spent at each site. This information is critical in determining and predicting his
futuristic Web browsing habits [3], [127]. Another objective of creating user profiles
is that similar search criteria given by many users would yield the same results,
regardless of individual preference. Thus, the other means to identify information, as
which may be liked by a user is by analysing their user profiles [90].
Types of User Profiles: Typically, there are three types of user profiles:
1)

Static (or explicit, obvious or extended) user profiles – Such profiles are

built on information provided by the user in the registration or subscription forms of
a website. Such information as demographic information (location, country), personal
(name, age, education) and behavioural (such as preferences) may be used for
creating individual or group user profiles [59].
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2)

Dynamic (or implicit or less obvious) user profiles – Such profiles are

inferred by the click stream analysis of a user’s behaviour based on their activity
extracted from Web server logs or by the agent that monitors them.
3)

Non-obvious user profiles – Such profiles may combine explicit as well as

implicit data and may use data mining, or machine learning or IR or probabilistic
approach. An example of such a profile [131] may contain the actual numbers of a
user’s session count and a list of weights (w) representing the users interest in the key
topics.
To construct the profiles, information needed can be acquired from users either
explicitly or implicitly or both.

2.2.1

a)

Sources of Web Users Usage and Behaviour Information
Explicit Information: Such information is directly given by the users in

various registrations, subscriptions, Web payment websites, or in ratings or rankings
given to certain products or features. Apart from these sources explicit user comments
about a product or topics are also a source of such information.

b)

Implicit Information: A server log is a file (or several files) automatically

created and maintained by a server for recording activities performed by users over it.
A typical example is a Web server log, which maintains a history of page requests.
The W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) maintains a standard format for Web server
log files, but other proprietary formats exist. Information about the request, including
client IP address, request date/time, page requested, HTTP code, bytes served, user
agent and referrer are the typical items that are added to this file. This data can be
combined into a single file or separated into distinct logs, such as an access log, error
log or referrer log. However, server logs typically do not collect user-specific
information [163]. These files are usually not accessible to general internet users, but
only to the Webmaster or other administrative person.
A statistical analysis of the server log can reveal interesting traffic patterns over a
period of time. Such knowledge can be the referrer or user agent software that is
popularly used by users; website sections that are mostly viewed by users; or the
product catalogues that users have browsed. Also, much more information that is
similar can be mined from server logs. Thus, in brief, by doing an analysis of Web
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server log data, a lot of valuable information can be mined which can help in efficient
Web site administration and managing website resources. This information can also
assist the website in launching promotional and marketing campaigns.
Depending on the configuration settings of the website administrator, settings of the
user’s personal system and settings at the proxy server level, log files can be located
at three different places: 1) Web server logs, 2) Web proxy server logs, and 3) Client
browser logs.
The server logs are more reliable and provide more accurate picture of the usage
information of a user, however due to the privacy issues, complexity of preprocessing [19], and the sensitive and personal information such logs may contain,
they are often ignored or are used rarely except in few simple analytics relating to
website traffic and other site maintenance activities. Seldom are logs used widely for
making user profiles or making recommendations.
The other noteworthy thing is that server logs do not record cached pages visited.
The cached pages are summoned from local storage of browsers or proxy servers. The
second source of log information is the proxy logs. Proxy servers act as gateways. The
proxy server takes HTTP requests from client browsers and passes them to a Web
server. Web pages returned by a Web server are then passed to the users thorough the
proxy server.
One disadvantages of log information is that sometimes the request interception is
limited, rather than covering most requests. The third category of log information is
available from the client logs. Most websites employ HTTP cookies to extract such
information. Cookies are pieces of information generated by a Web server and stored
in the users’ computers. Whenever a user visits the website in future, the user is
identified by the Web server based on these cookies.

However, tracking client

browser logs have certain drawbacks which include security and privacy issues;
deployment and compatibility issues; disabling of cookies and agent softwares that
can monitor website usage. Such issues need to be addressed effectively before any
personalization can be done for users.
Various Representation Formats of Users Implicit Data: The data available in
Web server log consists of various formats such as Apache Common Log File Format,
CERF Net, Cisco PIX, Gauntlet, IBM Firewall, IIS standard/Extended, Microsoft
Proxy, NCSA Common/Combined, Netscape Flexible, Open Market Extended, Lotus
Domino Log File Format and Raptor Eagle. Some popular log formats are:28

1) Common Log Format.
2) Extended Log Format.
3) Microsoft IIS Log Format.
4) W3C Extended Log File Format (IIS 6.0):
W3C Extended Log File Format (IIS 6.0): The W3C Extended log file format is the
default log file format for IIS [125]. It is a customizable ASCII text-based format. The
IIS Manager can be used to select which fields to include in the log file, allowing the
maintaining of log files as small as possible. Field Prefixes has the following
meaning, which appears on the “Appears as” column below: s-server actions, cClient Actions, CS- Client to Server Actions, and SC- Server to Client Actions. Table
2.1 explains the fields extracted when this format is chosen by system administrators.
No
1

Field
Date

Appears as
Date

2

Time

Time

3

Client IP address

c-imp

4

User Name

cess-username

5

Service name and
instance number

s-site name

6

Server Name

S-computer
name

7

Server IP address

s-ip

8

Server Port

s-port

9
10

Method
URI Stem

cs-method
cs-uri-stem

11

URI Query

cs-uri-query

12
13
14
15
16

HTTP Status
Win 32 Status
Bytes Sent
Bytes Received
Time Taken

sc-status
sc-win32-status
sc-bytes
cs-bytes
time-taken

17

Protocol Version

cs-version

18
19
20

Host
User Agent
Cookie

cs-host
cs(User-Agent)
cs(Cookie)

21

Referrer

cs(Referrer)
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Protocol
Substatus

sc-substatus

Description
The date on which the activity occurred.
The time, in coordinated universal time (UTC), at
which the activity occurred.
The IP address of the client that made the request.
The name of the authenticated user who accessed your
server. Anonymous users are indicated by a hyphen.
The Internet service name and instance number that was
running on the client.
The name of the server on which the log files entry was
generated.
The IP address of the server on which the log file entry
was generated.
The server port number that is conFigured for the
service.
The requested action, for example, a GET method.
The target of the action, for example, Default.htm.
The query, if any, that the client was trying to perform.
A Universal Resource Identifier (URI) query is
necessary only for dynamic pages.
The HTTP status code.
The Windows status code.
The number of bytes that the server sent.
The number of bytes that the server received.
The length of time that the action took, in milliseconds.
The protocol version —HTTP or FTP —that the client
used.
The host header name, if any.
The browser type that the client used.
The content of the cookie sent or received, if any.
The site that the user last visited. This site provided a
link to the current site.
The sub-status error code.

Table 2.1 W3C recommended log format.

No matter in which format a user’s log data is stored, once the user’s search log data
is pre-processed, and various important features as needed in the research are
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identified, such features can be extracted. Subsequently various data processing
techniques such as filtering, removing duplicates and arranging user’s data session
wise can be performed.

2.2.2

Methodologies Used for User Profiling

There are various types of user profile construction approaches. This research has
classified these approaches based on five broad categories. These categories are 1)
Data Mining, 2) Statistics and Network analysis, 3) Information Retrieval, 4) Machine
Learning and 5) Cognitive Theory Based Approach.
Some user profiling approaches that fall under each of these categories are further
described in the following section.
1) Data Mining Approach: This type of method employs data mining techniques
such as frequent pattern and preference mining as in [74], [82], [92]. Frequent and
preference mining is a heavily researched area in data mining. The general
methodology adopted by such methods for building user profiles is clustering similar
users based on their searches or page views and then finding similarities between user
searches by applying data mining techniques such as association or sequential rule
mining to derive interesting patterns for a user or group of users.
(2) Statistics Approach: The use of descriptive statistics to extract knowledge from
Web log data has been introduced by [167], through analysing the session files.
Various statistical tools such as frequency, mean, and median on variables i.e. page
views, viewing time and length of a navigational path were applied to derive
knowledge about the behaviour of Web users. In Addition, Web log files analysis
using statistical approach as proposed by [168] allows for a broader perception of user
behaviour and potential to improve user profiling. Their approach includes several
methods such as statistical inference, graph analysis and profile generation.
(3) The IR Acquisition Approach: Another approach that uses the probability
grammar-based approach model instead of descriptive statistics can be found in [85].
A unified framework for the discovery and analysis of Web navigational patterns
based on Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) is proposed. PLSA uses the
probabilistic technique of the latent semantic factor to generate a page view with a
probability value. In one work, the application of a regression concept called Support
Vector Regression (SVR) [87] is applied on users click stream data to find Web pages
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access patterns. SVR is a regression version (a type of statistical learning models) of
Support Vector Machine (SVM) that enables one to make an efficient missing value
imputation model to pre-process sparse Web log.
In another work, researchers (40) have the proposed probabilistic latent semantic
model (PLSA) for characterization of usage patterns and for predicting the probability
of a user’s visiting a particular usage segment. PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantic
Analysis) has many applications in the field of information retrieval and filtering, text
learning and many related fields. After the model has generated some usage patterns
of users a recommendation algorithm is used to provide dynamic content to the user.
The biggest advantage and flexibility of this model is that details can be personalized
dynamically based on probabilistic outcome, even from an anonymous user’s session
or a user with low browsing history. In the case where more browsing data is
available, personalization becomes easier and the probabilistic model shows higher
level of accuracy and Precision. An ontology of user profiles is constructed by
exploiting the user locality model.
In another work [19], a rule-based model of a user built automatically from his
behaviour is transformed into an ontological user model. Reusability and flexibility of
the model are enhanced by introducing a novel approach to logging, which preserves
the semantics of logged events. The successive analysis is driven by specialized rules,
which map usage patterns to knowledge about users, stored in an ontology-based user
model.
(4) Machine Learning Approach: A new robust and fuzzy relational clustering
techniques using artificial immune system based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been
proposed by [132]. The technique allows Web usage clusters to overlap, that can
detect and manage the outliers in the data set via Dynamic Immune Learning
approach by clustering and tracking dense evolving patterns in massive changing
datasets. There has been a lot of research work done in terms of the fuzzy logic (FL)
approach. The researchers [122] have introduced fuzzy logic in their study of the role
of user profiles in Web retrieval processes, including creation, modification, storage,
clustering and interpretation. In their experiments extended profiles containing
additional information related to the user were presented, that personalized and
customized the retrieval process as well as the website.
In another work [54], the researchers have applied fuzzy association rules to the
Web log files for constructing user profiles and achieving personalization. Apart from
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these, the use of a neuro-fuzzy model, to discover and analyse useful knowledge from
Web log data has been proposed by [181]. In this approach to mine traffic patterns
based on past trends, a Self Organizing Map (SOM) is generated, and a fuzzy
inference system is used to capture the chaotic trend to provide short-term and longterm Web traffic trend predictions.
Another similar work [65] uses a machine learning algorithm for extracting and
building automated user profiles. In this research, profiles are built from Web logs,
and within each user profile, interesting documents are ranked according to user
interests on the topic. The role of Concept Hierarchies, Compression, and Robust User
Profiles for personalization has been discussed in [133]. The researchers learned that
post-processed and robust user profiles have better quality than raw profiles.
(5) Cognitive Theory Based Approach: In addition, [60], [61] have presented
various techniques to extract user profiles, and have introduced comprehensive user
profiles that include user perceptual preference characteristics based on cognitive
study. Besides, the traditional user profile extraction approach, they combined other
user characteristics including cognitive approach, which is related to the learning
process, experience, emotional process and visual attention.

2.2.2.1

Applicability of Clustering Methods in User Profiling

Clustering has been an important part of Web personalization, especially in
collaborative filtering methods where similar users or objects are grouped to find
inter-similarity of users or objects. Clustering helps in identifying similar users and
objects, where their related information is then used to build various individual, group
and object profiles.
Personalization approach that uses clustering when building user profiles is very
popular. In one such work that adopts a CF approach, similar users are found out by
clustering the access path of Web users [189]. It is Path Clustering based on
Competitive Agglomeration (PCCA). The path similarity and the centre of a cluster
are defined for the proposed algorithm. The algorithm relies on competitive
agglomeration to get best cluster numbers automatically.
Clustering used for Personalization was done in [109], where the researchers
modelled click through data as a tripartite graph consisting of users, queries and
concepts embodied in the clicked pages. A Dynamic Agglomerative-Divisive
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Clustering (DADC) algorithm for clustering the tripartite click through graph to
identify groups of similar users, queries and concepts is developed. Due to the
dynamic nature of click through data, the authors proposed the use of DADC
clustering of the graph incrementally, in contrast to other models, which re-cluster the
whole data. Large clusters may not be able to represent instance similarities more
effectively.
Thus in order to avoid generating large clusters, DADC avoids generating large
clusters using two interleaving phases, the agglomerative and divisive phases. The
agglomerative phase iteratively merges similar clusters, whereas, the divisive phase
iteratively splits large clusters into smaller clusters to maintain the coherence of the
clusters and restructures the existing clusters to allow DADC to incrementally update
the affected clusters.
Most of the CF-based personalized systems use clustering to find similar users
[128], therefore the intrinsic details of such clustering methods are discussed. Most
clustering methods use a distance measure to evaluate the similarity between data
instances. K-means clustering is one of the best-known and commonly used
algorithms. K-means [120] were inherently developed to deal with numerical data,
where distances between instances are a factor for clustering them together. The
widely used distance measure functions adopted by K-means are Euclidean,
Manhattan and cosine. Several K-means extensions have been developed to cluster
categorical data [77], [156]. Authors in [156] developed an efficient algorithm which
clusters categorical data using the K-means concept. A dissimilarity function based on
simple matching which evaluates the dissimilarity between a categorical instance and
the cluster representative was used. The frequencies of all attributes of the instance
matching the cluster are used for calculating the dissimilarity. Another approach
based on K-means to cluster categorical datasets [77] used a simple matching scheme,
which replaced means of clusters by modes and uses frequency to solve the best
clustering outputs.
A further classification of similarity evaluation for categorical data based on
neighbourhood [9], [67], [154] and learning algorithms [58], [62] is discussed in [23].
Mostly neighbourhood based evaluation methods use similarity methods as adopted
by the overlap measures [23]. Some of them are Eskin, Goodall, IOF, OF, Lin,
Burnaby [23]. Unlike the overlap measure, these measures consider both similarity
and dissimilarity between instances, assigning 1 for a perfect match and arbitrary
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small values for a mismatch.
Rock [67] and Cactus [58] are some of the popular agglomerative hierarchical
algorithms which are used for categorical data clustering. Rock clusters instances in
an agglomerative way maximizing the number of links in a cluster whereas Cactus
utilises co-occurrence of pairs of attributes values to summarise the data and to
achieve linear scaling.
Another agglomerative hierarchical algorithm [39], uses maximal entropy values
between instances to cluster, however as also pointed out by [113] the complexity of it
is proportional to the square of the number of instances. Birch [190] and Coolcat [18]
are other popular clustering methods used for clustering categorical data. Birch uses a
balanced tree structure (CF tree), which preserves the attribute relationships within
different instances as leaf nodes, and then clustering is done on these leaf nodes.
Coolcat is an incremental algorithm, which achieves clustering by trying to minimize
the entropy values between clusters.
One approach [149] to cluster categorical and mix data uses a distance-based
similarity metric similar to the one as proposed by [80]. The authors adopt a
weighting scheme, which utilizes the relative importance of each instance. Once
distance (d p ) between two instances X i and X j is evaluated, a modified version of
similarity metrics defined by [88] as S( X i, X j ) = 1 − d p ( X i , X j ) is used to find
instances similarities.
Simple similarity measures such as overlap suffer from the problem of clustering
dissimilar instances together when the number of attributes matched is the same, but
attributes that are matched are different. When using sophisticated measures, finding a
two-way similarity and dissimilarity is the extra overhead that has to be kept in
consideration. Moreover, these similarity measures may perform well with categorical
data, but in the case of mixed data, which contains both numerical and categorical
data the performance declines as the complexity within clusters increases. They do not
have any definition to handle and incorporate such numeric, attribute information.

2.2.2.2

Applicability of Association Rule Mining in User Profiling

Association rule mining is the process of finding those rules that satisfy the preset
minimum support and confidence from a dataset. It is a two-step process, where
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usually, the first step is to find frequent item sets whose frequency exceeds a specified
threshold and the second step is to generate rules from those frequent item sets using
the constraint of minimum support and confidence. Sequential rules are a specific
category of association rules where orders of associations are also considered. The
first association rule mining algorithm called AIS was proposed by [7].
The AIS algorithm has several drawbacks, notable among these are generation of
too many infrequent item sets and the poor efficiency of rule generation. To improve
the AIS algorithm, the researchers [7], proposed Apriori algorithm and later many
Apriori-based algorithms and variations were proposed. The Apriori algorithm is one
of the most commonly used algorithms to generate association rules.
When searching for information online, a user often searches the same content [3]
many times within a website. Identification of such users, who show similarity in their
search behaviour, is crucial. Such users can be recommended items based on the
searches as done by the other members of the group. In case of an individual user,
identification of frequent patterns of his searches can be helpful in building individual
profiles.
Thus, in the case of an individual user, finding frequent patterns from user’s
searches can lead to the identification of a user’s interest. Similarly, in the case of a
group of users, identification of frequent item sets can lead to the most popular item
sets, as searched by the group members. Since frequently searched item sets can be
effectively mined using association rules, therefore association rule mining is an
important part of many existing Web-based personalized systems.
In their work [182], the researchers focussed on identifying individual patterns in
sequences of Web search log data of users. Their idea was to use such patterns for
personalizing the website. A new algorithm to identify weighted maximal frequent
sequential patterns from all such sequential rules was proposed. In the first step,
frequency of frequent single items was used to find the weights of frequent sequences.
Next, the frequent weighted sequence was defined, to find important maximal
sequences.
Many recommendation frameworks based on non-sequential models such as
association rules, and sequential rule models were proposed. As an example of
making effective recommendations to Web users, the researchers [89] described two
types of indirect associations rules, partial indirect associations and complete indirect
associations. The former respect single transitive pages, while the latter covers all
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existing transitive pages. An algorithm named as IDARM was proposed. The
algorithm extracts complete indirect association rules with respective confidence
based on pre-calculated direct rules. Both direct and indirect rules are combined as a
set of complex association rules, which are used in recommendation of objects.

2.2.2.3

Two-Dimensional Vector and Matrix-based Methods

When building individual user profiles, the searches made by each user have to be
compared, to find the user-items relationships. Similarly, when creating group
profiles, the searches made by users have to be compared with each other to find the
users-users relationships. The users-users comparison is crucial to determine which
users have similar interests. In both these cases, most of the existing methods use twodimensional methods to find these relationships between users and objects [128].
Two-dimensional data analysis techniques mostly arrange data in a vector or
matrices format for finding knowledge. Vectors are rows and column arrangement of
data. A matrix is a vector representation method where the rows and columns of a
matrix subsequently can denote the two modes of a vector. Matrices are denoted by
bold capital letters (e.g. A, B) and the rows and columns of a matrix have been
denoted as ( I × J ) with ij

signifying the i th row number and j th signifying the

column number.
Most of the existing Web personalization systems use two-dimensional data analysis
techiques to build user profiles and find relevant information from the interest vectors
of users or use such methods to find users-users and users-items similarities [128],
[172]. The Users data is arranged in matrix format and then matrix decomposition is
employed to mine knowledge from this information. Some popular and widely used
matrix decomposition techniques are (a) Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Semi
Discrete Decomposition (SDD), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and Non-Negative Matrix factorization (NNMF).
In the absence of any benchmark for measuring performance of personalized
systems and as this thesis focusses on building personalized systems with MDD
methods like tensors, therefore the proposed methods have been compared with most
popular existing two-dimensional methodologies such as SVD, PCA and NNMF.
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These methods are mostly used for finding users-items and users-users correlations
which are then used for building user profiles and personalized systems.
(a) SVD (Singular Value Decomposition): It transforms a data matrix in order to
find the hidden relationships or latent features. The transformation occurs in
such a way, that the variance in data and inter dependency between relative
features is exposed to a maximum. Given any matrix A with n rows and m
columns, the SVD is given as A = USV′ or A = U ΣV′. If A is of rank r , then

U is n × r , S or Σ is a diagonal matrix of size r × r , which has non-negative,
decreasing elements along the diagonal (also called as singular values) such
that these diagonal entries have a relationship expressed as σ 1 ≥ σ 2 ≥ ...σ r and

V ′ is r × m , .Here the matrices U and V are orthogonal, such that U ′U = I and
V ′V = I . If matrix A has rank r then r is the number of non-zero entries in
the diagonal matrix ( Σ ) s , or in other words, rs is the number of singular
values of A. The whole SVD process is explained in Figure 2.3 below.

Figure 2.3 Visualization of a matrix SVD.

(b) PCA (Principal Component Analysis): PCA is an orthogonal linear
transformation, which transforms the data to a new coordinate system. The
transformation is such that the greatest variance by any projection of the data comes
to lie on the first coordinate (called the first principal component). The second
greatest variance is on the second coordinate (called the second principal component),
and so on. PCA finds the best linear projections of a set of high-dimensional points
that can optimally transform given data in terms of minimum least squares costs. For
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the most part principal component analysis computes the eigenvectors of the AA′
matrix that describes the correlations between objects or the matrix A′A which
describes correlations among attributes. The first principal component accounts for
the maximum variability and the subsequent variance decreases with the other
subsequent components.
PCA has many similarities with SVD but there are a few limitations with PCA. PCA
computes both the correlations between objects and correlations between attributes
independently. On the other hand SVD computes them together represented by the
two left and right singular matrices. The other problem with PCA is that computing

AA′ is difficult to handle as it is n× n and makes it more expensive to evaluate [165].
(c) NNMF (Non Negative Matrix Factorization): The inherent concept behind
NNMF was to deal with datasets with no negative attributes. The belief that the
negative entries in a matrix do not have any significance was the key motive behind
NNMF decomposition technique. Given a matrix A with the size of m × n, NNMF
decomposes it into A = W × H (Figure 2.4) where W is a matrix of factors of size
m × r , and H is the mixing matrix of the size r × n , and r ≤ m. Both W and H contain

non-negative entries.

Figure 2.4 Visualization of a matrix NNMF.

NNMF has been widely used in word document analysis, face detection techniques
and micro-array analysis. Nevertheless, there are a few drawbacks with NNMF.
Providing a maximum number of iterations is one drawback as the convergence
behaviour of NNMF is not well understood [165]. The other is deciding on the
number of suitable r components. Unlike other matrix decompositions, it does not
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construct one component at a time, so it is difficult to decide what a suitable choice of
components would be [165].
Some researchers studied the applicability of two-dimensional methods used for
building a user profile included a collaborative filtering method to provide an
enhanced recommendation quality derived from user-created tags [93]. Collaborative
methods of tagging items are employed to find users preferences for items. Data cubes
consisting of three 2-dimensional matrices (User–item, User–tag and Tag–item
frequency), which are transformed from three-dimensional space for collaborative
tagging, are used. For recommendation, the Naïve Bayes classifier is used. The
performance of such an approach was ascertained as being far superior to the plain
collaborative recommendation approaches.
A collective model-based approach which builds customer profile model is
proposed by [135]. User profiles consisting of individual user information and group
behaviour information are built. A customer model reflecting product features,
individual behaviour information, and the behaviour information of other users is used
to build these profiles. Recommendations are done based on the customer model.
Experimental results show that the proposed model has a better recommendation
performance than existing models such as collaborative filtering and CF with and
without product classification data. However, one major limitation is that the latent
relationships between products features are ignored as two-dimensional methods are
used. The other drawback is that the data for constructing group user profiles is
considered demographically based on age, sex and education rather than on interest.
As a result, the benefits of collaborative filtering methods may not be able to be
utilized.
Another method that adopts two-dimensional techniques to build various profiles is
[10], where a hybrid recommendation methodology for an online retail store is
proposed. The method adopts six steps for recommendation: product taxonomy
formation; grain specification; product category attributes extraction; user (customer)
profile

creation;

user–user

and

user–product

similarity

calculation

and

recommendation generation.
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2.2.2.4

Multi-Dimensional Methods

Multi-way data analysis refers to the extension of two-way data analysis techniques,
where analysis of data of higher than two orders and nth order is made. Multi-way
analysis is used to extract hidden structures or patterns and capture underlying
correlations between various variables in a multi-way array [102]. In the sixties
Tucker [177], used such MDD modelling in chemometrics to trace the composition
and effect of various components present in chemical compounds. One of the most
popular techniques of representing two-way datasets is matrices. Two most popular
and widely used tools for analysis of such data represented as matrices are PCA
(Principal Component Analysis) and SVD (Singular Value Decomposition). These
analysis tools may be very useful and powerful, but in certain scenarios, it becomes
inefficient to use them.
In many research areas (such as social, neuroscience, process analysis), it has been
proved that the underlying information content of data may not be captured accurately
or identified uniquely by two-way analysis methods [1]. Such methods e.g. the factor
models, suffer from rotational freedom unless specific constraints such as statistical
independence, orthogonality, etc. are enforced [1]. In contrast, these constraints
requiring prior knowledge or unrealistic assumptions are often not necessary for
multi-way models. For example, in fluorescence spectroscopy data analysis [13] a
Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC) model can uniquely identify the pure spectra of
chemicals from measurements of mixtures of chemicals. It is able to identify chemical
compositions in detail due to the restrictions imposed by the model. The most
significant restriction is that factors in different modes can only interact factor wise.
The interaction between factors in different modes are represented by core array
structures in multi-way models [1]. This core array and the subsequent component
matrices are able to summarize most precisely the latent correlationships between the
different factors.
Thus, it can be said that multi-way analysis has advantages over two-way analysis in
terms of uniqueness, robustness to noise, and ease of interpretation in certain cases
when the data has more than two dimensions. Since matrices have only two
dimensions, there arises a need to represent certain data multi linearly so that the
underlying relationship between each dimension independently or in relation to others
can be analysed in a most efficient manner. This representation and subsequent
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analysis should highlight the hidden relationship between dimensional attributes and
keep information loss at a minimum.
Tensor preliminary: This thesis has followed the conventional notation that is

adopted by many previous researchers [1], [55], [96], [171]. Scalars are denoted by
lowercase letters, e.g., c. All vectors are represented by boldface lowercase letters
e.g., v . The i th entry of v is denoted by vi . Matrices are denoted by boldface capital
letters, e.g., A. The j th column of A is denoted by a j and element ( i , j ) by aij .
Tensors are denoted by boldface Euler script letters, e.g., X. Element ( i , j , k ) of a
3rd-order tensor X is denoted by x .
ijk
A vector is a one-dimensional data array and can be referenced or accessed using a
single index. E.g. ai. Matrix is a two-dimensional data array consisting of some
arbitrary values for each row and column entries. These values in a matrix can be
referenced by a two-digit index e.g. Ai , j , i for the row, and j for the column entry
position of each element in A. Similarly a tensor is a multi-dimensional data array
which has 1…n dimensions. The order of a tensor is the number of dimensions, also
known as ways or modes. E.g. the tensor

T ∈ ℝ M1 ×M 2 ×.... M n has dimensions from 1..n

Vectors and matrices can be thought of as tensors of order one and two respectively.
All vectors are tensors, but not all tensors are vectors. The first two dimension of a
tensor can be thought of as similar to a matrix of dimension A m1,m 2 . This
representation property of Tensor can be useful when unfolding a tensor into a matrix.
E.g., for the given tensor T as above, it can have matrices of size [M1 × M 2 ] for the
first

two

dimensions

and

the

product

of

the

remaining

dimensions

[M 3 × M 4 × M n −1 × M n ] would define how many matrices of size [M1 × M 2 ] are to be
created to represent the full structure of a tensor in each dimension as in a matrix
form.
Each element of a tensor needs n indices to represent or reference its precise position
in a tensor. E.g. the element a needs aijklmn indices where I, J, K, L, M, N are the
dimension of a tensor. Visualization of tensors up to the 3rd dimension is easy but it
becomes confusing to understand the structure of tensors of a higher order than three.
For instance, Figure 2.5(a) below shows a representation containing three dimensions
of a tensor denoted by X, Y, Z-axis. Each axis represents exactly one dimension. For
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example, axis X represents all car makes (e.g. Ford, Toyota), Y represents all car
models, and Z represents all car body types (e.g. sedan, hatch).
Figure 2.5(b) below shows three searches made by one user. The cube alongside
would be a tensor space where all such search values, compromising these three
dimensions would lie. For multiple objects or users, a tensor could be imagined as
slices of a cube as in Figure 2.5(c) where each slice represents a distinct user’s
complete detailed search information and each slice is similar to Figure 2.5(b). The
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 further help to visualize the structure of a third and fourth order
tensor.

Figure 2.5 A Visualization of 3rd order tensor.

Figure 2.6 A Visualization of 4th order tensor.
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Properties of tensors:
Definition 1. (Addition): Given any two tensors D ∈ℝI ×J ×K and H ∈ℝI ×J ×K the sum
(S) is a tensor S ∈ℝ I ×J ×K evaluated as S = D + H , and element wise as

sijk = dijk + hijk .
Definition 2. (Multiplication): Multiplication of a tensor B with a scalar α is a tensor

P and is expressed as P = αB or element wise as p = αbijk .
Definition 3. (Outer Product): The outer product between two tensors P ∈ℝI ×J ×K and

B ∈ℝL×M ×N is an order six tensor C with C ∈ ℝ I ×J ×K ×L×M ×N ∋ C = P  B, or element wise
as cijklmn = pijk blmn . The symbol o denotes the outer product of vectors. This is also the
generalization of the outer product between any two vectors p and b which result in
pbT . The vector outer product is defined as follows. Let a, b and c be column vectors
of size I ×1, J ×1 and K ×1 and P is a tensor of size I × J × K, then P = a  b  c if and
only if pijk = aib j ck .
Definition 4. (Inner Product): The inner product (also called the dot product or scalar
product) between two tensors D and H having same dimensions is a scalar as is
denoted as in Equation (1).

D, H = ∑ dijk hijk

(1)

ijk

Tensors whose scalar product is 0 are mutually orthogonal.
Definition 5. (Kronecker product): The Kronecker product denoted by symbol ⊗ for
two matrices A and B is (A ⊗ B). It multiplies each aij by matrix B or in other words,
it creates many copies of matrix B and scales each one by the corresponding entry of

A. The Kronecker product of matrices A ∈ ℝm×n and B ∈ ℝs×t represented by matrix
K1 here is denoted as matrix A ⊗ B = K1 ∈ ℝms×nt .
Where

 a11B a12B
a B a B
22
A ⊗ B = K 1 =  21
⋮
 ⋮

 am1B am 2B

⋯ a1n B 
 b11A b12 A ⋯ b1t A 

b A b A ⋯ b A 
⋯ a2 n B
22
2t 
 ≠ B ⊗ A = K 2 =  21
⋱
⋮ 
⋮
⋱ ⋮ 
 ⋮



⋯ amn B 
 bs1A bs 2A ⋯ bst A 
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Definition 6. (Hadamard product): The Hadamard product of two matrices A ∈ ℝm×n
and B ∈ ℝm×n of same number of rows and columns is denoted by A ∗ B ∈ ℝn×m. It is

evaluated as shown in Equation (2).

 a11b11 a12b12
a b
a22b22
A ∗ B =  21 21
⋮
 ⋮

 am1bm1 am 2bm 2

⋯ a1nb1n 
⋯ a2 nb2 n 

⋱
⋮ 

⋯ amnbmn 

(2)

Definition 7. (Khatri Rao Product): The Khatri-Rao Product (denoted by ⊙ ) of two
matrices A ∈ ℝm×n and B ∈ ℝl×n s is denoted by A ⊙ B ∈ ℝml×n . To calculate the KhatriRao product, the two matrices should have the same number of columns. The KhatriRao product can be viewed as a column-wise Kronecker product. The Khatri-Rao
product of two vectors is identical to the Kronecker product of two vectors. For the
two matrices A and B the Khatri-Rao product is represented as

A ⊙ B = [a1 ⊗ b1 a 2 ⊗ b2

.....

a n ⊗ bn ]

Definition 8. (Dimension/Mode Product): The mode n-product of a tensor

T ∈ ℝI1×I2 ×....×IN by

a

matrix

M ∈ ℝ J n ×In

is

denoted

by

T × nM

is

an

( I1 × I 2 × ... × I n−1J n × I n+1... × I N ) tensor defined as in Equation (3).

(T × n M)i1i2 ... jn ...iN = ∑ ti1i2 ....in ....iN m jnin

(3)

in

for all index values.
Definition 9. (Rank 1 tensors): An Nth order tensor T ∈ ℝI1×I2 ×....×IN has rank 1 when it
equals the outer product of N vectors U (1) , U ( 2) ,..., U ( N ) :

T = U (1)  U (2)  ....  U ( N ) .
Rank of a tensor: The rank of an arbitrary tensor T of Nth order is denoted
R = rank( T ), is the minimal number of rank one tensors that yield T in a linear

combination.
Norm of Tensor: Norm is the scalar measure of the magnitude of a vector or matrix
and is denoted by A . Norm for a vector could be the Euclidian norm and is
evaluated as x

n

E

2

≡ ( ∑ xi )1/2 . Matrix norm is defined as A ≡ max( Ax / x ) where
i=1

x is any non null vector. The Frobenius norm of a matrix is defined as in Equation (4).
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m n

A

F

2

≡ [ ∑ ∑ a ij ]1/2 .

(4)

i=1 j=1

The norm of a tensor is given as the square root of the sum of the squares of all its
elements, i.e., for a tensor

X ∈ ℝI ×J ×K of size I × J × K , it is defined as

2

X ≡ ∑iI=1 ∑ Jj =1 ∑kK=1 xijk2 . This is the higher-order analogue of the matrix Frobenius
norm. The Frobenius norm of a tensor T is also defined as X = X,X

1/2

.

Diagonal Tensors: A tensor X ∈ ℝ M1×M 2 ×... M N is diagonal (Figure 2.7) if xm xm .... m ≠ 0
1

2

N

and only if m1 = m2 = ... = m N .

Figure 2.7 A three-dimensional diagonal tensor with ones along the super diagonal.

Symmetry of Tensors: A tensor X ∈ ℝ M1×M 2 ×... M N is cubical if every dimension/mode is

the same size, i.e., M1=Mn. A cubical tensor is called super symmetric if its elements
remain constant under any permutation of the indices [96]. A three-way tensor

X ∈ ℝI ×J ×K ,given with I=J=K (and let I, J, K=N) is super symmetric only if all the
elements are the same in all dimensions under all permutations of indices. Thus it is
super symmetric only if xijk = xikj = x jik = x jki = xkij = xkji for all i, j, j = 1,..., N ( I = J =K ) .
Matricization of a tensor: It is also known as canonical tensor matricization. In

various tensor decomposition techniques the dimensions are flattened to represent
matrices of various sizes before the subsequent decomposition technique is applied.
Matricizing, unfolding or flattening of a tensor is a useful operation for transforming a
given multi-dimensional array into a matrix. A third order tensor T ∈ℝI ×J ×K is able to
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form three matrices of I × JK , J × IK , K × IJ and each matrix has columns as shown
in Figures 2.8 below.

Figure 2.8 Matrix unfolding of a tensor with vertical, horizontal and lateral slices.

Matricizing is an important operation of tensor flattening [95]. The following Figures
2.9 and 2.10 further help in the visualization of how matricizing occurs. Given a third
order tensor T ∈ℝ4×4×6 the matricizing can also be done based on grouping individual
component matrices.

Figure 2.9 View of tensor with various component matrices.
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Figure 2.10 An example of a tensor flattened as a single matrix.

Popular Tensor Decomposition Techniques:

Decomposition helps in data

reduction, keeping the relationship between dimensions intact. It captures the
multilinear structure in data, by analysing the factors in each dimension. These factors
are linear combinations of the variables in that dimension. Multilinearity of the model
means that the structure of the model is the same in each dimension or in other words,
it means that the model is linear in each dimension. The overall influence and
correlations of factors in each dimension is then represented by a component matrix,
whose columns are the factors determined by the model. The constructed matrix
summarizes the structure in each dimension.
The two most well known and commonly used multi-way models are Tucker
models [177] and the PARAFAC model [68], which is also called CANDECOMP
(Canonical Decomposition). CANDECOMP [33] was proposed independently but is
considered equivalent to PARAFAC. A new tensor decomposition model based on
matrix SVD was also proposed by [47]. It is known as HOSVD (Higher Order
Singular Value Decomposition). Besides these three most popular tensor
decomposition methods, various moderations of tensor decomposition techniques,
which have originated from the PARAFAC and Tucker family, also exist. These
techniques are HOOI, INDSCAL, PARAFAC2, CANDELINC, DEDICOM, and
PARATUCK2. The three important decomposition methods are briefly discussed
below.
a) Tucker Decomposition Technique:

Tucker models are also known as N-way

principal component analysis techniques [177]. The main objective of Tucker
decomposition (Figure 2.11) is to approximate a large tensor using a small tensor
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through a change of basis. A Tucker decomposition form as defined by [96] on tensor

X is shown in Equation (5).

x ≈  G; A(1) .... A( N )

.

(5)

The tensor G is a core tensor, which is a generalization of the full tensor to the
desired rank. If G is of size J 1... J n , then each matrix A ( n ) formed after is of size
In × J n .

Figure 2.11 Tucker decomposition of a 3rd order Tensor results in component matrices as shown.

Definition 10 (Tucker Decomposition). Given an input tensor X ∈ ℝn1×n2 ...×nm and core

tensor sizes {r1 ,....rM } , find a core tensor Y ∈ ℝ n1 ×n2 ×...×nm and a sequence of projection
∈ ℝ nd ×rs such that

matrices U (d)

M
d =1

X − Y × 1 U (1) × ... × M U ( M )

is small,

i.e.,

X ≈ Y × 1 U (1) × ... × M U( M ) .

If U( d ) is full rank for 1 ≤ d ≤ M , and rd = n d the approximation can be exact. Tucker
decomposition changes the bases for every dimension/mode through the projection
matrix

U( d )

M
d =1.

.

Various adaptations of the tucker model like Tucker1, Tucker2, Tucker3 have come
up. Tucker1 is based on the idea of rearranging data as a matrix and decomposing the
matricized data using SVD. Both Tucker2 and Tucker3 models allow rank reduction
in more than one dimension and are named after the number of modes in which rank
reduction is allowed. When compared with a PARAFAC model a Tucker3 model is a
more flexible model. This flexibility is due to the core array (C), which allows an
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interaction between factors in different modes. The core array explores the underlying
structure of a multi-way dataset much better than a restricted PARAFAC model.
However as pointed out by [1], the full-core array structure of Tucker3 model has a
few drawbacks. Firstly, the interaction between factors in different dimension causes
rotational indeterminacy in Tucker3 models. Unlike PARAFAC, a Tucker3 model
does not determine component matrices uniquely. When a component matrix is
rotated by a rotation matrix, it is possible to apply the inverse of the rotation matrix to
the core and still obtain the same model. Therefore, a Tucker3 model can determine
component matrices only up to a rotation. Secondly, interpretation of Tucker3 models
is much more difficult compared to PARAFAC models [1].
The following are the properties of Tucker decomposition.
(1)
(M )
1. Dimension/Mode n-multiplication: x ≈ y × U × .... × M U .

2. Matricization: X( d ) ≈ U( d ) Y( d ) (U( M ) ⊗ .... ⊗ U( d +1) ⊗ U( d −1) ⊗ ... ⊗ U(1) )T .
3. Outer Product: X ≈ ∑in11=1 ∑in22=2 ...∑inMM=1 yi1 ,i2 ,....iM u i1 (1)  u i2 (2)  ...uiM ( M ) .
b) PARAFAC Decomposition Technique: PARAFAC [68], also known as Parallel

Factors or better known as CANDECOMP is a generalization of PCA (Principal
Component Analysis) to higher order arrays. It is based on Cattell's principle of
Parallel Proportional Profiles [34]. PARAFAC aims to obtain a unique solution such
that component matrices are determined uniquely up to a permutation and scaling of
columns. This uniqueness property is what which makes PARAFAC a popular
technique in many fields [1]. Mathematically, a tensor decomposed by PARAFAC
model (Figure 2.12) can be represented as a linear combination of rank-1 tensors
(Where an N th order rank-1 tensor is a tensor that can be written as the outer product
of N vectors) [1]. However all the component matrices of a PARAFAC model, in
general, cannot satisfy orthogonality constraints. To decompose a tensor with a
PARAFAC model, which will give component matrices with orthogonal columns, a
tensor should be diagonalizable. However, with tensors in general this is not the case
[95]. Various methods are used to determine the number of factors in a PARAFAC
model, which include residual analysis, visual appearance of loadings, number of
iterations of the algorithm, core consistency [26], etc. The core consistency factor
diagnostic model resembles a combination of a Tucker3 core and a super-diagonal
PARAFAC core. However, there is no sure-fire method of determining the optimal
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number of factors (in terms of interpretation) for real data. Therefore, it is often
suggested that several diagnostic tools should be used together instead of using one
single method. Given a tensor of rank 3 as in

X ∈ℝI ×J ×K then

a R-component

PARAFAC decomposed model can be represented as
R

X=

∑a

r

 br  cr + E ,

r =1

or equivalently element wise as in Equation (6).
R

xijk =

∑a b
ir

c + E.

jr kr

(6)

r =1

where air , bir , cir are the i th column of component matrices A ∈ ℝ I × R , B ∈ ℝ J × R and
C ∈ ℝ K ×R respectively and E ∈ ℝ I ×J ×K is the array containing residuals. xijk represents

an entry of a three-way array of X in the i th row, j th column and k th tube.
Property 1 (PARAFAC). The following presentations are equivalent,

1. Mode-n multiplication: x ≈ y × U (1) × ... × M U ( M ) where y is a super-diagonal
tensor with the diagonal entries λ1...λr .
2. Matricization: X( d ) ≈ U( d ) Λ(U( M ) ⊙ .... ⊙ U( d +1) ⊙ U( d −1) ⊙ ... ⊙ U(1) )T . where Λ is a
diagonal matrix with diagonal entries λ1...λr .
3. Outer product: X ≈ ∑ir=1 λi ui (1)  ...ui ( M ) .

Figure 2.12 PARAFAC decomposition of 3rd order tensor gives component matrices as shown.
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c) Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition: The methodology to decompose

higher order matrices into low rank approximation using singular value
decomposition on such component matrices was proposed by [47]. Tucker3 with
orthogonality constraints on the component matrices has been named as HigherOrder Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD). HOSVD can be computed by
flattening the tensor in each dimension and calculating the singular vectors (SVD)
corresponding to that dimension, which are also called n-mode singular vectors
(Figure 2.13). However, unlike SVD, HOSVD does not provide the best rankth
( R1 , R 2 ,.. R N ) approximation of a tensor [47], where Ri is the rank of tensor in i

dimension. The rank of a tensor in nth dimension/mode is called n – rank, which is the
dimension of the vector space spanned by the columns of the matrix obtained by
flattening the tensor in nth dimension.

Figure 2.13 HOSVD decomposition of 3rd order tensor gives component matrices as shown.

Various Other Tensor Decomposition Techniques: There are a number of other

tensor decomposition techniques which have been classified mostly into PARAFAC
and the Tucker family based on the parental behavioural and similarity to these two
methods. Some other well-known techniques derived from the three prominent classes
of tensor decomposition families the PARAFAC, Tucker and HOSVD are briefly
described in Table 2.2.
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Name

Derived
Family

Description

INDSCAL

PARAFAC

PARAFAC2

PARAFAC

Individual Differences in
Scaling
Parallel Factors for Cross
Products
Decomposition into Directional
Components
CANDECOMP with Linear
Constraints
Tucker Alternating Least Square
PARAFAC and Tucker2

DEDICOM
CANDELINC

PARAFAC

TUCKALS3
PARATUCK2

Tucker
PARAFAC,
Tucker
PARAFAC

PARALIND
Constrainedblock
PARAFAC
HOOI

PARAFAC
HOSVD

Parallel profiles with Linear
Dependences
Constrained-block PARAFAC
Higher Order Orthogonal
Iteration of Tensors

Year
Proposed/
Proposed By
1970/[33]
1972/[69]
1978/[70]
1980/[51]
1980/[103]
1996/[71]
2005/[25]
2006/[46]
2007/[162]

Table 2.2 Some other tensor dimension reduction techniques.

Applicability of Tensors in Various Scientific Fields and Web Mining:

Tensors

mathematics is one of the features in multi-linear algebra that has the capability to
address issues related to multi-way data modelling and analysis methods. Tensor
modelling has been used extensively in chemometrics and psychometrics and has
been gaining a lot of momentum and popularity in other domains such as computer
vision, neurosciences, signal processing, time series, anomaly detection, numerical
analysis, data mining, graph analysis and many more.
Tensors have been used in the identification of handwritten digits [159], face
identification [142], [175] image/objects patterns identification applying multilinear
principal component analysis (MPCA) on tensor object models [144]. The other
prominent work includes the work of

[52], who have used tensors for finding

similarity between aspects of a documents such as similarity of abstract, of title ,of
keywords, of authors and of citations. They use data from eleven SIAM Journals and
SIAM proceedings for years 1999-2004, and decompose the resulting 5022 x 5022 x 5
dataset matrix using CP tensor decomposition. A few examples of usage of tensors of
three dimensions represented as first order, second and third order is shown in Table
2.3.
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Application

First order

Second
order
Samples

Third Order

Identification of
Handwritten digits
Electronic noise data
Network Sensor data

Pixels
Sensors
Source-IP

Gases
Port

Patients

Time
DestinationIP
Pixel
Expression
Variable
Keywords
Timestamp
/Year
Symptoms

Computer vision
Bio-informatics

Persons
Genes

Chat Room Analysis
Author Similarity

Users
Authors

Patient/Disease
Patterns
Web Link Analysis

Words

Web pages

Classes

View/illumination
Micro array
Time Windows
Publications
/Keywords
Diseases
Links
rd

Table 2.3 Some examples of applications of a 3 Order tensor.

Applicability of Tensors for Data Mining the WWW: The application of tensors in

Web-based personalization applications is still in its infancy, barring a few prominent
works such as [172]. The researchers analysed the click through data of users by
using HOSVD decomposition to analyse search from click stream data in order to
personalize Web search. In this work, the researchers represented click through data
as a 3rd order tensor and proposed a tensor decomposition approach based on the
generalization of the matrix Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The application
of the Tucker3 decomposition was applied to chartroom data, by [2]. Here the
researchers used TSM to analyse user behaviour in chat rooms. To achieve this
objective three dimensional data from chartroom activities such as users, keywords
and time windows was taken. From their analysis, the researchers found that tensor
decomposition was appropriate for such MDD data due to the number of components
in each dimension. Additionally, using tensor decomposition rather than twodimensional decomposition they found that interaction patterns in the data was
advantageous to mine.
Another interesting work is that of [97], where the researchers tried to find the
relationship of Web pages with the words, documents and links. These hyperlinks
between pages were based on authorities, and hub, and links were ranked based on
these two derived variables. Their results discovered authorities; sites with higher
scores in a component. Recently some recommendation models, which use threedimensional tensors for recommending music, tags and objects, have been proposed.
Recommender models, using HOSVD for dimension reduction, have been proposed
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for recommending personalized music [153] and Tags [173]. Researchers [148] have
used a TSM-based tag recommendation model which uses tensor factors by
multiplying the three features matrices with core matrix each consisting of user, items
and tags

2.2.3

Summary: User Profile

Capturing appropriate user behaviour based on his previous browsing habits is a
difficult task to achieve. User behaviour changes over time and the multi-dimensional
nature of searched data further worsens the situation, as traditional two-dimensional
methods are used to mine knowledge from search datasets. To identify the browsing
patterns of a Web user’s behaviour a wide range of techniques ranging from AI, data
mining, psychology and information theory have been studied and used. However as
mentioned by [127], [128], [130], for effective user personalization, everything
depends solely on creation of good quality and useful ‘aggregate usage profile’ of
users from the patterns mined.
Most of the existing methods use two-dimensional models to build user profiles,
where a user’s interests are represented as a vector and subsequently similarity
between users is measured by comparing these vectors using some distance measure
or using matrix-based methods such as SVD, PCA, NNMF etc. However, due to the
MDD nature of Web data such methods may not be able to generate effective user
profiles. Representing the MDD search log in two-dimensional space limits the
freedom of various dimensions to interact freely and effectively with each other and
thus much of valuable information is lost.
One of the other major challenges in user profiling is the implementation of
adaptive methods in profile building so that user profiles can automatically derive
relevant information from the available data sources [134]. Since different users may
have different objectives while browsing pages within a website, a detailed study of
all the possible objectives and a well-structured lay-out of the domain knowledge to
be able to infer the mapping of a user’s objective has to be determined. An example is
if a user is a seller who wants to sell his car, he may also have searched for new cars
in the same website. Thus, in this case his profile may have two contrasting values.
Thus, the user may have two profiles like the buyer and seller. Therefore,
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identification of a profile category is important in creating appropriate profiles of a
user.
This research focuses on building a particular category of profiles only however,
such profile building methods could be extended to other user profile categories.
Furthermore, the similarity methods adopted by such profile-building methods, need
to consider integrating various sources of information and the appropriate mapping of
subsequent dimensions [128] of each source for extracting the best information to
build user profiles. This research utilizes MDD methods to build user profiles.

2.3

Recommendation Systems

Human judgement is often biased by others and sometimes, it often becomes difficult
for some people to choose exactly what they want. In a scenario such as purchasing a
car people will often prefer to have a recommendation or another’s opinion before
making a decision. For example, when choosing clothes, music or movies or when
buying electronic goods or cars, people often look for suggestions. Such suggestions
are in fact recommendations, and the impact of these recommendations depends on
the mutual relationship or common interests the two people share. For the ease and
assistance of users in their search, most websites recommend items, articles or
consumer goods, which are the most popular or have been searched by many Web
users.
Thus, Web recommendation is the electronic way of giving referrals to users when
they are searching for products or services online. The Tapestry system [66],

GroupLens [150], Ringo [161] and Lotus Notes [121] were some of the early systems
making recommendations to users. The Tapestry and GroupLens were used to
recommend news and articles to users based on their interests, whereas Ringo was
used to recommend music to users based on world of mouth approach (i.e. ratings).

Lotus Notes, based on the concepts of pointers, adopted a CF approach, by which
interesting hyperlinks with some contextual information about the source were shared
among various Lotus Notes users.
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2.3.1

Recommendation Methods in Context of World Wide Web

One of the most successful and one of the earliest pioneers of using recommendation
in their website is Amazon.com. It recommended books and other popular searched
items to its visitors based on collaborative filtering techniques. Amazon provides
dozens of forms of personalization features. Some popular ones are Your Amazon,

Today’s Deals, Gifts & Wish Lists, Recommendations by Category, Your Browsing
History, Your Lists, and Your Profile. Following the footsteps of Amazon are other
websites such as Eachmovie, Movielens, MovieFinder and Netflix that used
collaborative filtering methods to recommend movies. As well, there are websites
such as Audioscrobbler, CDNow, iLike, iTunes, Last.fm, MusicMatch, MSN Music,

MyStrands, RealPlayer MusicStore, Rhapsody, and Napster to recommend music,
while TiVo and tvgenius.net recommend television shows, and Findory recommends
news. Another very popular e-commerce website that uses recommender systems is

eBay. It deals with various products and uses recommendations to attract its registered
users. Broadly, recommendation systems can be classified into three categories as
content-based, collaborative filtering (CF) and hybrid systems
1. Content-based recommendation systems, which implicitly study user behaviour

and create user profiles based on the contents of documents he/she views. A user
profile is nothing but ranked documents in decreasing order of preference that a user
likes. Recommendations of items are based on his/her user profile. These types of
recommendation methods are mostly called as content-based recommendation
systems. Thus, the items recommended would often be similar to what the user has
indicated they preferred or liked from past interactions with the system [126], [135].
Some other examples of such systems are the NewsDude [22], News Weeder [106]
and Infofinder [104], which recommend to users news that they may be interested.
2. Collaborative Filtering based recommendation systems or social filtering

methods have been used by websites such as (eBay, Amazon, GroupLens, MovieLens,

CDNow.com, Levis.com, Moviefinder.com, and Half.com). Such CF recommendation
models use the collective information of user, who are grouped mostly based on the
ratings given to items they have purchased or reviewed. A new user is recommended
items in which he may be interested based on the social group of users into which he
falls. This is deduced mostly by the initial reviews a user makes about some items.
There can be many variants of CF-based recommendation such as demographic
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recommendation,

utility-based

recommendation

[29]

and

knowledge-based

recommender systems.
Following [21], [24], [48], [49] recommendation methods build on CF techniques
can be grouped in two general classes as neighbourhood and model-based methods.
Neighbourhood or (memory-based [24], or heuristic-based [4] methods use Item-toItem or User -to-Item Correlation to find the neighbours and subsequently uses this
information for recommendation to its users.
Item-to-Item Correlation: Item to item adopts a content-based approach since

knowledge about the products (i.e. contents) is used for recommendation and only
similar matching products/contents are recommended. In these recommendation
systems similar items of interest to a user or purchased by are recommended. Popular
websites that use this kind of recommendation include Reel’s Movie Matches;

Moviefinder’s Match Maker; and Amazon’s More such as this.

Recommender

systems based on such an approach are manual, because they need user feedback
before deciding what to recommend to a user.
Users -to-Item Correlation: Such systems are based on the CF approach [73], [99],

[161] adopting the nearest-neighbour techniques, where the interests of a group of
people are combined to find the highest rated interests and then and then interests
such as items, products or people are recommended to the group. Popular and well
known are Amazon’s ‘What Other Customers Are Looking At Right Now’; CDNOW’s
– ‘Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought’; Moviefinder’s ‘We Predict’ and
‘Style Finder’; as well as RSVP’s ‘People who looked at this profile also looked at’.
All of which are examples of recommending users based on the CF approach.
Neighbourhood-based methods are intuitive and relatively simple to implement.
One of the strong points of neighbourhood-based systems is their efficiency and cost,
as such systems do not require any costly training and modelling phases. In cases
where large datasets are used, such methods can compute neighbours as an offline
process thus providing near instantaneous recommendations. Fewer memory
requirements make these methods more scalable to applications having millions of
users and items.
Recommender systems based on this approach have the advantage that they are not
much affected by the constant addition of users, items and ratings. Once an item’s
similarities have been computed, an item-based system can readily make
recommendations to new users, without having to re-train or model the system for
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each set of new users. In situations where few ratings have been entered for a new
item, the similarities between this item and the ones already in the system need to be
only computed to make recommendations.
Conversely, model-based recommender systems use these ratings of users and items
to build predictive models, using various machine learning, data mining and other
techniques and then make recommendations based on the models. The general idea is
to model the users-items interactions with factors representing latent characteristics of
the users and items in the system, such as the preference class of users and the
category class of items [49].
Recent investigations show that, the state of the art model-based approaches are
superior to neighbourhood-based ones in the task of predicting more ratings [49],
[100], [174]. However, it is also pointed by [49], [72] that such good prediction
accuracy alone does not guarantee users an effective and satisfying experience. On the
other hand model-based approaches are superior at characterizing the preferences of a
user with latent factors [49]. Neighbourhood approaches, on the other hand are able to
efficiently capture local associations in the data [49]. Some popular recommenders
using the CF approach are:

Pointers [121] was among the first systems that facilitated use of collaborative
filtering techniques for recommendations. Pointers are implemented inside Lotus

Notes environment. Users of both systems can publish and distribute the bookmarks
and add the comments to the Web page. These features enabled users to actively
share information with others. In the Pointers system a pointer consisted of URL link,
contextual information, and comments by the senders.

PHOAKS : People Helping One Another Know Stuff [176]

is a system that

recommends the URLs that will be very interesting to users.

The system

automatically recognizes Web resources in a news group message, classifies it, and
recommends it to other users.

It scans and checks the group’s messages, uses

collaborative filtering to get the most important URLs in these messages. After sorting
these links, the system recommends these URLs to users.

Siteseer: Siteseer [152] is a collaborative system that uses Web browser bookmarks
to find neighbors and recommend sites. Users with significant overlap in bookmark
listings are deemed to be similar, and are recommended un-visited sites within the
similar group category they belong.
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3. Hybrid recommendation systems combine both the techniques used by content,

based recommendation systems and collaborative-based recommender systems. These
recommender systems use knowledge about users and products (objects) and use
collaborative filtering techniques to recommend. It identifies user needs and
recommends the best option that matches his searches. The need of users can be
provided explicitly by a user in opinion, surveys, reviews, ratings or implicitly
collected from Web server logs (dynamic data) or user’s registration data (static data).
The hybrid approach is popular, and is capable of providing with more accurate
recommendations [4]. A popular example is the FindMe systems like Entree and
recommender.com [28], [29], [30]. The first FindMe system was the Car Navigator,
an information access system used for finding new car models. The system, rated cars
for features like horse-power, price, gas mileage, and these ratings could directly be
manipulated by users. Selections were made by users and retrieval was performed by
turning the individual selection criteria into a similarity-finding query to find a new
set of cars.
Another recommendation system, which is one of the earliest and popular, is the
restaurant recommender ‘Entrée’ [30], which makes its recommendations by finding
restaurants in a new city similar to restaurants the user knows and likes. People rated
the cuisine, price, quality, and atmosphere of restaurants in a ranked order, based on
what was important to them. Since different people may have different preferences for
each characterstics of restaurant, FindMe systems therefore had different retrieval
strategies, each capturing a different notion of similarity.
Similarly, PickAFlick, a movie recommender system which created its multiple lists
of similar movies by employing three retrieval strategies, one that concentrated on
genre; another focused on actors; and a third that emphasized direction. These systems
were popular but, user intervention was always needed in most of these systems.
Another methodology that uses a hybrid between existing memory and model based
algorithms using CF techniques is [136]. Experiments are performed on MovieLens
data (rating movies) where ratings given to movies by a user are used to determine the
personality type (i.e. interests) of a user. The similarity of personality is compared
with other users, and then based on this diagnosis, the probability that a user will like
some new items is calculated.
Another hybrid approach which is called the meta-level hybrid approach combines
two models. The output of one model is given as the input to other model and the
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entire model becomes the input to another model. The first meta-level hybrid was the
Web filtering system Fab [17]. It, worked on the concept of group profiles where
documents were first collected on the basis of their interest to the community (i.e.
group of people) and then were distributed to particular users. Fab was also
performing a cascade of collaborative collection and content-based recommendation,
even though the collaborative step only created pool of documents and its ranking
information was not used by the selection component [29]. The other shortcoming of

Fab was its reliance on explicit user feedback.
In addition to the hybrid recommender systems mentioned above, some other popular
ones are:

GAB:

Group asynchronous browsing [184], used multi-tree data structure for

storing the details of bookmarks and hot listed (i.e. frequently visited or used) files of
users. Sibling relationships between similar categories of topic/links were defined to
improve relationships between objects stored in the tree. The whole notion of doing
this was to identify and recommend similar Web pages or files to a user. In order to
avoid privacy issues, as the whole system had access to a user’s private data, the
system provided the users with an option allow saving of their bookmarked
information in the private or public space.

Let’s Browse & Letizia: Let's browse [115] and its predecessor, Letizia [114], are
Web agents that assist a user during his browsing experience. Both systems build user
profiles by monitoring a user’s behaviour, his browsing time and other details. The

Let’s Browse system uses a single user profile for recommendation whereas Letizia
improves on Let’s Browse by using group profiles for making recommendations.

WebWatcher: The WebWatcher system [86] is an interactive recommender system
where a user enters his requirements into the system. However, unlike a keywordbased search engine, it employs user’s and group profiles to find similarities and to
make recommendations. The system also involves the user’s experience to reinforce
learning. The major drawback of this system is that it needs a user’s input information
prior to making recommendations.
One recent work that proposes a hybrid approach that uses neural nets for
recommendation is [36]. The proposed approach trains the artificial neural networks
to group users into different clusters, and applies the well-established Kano’s method
for extracting the implicit needs of users in different clusters.
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Apart from these three popular approaches, CF, Content and Hybrid several
different methodologies are used for making recommendations to individual users as
well as groups of users. Some of these use an approach known as an attribute-based
recommender systems as proposed by [160]. It recommends products to customers
based on syntactic properties of the product.
For example, a search for an historical romance book, would recommend books
based on those particular attributes. Reel’s Movie Map is a good example of an
attribute-based recommendation. Such recommendations are made entirely on the
basis of the category of movie selected by users. Movie Map works manually by a
user selecting a category each time he visits the website before any recommendation
is made. However, Amazon remembers user’s interests as it has registered users.
In Another work by [94], describes a concept-based recommender system that
recommends papers to general users of the CiteSeerx1 digital library of Computer
Science research publications. User profiles based on the ACM (Association for
Computer Machinery) classification tree are created for which past click histories are
used. Based on this profile and search, relevant papers in the domain are
recommended to users.
Methods for group recommendation based on relevancy is proposed in the work of
[11]. The novel notion of consensus function is proposed in this work. It consists of
two components, relevance and disagreement, which for each candidate item,
produces a single recommendation score that is a weighted summation of the two
component scores.
In this work [10], a hybrid recommendation for an on-line retail store is proposed.
The methodology extracts user preferences in each product category separately and
provides more personalized recommendations by employing product taxonomy,
attributes of product categories, and Web usage mining.
A

feature-based

machine

learning

approach

for

making

personalized

recommendations, that is capable of handling the cold-start problem has been
proposed by [42]. The method employs a model-based approach where user profiles
containing details of user’s interests are used along with the content profiles for
making recommendations.
Limitations

of

various

recommendation

methods:

With

content-based

recommendation systems, sometimes the limited quantity of content may not be
enough to make a good analysis of the problem [4]. These systems may also suffer
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from the problem of over- specialization, which is when a user is recommended items
based on his own ratings. Since, the system will recommend items scoring highly
against the user profile, unique or different products cannot be recommended [108]. A
user’s profile information or rating information limits his access to other interesting
information as liked by other similar users.
A knowledge-based recommender system does not have a ‘ramp-up’ problem [28],
where items rated highly by users are given preferences since, its recommendations do
not depend on a base of user ratings. However, the main drawback of knowledgebased systems is its dependence on knowledge acquisition methods which are a wellknown bottleneck for many artificial intelligence applications [4]. The other problem
with content-based recommender systems is that in most of the cases these systems
need some user intervention for making recommendations.
The CF-based-recommender systems are size dependant; meaning the performance
of system is directly dependant on the data [172]. The more data, the better the
probability of finding an exact or very close match for a new user. However, there is
the problem of scalability with such methods. Recommendation systems usually
handle very large data profiles to form the neighbourhood, hence the nearest
neighbour algorithm is often very time-consuming and scales poorly in practice [40],
[135].
Another drawback of recommender systems based on the CF approach is that a
‘ramp-up’ situation is created when a sufficient number of users rating data are not
available to identify the user’s likings and disliking. In these situation
recommendations based on the CF approach will not be very useful for an individual
user [28]. Other major problem with CF-based recommendation methods is the coldstart problem. Collaborative filtering systems provide little or no value when a user is
the first one in his neighbourhood to enter a rating for an item [157].
Furthermore, in order for any machine learning methods used in recommendation
[28], to learn good classifiers needs a sufficient number of individual ratings of items
by users. The New User problem (i.e. recommending to a new user) can be somewhat
resolved by CF methods but the same problem with different perspectives exists when
a new item is introduced or needs to be recommended.
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2.3.1.1

Applicability of Clustering Methods in Recommendation

Clustering similar users has been a popular approach and has used extensively by
many websites in their recommender systems such as Amazon, eBay, Netflix,

Eachmovie, MovieLens, MovieFinder, Audioscrobbler, CDNow, iLike, iTunes,
Last.fm, MusicMatch, MSN Music, MyStrands, RealPlayer MusicStore, Rhapsody,
and Napster. The most common and widely used methodology adopted by these
websites and their recommender systems is the identification of a group of users who
have similar interests. Recommendations are made based on the similarity of items
being searched; or the similarity of search behaviour; or both.
A personalized CF approach using clustering for personalized search improvement
using the similarity of query selection; desktop information; and explicit relevance
judgments across people grouped in different ways, is proposed by [176]. The
groupings explored fall into two dimensions, the longevity of the group members
relationship, and how explicitly the group is formed. Results by such personalized
search methods clearly showed that similar people grouped into the same groups have
better personalized results delivered to them. Nevertheless, finding the best groups
implicitly is a difficult task.
In another study of recommendation, a hybrid Web personalization system based on
clustering and contiguous sequential patterns mining is proposed [182]. The system
clusters log files to determine the basic architecture of websites, and for each cluster,
a contiguous sequential pattern mining to further optimize the topologies of websites
is instigated.

2.3.1.2

Applicability of Association Rule Mining in Recommendation

When making recommendations for either an individual user or a group of users,
association rule mining has been a popular approach. In case of an individual user,
searches made by him can be analysed to find interesting associations of objects. This
information can then be utilized to give him recommendations. In the case of group of
users, associations between their searches are ascertained and such associations can
then be used to make recommendations between users of the same group. Some
recommendation methodologies that have adopted this approach are described below.
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In one of the methodologies [118], a novel hybrid recommendation method that
combines the segmentation-based sequential rule method with the segmentation-based
KNN-CF method is proposed. A sequential rule-based recommendation method
analyses customers purchase behaviour over time to extract sequential rules. The
method uses customers RFM (Recency, Frequency, and Monetary) values to cluster
similar users. A customer’s previous buying behaviour is also analysed, apart from
mining the sequential rules. These are rules that are extracted for each group from the
purchase sequences of that group to make recommendations. Consequently, the
segmentation-based KNN-CF method provides recommendations based on the target
customer’s purchase data for the current period. The results of the two methods are
combined to make final recommendations.
A genetic algorithm that formulates purposeful association rules out of the
transactions database of a transportation management system has been proposed by
[107]. The constructed rules are recommended to the associated users. The
recommendation process takes into account the constructed rules and techniques that
are derived from collaborative filtering.

2.3.2

Summary: Recommender Systems

Recommender systems are a useful alternatives to search algorithms since these
systems help users discover items (movies, music, books, news, Web pages, friends
(in social networks)), that they might not have found by themselves otherwise. Some
of the challenges when designing recommender systems are:

1.

Handling limited, missing and obsolete data: One of the most prevalent

problems of CF-based recommender systems is the absence of the rating data of users.
Users often fail to provide rating of items that they may like, as it seems an extra
effort and waste of time on their part. To overcome this problem this research focuses
on implicit data acquisition methods (e.g. server logs) to track the interests of users.
2.

Recommending items with many features or items with multi-dimensional

properties: When a user has made many searches that are unrelated or are different,

in these cases, it becomes difficult to mine knowledge from such datasets. When
traditional two-dimensional methods are used to find similarity between users and
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items, latent relationships that exist between users, searched items and their features
may be lost. Therefore, to overcome these drawbacks, this thesis proposes the use of
tensors to mine a user’s interest in various dimensions, and then recommendations are
based on the top ϒ , interests of a user in that dimension.
3.

How to overcome new/anonymous user, new item/object problems

effectively, as such problems are commonly faced by many recommender
systems: To recommend objects to a new user, this thesis proposes to use information

in the group profile and object profile. The searches made by a user are compared
with the top ϒ searches in each group, and group objects that match a user’s search
closely are then recommended. In cases where no ratings are available for an object
(new item problem) unlike previously used methods objects can either be modelled
using MDD technique or clustered based on their properties. When a new object is
searched by a user, other objects, which are in the cluster and match closely to the
objects as searched by a user, can be recommended.
4.

How to make unique recommendations that may interest a user: To make

unique recommendations that may interest a user, apart from his individual profile,
the group profile can be used to make recommendations. To recommend interesting
objects which are similar to a user’s preferences, a user can be recommended objects
that are rated highly in the group profile he belongs to.
5.

In the case of personalized recommender systems, how to use various

profiles and object profiles in synchronization: The three profiles created user,

group and object can be used independently or in conjunction to make
recommendations. Each profile building method adopts a different strategy. Individual
user profiling is a model-based approach, which identifies key interests of a user in
each searched dimension, and then recommends objects based on his profile. The
group profiling method employs a hybrid approach, which utilises knowledge about
the objects (represented as searches) and the users (CF approach).
Another approach utilizing similar methodology as adopted by attribute-based
recommender systems [42], [160], is also proposed in this thesis. Object profiles
consisting of similar objects are created based on object properties. A user searching
for a particular object/item in a category can be offered similar or closely related
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objects in that category. These objects should have the highest similarity between
them. Keeping this in consideration, this thesis focuses on using MDD and novel
clustering methods to group similar objects.
6.

Deciding best recommendations given to a user and how such

recommendation should be given to a user (whether ranked or plain top ϒ
recommendations): Most recommender systems do not use all available information

for making recommendations. When making recommendations, a user’s current
preferences; his past browsing behaviour; similar objects as searched by other users
(CF approach); are seldom all used for making recommendations. Thus, to make
recommendation more effective, this thesis proposes that the order of selecting
information should be in the following priority order.
a) User’s current preferences: All recommendations should be based on keeping a
user’s current preferences at the highest level.
b) Past browsing behaviour: Previous searches analysed from individual profiles.
c) Similar objects as searched: Analysed from object profiles.
d) Searches made by similar users: Analysed from group profiles.
Once the best ordering of preferences is achieved based on the type of user, such
recommendations can be scored, based on the preferences matched. The results can
thus be displayed in order of priority with closely matched recommendations at the
top.
7.

Scalability, real time performance of model based recommender systems

and evaluation metrics for such systems: CF-based systems suffer from scalability

problems [40], [135]. However, scalability is not an issue when most of profile
building task like clustering [179] and indexing [5] is done offline. Checking the real
time performance of recommender systems is unfeasible and costly as it needs a big
structure, where considerably large numbers of users are asked about the feedback on
recommendations given to them by the personalization system. Therefore, to evaluate
the performance of the recommender systems, this thesis proposes to use training
data, based on which user profiles are constructed, and then compare the
recommendations made by the various methods with the subsequent actual searches
made by users.
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2.4

Ranking Methodology

Most Web systems have methods to identify users. Some use registration information,
while others may use cookies to track users. User profiles built by these Web systems
contain information about a user’s interests and can be effectively used for returning
good quality searches and the most similar search results matching a user’s need [6],
[139]. However, personalized systems based on user profile alone cannot be helpful in
returning best recommendations and search results. The recommendations need to be
ranked/ordered to keep a user’s current preferences at highest level.
When a user makes a search the results that are returned are often ranked based on
the number of query parameters matched with the user’s search. In some cases profile
information is used for ranking these results, and in many cases CF methods are
employed, which rank highly searched objects higher on the scale [48], [93], [128],
[157]. Methods that employ all available information for ranking recommendation and
search results are still uncommon.

2.4.1

Ranking Web Search and Recommended Results

Once, a user directs a query to a website, various information processing agents in the
form of individual, group and object profiles work in the background to filter
information, which can then be recommended to a user. Due to the sheer size and
volume of databases, retrieval of relevant information as needed by users has become
a cumbersome process. Information seekers are faced with the problem of information
overload - too many result sets are returned for their queries. Moreover, too few
results or no results are returned if a specific query is asked. Thus, even in the case
when such external information processing agents are used, there is a need to rank the
result sets according to the preferences of a user.
A user query indicating search requirements is usually comprised of many features
(or parameters or attributes). A relevant result set is retrieved by matching all or some
search parameters, regardless of how closely or not they match the level of
importance of a user’s interests. For each user, different searched parameters may
hold different importance. If the user is known (e.g. a registered user) then based on
his past behaviour, it is possible to find out what features interest him most.
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However, for a new user, it is difficult to discover the intention behind the search.
One option available for giving relevant information to such users is to utilize
collaborative filtering. Unlike most Web-based personalized systems, that only
employ user profiles to make a recommendation, user profile information has to be
coupled with a ranking method that utilizes the profile information to rank highly
relevant results higher.

2.4.2

Ranking Methods in Context of World Wide Web

Seldom is the ranking of recommendation results discussed in the context of Web
personalized systems, as most of the existing systems use popular or common ranking
methods. In this section, some of the earlier work for ranking of query result sets is
discussed. In general database/Web ranking methodologies are motivated by the two
communities; the IR [8], [36], [37], and the Machine Learning Community [6],[187].
From time to time, different researchers belonging to both these communities use
workload [8], [37] and user profile information [6], [139] to improve the quality of
results given to a user.
Ranking models motivated by the IR community are mostly workload dependant
and widely use TF (Term Frequency), IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) or a
combination of these to rank and score database results. Many previous researchers
have pointed out the drawbacks of ranking methods based on existing vector methods,
which use TF-IDF as a weighting scheme. One of the biggest disadvantages of using
TF-IDF is that query results may be biased in favour of ranking highly searched
results higher [111], [188]. This can result in neglecting users actual search needs.
Both the techniques QF (Query Frequency) and OFIDF (Query Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency) as adopted by [8] are workload dependant. From the workload,
similar occurring attributes are measured using the Jaccard coefficient. The similarity
function thus obtained is also inspired by the TF-IDF. The other disadvantage when
using QF and IDF is that for many-answers problem (i.e. too many results are
returned, therefore finding relevant information becomes difficult) many tuples may
get the same score [8] and for empty-answers problem (i.e. no results or not enough
relevant results are returned) the results beyond the top scored tuples may be quite
similar. The importance of attributes based on workload is defined in order to solve
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this problem, however, using IDF to find any similarity between tied tuples with
missing attributes, it again creates problems in both cases when tuples with high IDF
and low IDF are used to score [8].
The combined metrics called QFIDF [8] may work well in most of cases, however
in cases such as when a query is entirely different or is unrelated to the previous
workload, QFIDF ranking may fail to give good quality rankings. The other drawback
with QFIDF is that in case when not many values are referenced by a user (when
searched features are relatively fewer compared to the available features), a non zero
score may bias the results, which will result in poor quality of rankings relative to a
user’s query.
In another significant work [37], the researchers applied probabilistic information
retrieval model-based approach for ranking database query results. The effective
solution to the problem of many-answers has been proposed. However, as pointed out
by the authors themselves, the implementation of such a ranking function is too
complex, tricky and involves many correlations between data values.
Some prominent work in this area was done in [38] where the authors have
proposed a novel method of ranking top k-rows that match the user’s requirement.
Their methodology revolves around a scoring variable, which is used to retrieve top-k
query results. If this variable is high, no rows are retrieved and if low, too many rows
are retrieved. Other algorithms [101] have all adopted a nearest neighbour approach
with many variations to rank the best result sets returned to a user. In case only a few
features match a user’s query these methods may not be able to give good ranking
scores. Too much dependency on the scoring variable is another limitation of such
methods.
The other community using machine learning approaches to rank database tuples
uses various data mining approaches from KNN (k-nearest neighbour) [101] to
classification [187] and various machine learning approaches such as neural net [6] to
rank database tuples.
Another KNN approach as proposed by [187] uses a BM25 model to find top kranked documents or results for a given user’s query. KNN approach is used to find
similar documents relative to the user’s query and finally a mean of features from
these top k ranked documents is taken. However, one major problem with the KNN
approach is that when two different users issue two similar queries, the ranking given
by such a model would have similar results for the two users, regardless of the
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intentions of the two users. This can happen as the training model would have same k-

nearest neighbour for such queries. The other drawback of KNN methodology is
deducing the exact or optimal number of k for each query. Furthermore, as shown in
the experiments in [187], the query classification (QC) based approach

performs

better than the single model approach (where no distinction is made between query
types). However, categorization of every query and than evaluation of most similar
results from a set of such queries seems to be an unfeasible option. The other
drawback is that sometimes most of the query criteria given by users are either short
or ambiguous and a wrong categorization of such queries may give contrasting results
as expected by the users.
In another work [6] the researchers discussed incorporating user profile information
to increase efficiency of searched results. The authors used the supervised machine
learning technique (neural net tuning algorithm) to learn a ranking function that best
predicts the relevance of each search result.
Apart from these query ranking methods an ontology based search by utilizing user
profile information has been proposed by [139]. The authors have utilized three sub
techniques such as re-ranking, filtering and query expansion to collectively improve
the performance of recommended documents. Re-ranking depends on a ranking
function, which is applied to results returned by a search engine. Filtering eliminates
mostly all irrelevant documents and it is done by comparing the documents to a list of
keywords or previous ratings provided by the users. Query Expansion is achieved by
modifying the query to include the user’s interests in the query.
Some recent significant works related to the ranking of user’s queries was
completed by the researchers [166], who proposed a probabilistic ranking model
based on partial orders to rank result sets in the case where lots of values are missing
or are uncertain. In another work [194], a database keyword-based search is proposed
by indexing the related information about tuples. However, there is the extra overhead
of creating, managing and updating indexes that such a system has to handle. In the
study done in [124] the authors have proposed a method to give most approximate
results to a Web user based on his query. Methods of tackling empty-answers have
been proposed, such as re-writing the user’s query and relaxing constraints.
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2.4.3

Summary: Ranking Methods

This section of the thesis discussed the various ranking methodologies, adopting
different similarity functions to give a ranked list of documents or objects to a user.
Most of the existing Web personalized systems do not utilize all available information
for ranking the recommendations. In a personalized search environment, objects that
are being searched by users may have a mix of categorical and numeric attributes. A
ranking methodology that caters to numeric, categorical, and mixed attributes is
needed. Besides matching the searched attributes as searched by a user, it should be
able to give personalized search results. Thus, such a methodology should have the
capability of handling mixed data types and returning result sets according to the user
profile. In the case where no such information is available, the methodology should
have the ability to return results based on the CF approach. Overall, a function which
is simple and flexible, is easy to implement, utilises available profile information to
give optimum results, and which has the ability to deal with mixed data types is
needed.

2.5

Research Gap: Web Personalization Systems

After studying and analysing the various literatures this research work identified some
research gaps in relation to Web-based personalized systems and related techniques.
Undoubtedly, personalization for each Web user would change the way people seek
information online. However as discussed by [128], [169], [172] when comparing
users-items for making personalized recommendations such systems need to consider
the multi-dimensionality of user-items and keep the inherent relationships intact. At
present it is mostly two-dimensional vector and matrix-based methods that are used to
find similarity between different users [128], [172]. Since, most of the Web search log
data consisting of users and items is multi-dimensional and traditional twodimensional methods are employed to find relationships between users and items,
personalized system built from two-dimensional methods would not be able to give
recommendations of good quality.
Keeping all this in consideration, this thesis tries to emphasise on building user
profiles using MDD techniques, so that there is minimum information loss across the
various dimensions, the latent relationships between users and objects are captured
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and as a result of this the inter user and inter object similarity between similar users
and objects are maximised. Good similarity measures would make sure that good
clusters of users and objects are formed. This will be helpful in making the
personalized system more effective.
Apart from this, some other research gaps and issues in relation to Web-based
personalized systems that still need to be addressed or improved are:
1. Unsuitability of Web personalization architecture or systems due to

o Different programming language with various limitations and applicability
of each.

o Different techniques (Data mining, IR, Machine Learning etc) without
proper benchmark used, to identify optimal methodology.

o Different standards of metadata (Human input).
o Dynamic nature of Internet and related architecture. E.g. Use of different
technologies, whose applicability is limited to a specific domain. Eg.
Mobiles, PDA, blogs, Semantic Web 2.0 or other Web Applications.
2. Inappropriate survey methods or content and limitations regarding information
acquisition methods, due to security and privacy issues.
3. Identification of social groups and what role each user plays in such groups. The
impact of the likes and dislikes of an individual user or a group about a product,
feature, or person that influences the decisions of related group members.
4. Integration of social sciences, behavioural sciences and mathematical or computer
sciences to define a methodology to achieve personalization.
5. With the growth and advent of social networks such as Facebook, Twitter,

YouTube, Flickr, Last.fm, Delicious, Twitter, Myspace, Orkut, etc, CF-based
personalization has gained momentum. Social networking websites try to exploit
the relationships that different users share. These websites recommend people
within a group to each other, if they are already not known to each other. The

GOSSPLE [91] project has the positive aim of fully personalizing the search
process, improving the chances of a user to find relevant content.
6. Adaptive hypermedia and adaptive Web personalization techniques which include
tasks and activities; cultural preferences; social interaction etc; as well as cultural
adaptivity (including multilingual personalization); dialogue and simulation
personalization , [91] are other essential considerations which have to be kept in
mind while future personalized systems are developed.
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2.6

Summary: Literature Review

Personalization is a complex process consisting of various processes such as user
profiling, recommendation, and ranking process. These three processes constitute the
important components, and are the core of any personalized Web system. There has to
be synchronization between the three processes, to make the best recommendations
that can satisfy a user’s needs. In the literature review section, various methods
adopted by many researchers were discussed, and the popular approaches like CFbased recommendations, user model based recommendations and content-based
personalized recommender systems were discussed.
Various approaches to achieve such personalization, using methods such as
clustering; association rule mining; neural networks; machine learning-based
approaches and ontology-based approaches etc were discussed. As can be seen in the
literature, multi-dimensional data models have rarely been used to make such
personalized systems. Users-items, items-items and users-users similarity measures
mostly adopted by such personalized systems are based on two-dimensional data
analysis techniques.
Thus, there is a need to represent and model users, item’s similarity using some
high-dimensional data analysis techniques. In most of the Web personalized systems
user profiles are created without giving much importance to the latent relationships
that exist between different dimensions of the user’s searches. When building user
models, either for an individual user or for a group of users, the model needs to relate
to each dimension.
The other important component of a personalized system is the recommendation
model. To achieve the best results in recommendations, that is, matching a user’s
query with his need, is the supreme goal of a recommender system. To achieve this,
various issues such as recommending new items; recommending items to a new user;
recommending based on various profiles; using profiles in synchronization and
deciding on top ϒ recommendations need to be addressed uniformly by a
personalized system. The other issue is how to utilize the available information in
various user profiles and map this with a user’s current search to give the best
recommendations. To achieve this, a ranking methodology that can enhance
personalized systems by prioritising a user’s current preferences with greater accuracy
and that can utilize profile information is needed.
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Chapter 3 The Proposed Research Methodology

In the preceding chapter the background needed to propose an effective
personalization system was discussed. Section 2.2 of the thesis, presented a detailed
discussion about the current user profiling techniques. Section 2.3 discussed about the
recommender systems and Section 2.4 surveyed the current ranking methodologies.
This chapter would introduce the proposed method of personalization and its related
components- the user profile, recommender and ranking methods, using an innovative
approach of multi-dimensional data modelling. Firstly, this chapter gives an overview
of the proposed system. Section 3.1 begins with some preliminary information needed
to create user profiles and gives an overview of the user profiling methodology. The
next sub-sections then discuss about creating individual, group and object tensor
models from the Web log data of users. Section 3.2 details about clustering methods.
Apart from discussing general clustering, the sub-sections discuss the proposed DIF
(Dimensional Influence Factor) and FIBCLUS (Fibonacci based Clustering)
clustering algorithms that can enhance clustering efficiency of users and objects
respectively. The next Section 3.3 and its sub-sections details about the individual,
group and object profile creation methods. Section 3.4 and its sub-sections details
about the recommendation methods based on individual, group and object profiles.
Finally in the last Section 3.5 the proposed FIT (Feature Importance Technique) based
Ranking is discussed.
In the next chapter 4, a case study of ‘Mileage Cars’ the prototype website is
undertaken, which identifies different profile categories and how models for each can
be built. The next following chapters 5, 6 and 7 would present empirical analysis of
the proposed methodology and its components.
All Web-based personalized systems have an objective, to make quality
recommendations. For making effective recommendations this thesis proposes that,
the various models such as user, group and objects should be built using Tensors. All
model building is done as an offline process. The complete detailed research
methodology is divided into six phases. Figure 3.1 provides an overview of each
phase and processes involved in each of these phases. In the first phase all data preprocessing is done. In the next phase individual, group and object model building
approaches are discussed. Once different models are built and decomposed, in the
next phase clustering is done to find similar users and objects. In the fourth phase
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individual, group and object profile construction methods are discussed. The fifth
phase discusses about recommendation methods for individual and group of users.
Finally, in the sixth phase, once recommendations are made to users based on the
available information a ranking methodology to rank/score recommendations is
discussed.

Figure 3.1 Proposed research methodology, phase-wise in detail.

The following terminology will be used throughout this work. Let U = {u1, u2 ,..uz }
be the set of users whose search behaviour has to be modelled. Let T represent the
user’s behaviour tensor model that map the user search behaviour represented in the
form

of

search

parameters.

For

a

user

this

tensor

is

represented

as
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M ×M 2 ×.. × M n
T∈ℝ 1

, where each dimension from M 1 .. M n represents the various

mapped searched dimension values (or distinct searched features in that dimension).
An example in a car sales website such searched dimensions would be the car
makes, car models, cost ranges, body types etc as searched by users. Each of the
dimensions in the tensor model represents features in the parameterised search as
provided by the website. Let Iu jη be the user’s parameterized search queries
representing his interests. Each search consists set of {q1 ,., qn } search query
components or dimensions (example like make of a car, model, cost etc.), where each
search component is mapped to a tensor dimension M n . The value η represents the
number of searches made by a user. The value of η is variable as the number of
searches made by different users are different. The value of σ represents the
frequency of similar searches or searches which are similar in terms of searched
dimension values for a user.
All other Greek symbols represent variable values, such as ϒ represents highest
scored or rated dimension values or recommendations, and β represents the ratings
given to objects by users on a point scale of 1 to 5.
If a user has used a value for that search feature/parameter, the value is present in
the vector otherwise, it is zero. Thus, for a user u j the various searches/interests of a
user can be represented as vectors as shown in eq. (7).

Iu jη = (q1, q2 ,..., qn )η .

(7)

In case when qi = 0, or the searched parameter is not used/searched, the value of qi
noted as index in the tensor is represented by a zero value.

3.1

User Profiling

User profiling is one of the most important components of any Web personalized
system. The following process chart represented by Figure 3.2 (processes as shown in
continuation) below shows the methodology of creating various profiles in detail.
Firstly, all available server log data is processed as per users and their searches. All
object data (data about cars) is analysed and various unique parameters are identified.
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In our case these parameters are the unique make, model, bodytype, search type and
cost ranges. Once this is done a tensor model consisting of search data of users is
created. Three types of tensor models catering to each category like group user
profile, individual user profile and object profile can be created as shown in Figure
3.2. For group user profile all searches made by different users are considered.
Similarly, for building an individual user’s profile, a user’s individual searches over a
period of time are taken and a tensor model is built from it. For building object/item
profile, detailed description of each objects are considered, eg. for building a car
object model, properties like make, model, cost, car type (new, used, demo etc),
bodytype and cost ranges are considered. These tensor models are then decomposed
using various tensor decomposition techniques like PARAFAC, Tucker and HOSVD.
To create group user profiles, clustering is done on the decomposed tensor of the
respective users dimension in the model and once users are clustered in groups based
on similarity of search behaviour, association rules are found out for searches of
group members. Once such rules are established, top ϒ unique rules are then stored
in the group user profiles. Such top ϒ rules are later used for making
recommendations to a user. For creating individual user profiles top rated values in
each dimension obtained after tensor decomposition are considered. This is similar to
finding highest singular values from a matrix using the SVD. However, a major
difference here is that instead of a two-dimensional matrix a tensor of higher
dimension is taken. Similarly, to create object profiles, clustering is done on the
decomposed tensor of the respective object identifier dimension (eg. dimension
representing a car’s identification number) in the model. Once objects are clustered
based on the similarity of features, similar objects in a cluster are saved as values in
the respective object profile.
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Figure 3.2 Complete detailed methodology adopted for making various types of profiles.

Identification of a user’s intentions and interests is useful for any website to make
effective recommendations. It is particularly true and relevant for every e-commerce
website. This motive is crucial in determining the category of user profile to which a
particular user may belong to. At any time, a visitor may have any one or a
combination of these behavioural profiles as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Various User Profiles identified.

Let {P1, P2 ,..., Pg } be the profiles categories as identified by a website and as shown in
Figure 3.3. Thus for a user u j his aggregate profile (P) may be any one of the
identified profiles or a combination of two or more profiles and is denoted by

Pu j = {P1 ∪ P2 ∪ ...Pg }. To find the classification of a user profile category from the
Web log data, statistical analysis of the data can be done. For identifying the specific
category of a user’s profile, searches made by users can be analysed. An example of
how such categorization can be determined for ‘Mileage Cars’ website is shown in
Table 3.1. Here, searched keywords as given by users are extracted from the Web log
files to deduce the category/categories of a user. In Table 3.1 a potential buyer is a
user who is likely to buy a car and potential seller is a user interested to sell his car.
Frequent visitor is a car enthusiast who makes large number of random, unmatched
searches especially of new cars and browses through the technical details of most of
them. On the other hand a casual visitor makes few searches.

S
N
1
2

IP

Searched Keywords

Classified under
category
Old Cars
Servicing

Profile Category

A
B

3

C

4

D

5

E

“buy used cars”
Potential Buyer, Frequent Visitor
“wheels and tyres
Potential Buyer, Frequent Visitor
Sydney”
“used cars for sale in
Old Cars
Potential Buyer, Frequent Visitor
Gold Coast”
“selling cars in
Old Cars
Potential Seller, Casual Visitor
NSW”
“Selling my car”
Old Cars
Potential Seller, Casual Visitor
Table 3.1 Statistically identifying user profile types from data logs.

Data necessary to build users profiles can be stored and filtered in any desired
manner. Typically user profiles data should be able to store and filter information
based on the following data:
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a)

Personal: Age, sex, Occupation.

b)

Demographic: Country, state, city/town, postcode, and distance from

postcode.
c)

Social behaviour/Interests: Searches, purchases, comments, rankings made

by the users.
The data related to profile category is filtered and analysed to derive some
knowledge from it. Preliminary analysis of the data can lead into valuable insights
about the dimension values that have to be considered when building user or object
models. It helps in selection of relevant values that are to be considered when building
the user or object model. In case when the number of searched values in each
dimension is large, only top ϒ dimension values can be taken for modelling.
Irrelevant dimension values that create unnecessary burden on computational
resources can be discarded from the model.
3.1.1

Model Creation and Decomposition.

To create any tensor model, the data needs to be properly analysed and stored in a
specific format. Let there be U = {u1 , u2 ,..uz } users. Since, two types of profiles such
as individual user and group user profiles are proposed in this thesis, the data needed
for creating the individual user and group users profiles needs to be processed
separately to create the tensor models of each. The two most important steps that need
to be taken on the processed data are
1) Model Construction (Building various tensor models from the processed data), and
2) Model Decomposition (finding top rated features and finding latent relationships
between different features).
Once these two important steps are completed, clustering (Grouping similar
user/objects) can be done. Since, this research work have modelled more than three
dimensions for building each of the three categories of profiles such as individual,
group and object, the visualization of the tensor model has been represented as shown
in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Visualization of a user tensor or an object (car) tensor in six dimensions.

3.1.2

Individual User Model Creation and Decomposition.

The major objective behind constructing individual user profiles is finding most
relevant features in each dimension as searched by a user. Once, a user’s interests are
mapped and represented as a profile, they can be given higher preferences when
making recommendations to such a user. The two steps undertaken for modelling an
individual user’s tensor are:
Step 1. Model Construction: For each user, the search data of all his sessions is

analyzed. All unique features appearing in various user sessions are extracted to
represent dimensions in the tensor model. A tensor is created with all such features.
The user’s tensor can be modelled as shown in Equation (8), where each M1, M 2 ...M n
represents the identified searched dimension compromising of the number of distinct
search query features (q1, q2 ,..., qn ) provided by the website.
M ×M ×.. M n
Tz ∈ ℝ 1 2

(8)

Next, the term frequency of all similar interest vectors of a user u j is found where

Iu jη denotes the total interest vectors of a user. In case of an individual user u j , two
of his interest vectors are similar if iu ji = iu jk . The frequency value σ of such similar
searches is counted. A similar search is a search where all searched dimension values
are same. As an example, if for a car sales website a given user searches the same car
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make, model, body type, search type and car cost in different queries and search
sessions, then such interest vectors are similar. The frequency value of search vector
iu ji is saved as σ ji . This interest vector when mapped with searched dimension values
in the tensor model is saved as (q1, q2 ,..qn ) = σ ji . Thus, the frequency value σ ji is the
value of tensor at index position ( m1 , m2 ,..mn ) where ( m1 , m2 ,..mn ) is mapped to the
values of searched query components ( q1 , q2 ,..qn ). All such unique interest vectors,
representing a user’s searches, along with the respective frequency value are fed into
the tensor model. Individual user profile model construction is summarized in the
algorithm in Figure 3.5. For each user the algorithm counts his distinct searches and
inputs the index value mapped to the respective dimension of the tensor along with
the user identification and frequency into the empty tensor Tz .

Input: Processed Web log data with user searched parameters from ( q1 ,., qn ) .

Let u j be the user, with η number of interest vectors. The total interest vectors of a user are denoted as
Iu jη .
Output: Tensor T ∈ R M1 × M 2 × M 3 ×.. M n
Begin
1. For k = 1..η
For l = (( k + 1)..η )

If iu jk = iu jl ; //Count frequency of similar searches.
σ jk + +;

Delete(iu jl );
Else

σ jk = 1;
End if;
End For;
iuσj = σ jl ; //Retrieve frequency of all distinct searches.

End for;
2. {(( q1...qn ) = σ j1 ),..,(( q1...qn ) = σ jη )}; //Arrange grouped searches of user frequency wise.
3. Create an empty sparse tensor Tj , and populate it with frequency σ jη and dimension values as.
Tj (( q1 ,..., qn ) = σ jη );
End

Figure 3.5 Algorithm for constructing Individual Users TSM from Web log data.
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Step 2. Decomposition: In multi-dimensional data modelling, the decomposition

process enables finding of the top rated dimension values (i.e. tensor entries and
dimensions) as well as the hidden relationships that may exist between different
dimensional values. As an example in a car sales website, the latent relationships
between various car makes, models, costs can be ascertained by using the tensor
decomposition, otherwise the relationships are difficult to analyze. These latent
relationships could be answers to questions like how car makes and models are related
and which different car makes are searched for and at what cost ?. To achieve tensor
decomposition the thesis applies

the popular and widely used PARAFAC [68],

Tucker [177] and HOSVD [47] tensor decomposition techniques on the individual
user models. These techniques have been discussed in detail in Section 2.2.2.4, but to
reiterate how multi-dimensional decomposition is achieved, PARAFAC needs to be
discussed briefly.

PARAFAC is a generalization of PCA (Principal Component

Analysis) to higher order arrays. Given a tensor of rank three as T ∈ℝ I ×J ×K , a Rcomponent PARAFAC decomposed model can be represented as
R

tijk = ∑ air b jr ckr + E

(9)

r =1

where air , bir , cir are the ith column of component matrices A ∈ ℝ I ×R , B ∈ ℝ J ×R and
C ∈ ℝ K ×R respectively and E ∈ℝ I ×J ×K is the three way array containing residuals. The

value tijk represents an entry of a three-way array of T and in the ith row, j th column
and k th tube.
Thus, when the user’s tensor (Equation (8)) is decomposed by PARAFAC [16], the
various matrices formed are as shown in the Figure 3.6 below. In Figure 3.6,
M 1 , M 2 ..M n are the various component matrices formed after the decomposition of

the tensor, where m1(ir ) , m2(ir ) ,.., m5(ir ) are the ith column of component matrices

M1 ∈ ℝ I1×R , M 2 ∈ ℝ I2 ×R , M3 ∈ ℝ I3 ×R , M 4 ∈ ℝ I4 ×R and M 5 ∈ ℝ I5 ×R respectively (denoted
using similar notations as used in Equation (9)), and λ ∈ℝ R×R×R×R×R is the core tensor
and the residual array/vector is the five way array containing residuals and denoted as

E ∈ ℝ I1×I2 ×I3 ×I4 ×I5 . In this thesis, R is the desired best rank tensor approximation for
evaluating individual user profiles. The value of R is chosen from 1-6 in all the
experiments. The best rank tensor approximation is the aggregate column-wise
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representation of values in each dimension, where such values are represented in a
matrix of size Mi×r . Higher-level rank decomposition creates matrices of large
dimensions, thus flattening the tensor and defeating the overall purpose of dimension
reduction.

Figure 3.6 PARAFAC Decomposed tensor of Individual user’s searches, gives these component
matrices.

Once, individual user model construction and decomposition are done, the top ϒ
values from each decomposed matrix, are saved in the individual user profile for
making recommendations. The number ϒ that has to be saved in individual user
profile depends upon the need of the Web service provider. This research work has
chosen the top ϒ =15 values in each dimension to be saved in the user profile. These
values are derived from decomposed matrices M 1 , M 2 ..M n (Figure 3.9) and these top

ϒ highly relevant values are saved in the individual user profiles of each user. In the
case where the tensor rank decomposition (denoted as R), R = 1, such highest values
can be learned out easily, but in the case where R > 1, then an average of such row
values is taken.
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Even though individual user profile construction is an expensive method, it is a
more suitable method to give the best recommendations to users because each
individual user’s personnel interests are taken into consideration. However, it is time
consuming as each individual user’s search data has to be processed and various
models have to be created. To overcome this drawback, group user models can be
created and used for making recommendations.

3.1.3

Group User Model Creation and Decomposition.

The major objective behind constructing group user profiles is finding users with
similar search behaviour. Once similar users are determined, recommendations of
similar objects within group members can be made. The other objective of creating
group user profiles is helping to recommend objects to people who do not have an
individual profile. This approach is similar to CF-based approach [73], [93], [99],
[161], which recommends similar objects to users in a group, but unlike the CF-based
approach in our case, recommendations can be made based on both the individual and
group profiles of a user. Using both profiles ensures that a user would be
recommended unique items based on the group profiles.
The method of creating group user profiles is similar to creating individual user
profiles, but unlike individual profiles, here the searches made by a user are compared
for similarity to each other. The other noteworthy aspect is that unlike previously used
methods of evaluating similarity of user-items, the methodology adopted is a MDD
approach for finding relationships between objects that are top rated and projecting
latent relationships that exist between users and their searches. User to user
comparison is done based on the total number of searches made by each user. The two
steps undertaken for modelling group user’s tensor are:
Step 1 Model Construction: Once, all processed data is available user-wise, session
and search wise, it is analysed. All unique values of each dimension are derived to
represent as dimension values into the tensor model. Each distinct index value
represents a dimension value. A tensor is created with all searched feature values and
the users are included in the model as last dimension. Thus, the overall structure of a
group of users tensor consisting of n dimensions is shown in Equation (10), Section
3.1.3 where the dimension M n represents the user’s dimension.
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M ×M 2 ×..M n
T∈ℝ 1

(10)

Group user modelling is summarized in an algorithm in Figure 3.7. The algorithm
takes the processed search data of all users as input. For each user the term frequency
of each similar search is counted. A similar search is a search in which all the
searched parameters are same such as iu ji = iu jl . For certain query features a user
may have not searched the feature, therefore in these cases when qi = 0, an index
value represented by a zero in the tensor for these dimension values has to be
considered. The term frequency of all the searches of a user is determined. As an
example for a user u j , the term frequency of an interest vector iu jk , denoted as iuσj is
σ jk . This is entry value at the m1 , m2 ..mn −1 dimensions, where each

m1 , m2 ..mn −1

represents the respective values at dimension M1 , M 2 ...M n−1 of the tensor mapped to

( q1, q2 ,..., qn ) query search components. The dimension value M n holds all users
details who have made the same search denoted as (q1, q2 ,..., qn ). Next TF-IDF (TVi )
values are determined (as shown in the algorithm in Figure 3.7) for all the searches of
users, and the tensor is then populated with these values as (q1, q2 ,..., qn , uz ) = TVi .
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Input: Processed Web log data of all users with user id’s and searched parameters from ( q1 ,., qn ) .

Let U = {u1, u2 ...uz } be all users, where each user uz has η interest vectors. Value of η varies for each
user, as searches made by each user are different. The total interest vectors of a user are denoted as Iu jη
th
or component wise as Iu j = ( q1, q2 ,...., qn )η . Let iuσj be the frequency of k interest vector, denoted

as iuσj = σ jk .
Output: Tensor T ∈ R M1 × M 2 × M 3 ×.. M n
Begin
For each user in uz ∈U

1. //Count frequency of all distinct interest vectors of a user.
For k = 1..η
For l = (( k + 1)..η )
If iu jk = iu jl ; //Count frequency of similar searches.

σ jk + +;
Delete(iu jl );
Else

σ jk = 1;
End if;
End For;
iuσj = σ jk ; //Retrieve frequency of all distinct searches.
End for;
2. Use (tf ∗ idf ) to score these interest vectors. Where TF=Frequency of each distinct interest
vector of a user (σ jk ) , ND=Total number of interest vectors of a user (η ) and DF=Number of
similar interest vectors of all users.

η 

TVk = σ jk × 1 + log(
) .
DF


(( q1...qn , u j ) = TVk ). // Save distinct Interest vectors with TF-IDF values.
End for
( q1...qn , uz ) = TVk . //Arrange all grouped searches user wise, searched component and frequency wise.
3. Create an empty sparse tensor T , and populate it with TVk and dimension values of all users
searches.
{T ( q1 ,..., qn , uz ) = TVk };

End

Figure 3.7 Algorithm for constructing group users TSM from Web log data.

Thus, once the tensor has been populated with data, it can be decomposed by either
PARAFAC, Tucker or HOSVD. In Figure 3.8, M1 , M 2 ..M n , are the various
component matrices formed after the PARAFAC decomposition of the tensor, where

m1(ir ) , m2(ir ) ,.., m6(ir )

are

the

ith

column

of

component

M1 ∈ ℝ I1×R , M 2 ∈ ℝ I 2 ×R , M 3 ∈ ℝ I 3 ×R , M 4 ∈ ℝ I4 ×R , M 5 ∈ ℝ I5 ×R ,

matrices

M 6 ∈ ℝ I6 ×R

respectively and λ ∈ℝ R×R×R×R×R×R is the core tensor and R is the desired best rank
tensor approximation, which is set as 1, 2, 3 and 4 in our experiments.
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Figure 3.8 PARAFAC Decomposed tensor of group users searches, gives component matrices as
shown.

Each of the component matrices M1 , M 2 ..M n , obtained after tensor decomposition
represents the overall interaction of factors in that dimension. For example, if the
dimension values in matrix M1 were taken, representing the car makes, all such car
makes that have been searched highly by the users would be scored higher. Since, this
research work has modelled the user as nth dimension in all our tensor models, once
decomposition is achieved the row values of matrix, M n are taken as relevant values
to be used for clustering. The values represented by matrix M n shows users-users
relationships based on the searches, each user has made. These values represent the
aggregate relationships that exist between various dimensions of the tensor. In the
case where the tensor rank decomposition (denoted as R), R = 1 , the highest values
can be learned easily, but in the case where when R > 1, then the average of such row
values is taken. Once a group profile model is created and decomposed, the available
information can then be used for making group user profiles.

3.1.4

Object Model Creation and Decomposition

An object model is a model based on the properties of objects/items that are being
searched by users. Object model consists of item-item similarity based on the
attributes or features of items. Two or more items may have similar characteristics.
Take for example for an electronic E-commerce website. A digital camera with video
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capabilities could be thought to be similar to a camcorder in terms of certain features.
If camcorders are finished, users searching for such an item can be recommended
alternative similar items.
The major objective behind creating object profiles is to compare object similarities
based on properties of objects, so that similar search objects as searched can be
recommended to users. The idea is to map a user’s choice/search by recommending
very similar objects. The other advantage of creating object profiles is since, an object
model is built on static properties of objects, a new model only needs to be built when
a new object is introduced. Creation of an object model may sometimes need domain
experts or surveys to identify the important features or attributes that are relevant to
an object. As an example in the case of creating a car object model, a domain expert
or surveys can indicate the important attributes that attract a user’s attention when
buying a car. Once important attributes are identified, a tensor model can be created
based on attributes representing the various dimensions of a user’s search.
The two important methods for building object profiles using tensors discussed in
this thesis include:
1.

Object models based on properties of objects: An object model can be either

built by finding similarity between different objects and their features
(properties of objects)
2.

Object models based on ratings provided by users: The other method to

build object profiles is to utilize object ratings as provided by users.
Figure 3.9 details about the methodology of building object profiles, using either of
the two methods.
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Figure 3.9 Complete methodology for building object profiles.

Thus, the whole process of object modelling consists of three main steps 1)
Identification of dominant features or attributes of an object. 2) Model Construction.
3) Model Decomposition.
1) Identification of dominant features or attributes of objects needs careful analysis of
the underlying website. Since, users have already been modelled based on object
features that were searched in their individual and group profiles, therefore, to achieve
better similarity between objects based on other features, that were not searched but
were intrinsic part of object properties, certain features different from features that
were searched were identified. These features are directly related to the granular
details of objects such as in the ‘Mileage Cars’ website where these features could be
the number of kilometres done, transmission type, engine size, type of fuel used and
the location of the car.
2) Model Construction: In case where no rating data is available, the object model can
be created with features. Let there be (q1, q2 ,..., qn ) features based on which object
model has to be created. Example for a car object model these features can be
kilometres done, transmission, engine size, fuel used etc. Let there be oz objects which
have to be modelled. The vectors (q1, q2 ,..., qn , oz ) represents values to be mapped in
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the TSM. These values are mapped as dimension M 1 × M 2 × ..M n , where each
dimension M n-1 holds all distinct values for feature qn . The structure of the object
model based on features is shown in Equation (11). The object tensor O can be
formed as

O ∈ ℝ M 1 × M 2 ×.. M n .

(11)

In the case where sufficient rating data is available, an object model can be built as
shown in Equation (12). In this Equation (12), β represents ratings which are
opinions given by users about certain features of an object. These ratings can be
expressed on a point scale of say 1-5, where 1 is most preferred and 5 is least
preferred. Let H be the number of object features of all objects O, which have been
rated by users U . The tensor with three dimensions can then be created as shown in
Equation (12), where each β × h × o represents the rating value β on feature h of
object o given by all users U . If similar ratings are given by multiple users, the
frequency of such ratings is counted and stored as index value at β × h × o position of
the tensor.

O ∈ ℝ β ×H ×O

(12)

3) Model Decomposition: To decompose the object model either of PARAFAC,
Tucker or HOSVD can be used. When the user’s tensor (Equation (11)) is
decomposed using PARAFAC by tensor toolbox [16], the various matrices formed are
as shown in Figure 3.10. In the Figure 3.10, M 1 , M 2 ..M n are the various component
matrices formed after the decomposition of the tensor, and R is the desired best rank
tensor approximation. In the case where the TSM model is created using Equation
(12), it will have three component matrices M 1 , M 2 ..M 3 instead of n components
matrices (as shown in Figure 3.10) and the core matrix λ .
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Figure 3.10 PARAFAC Decomposed tensor of Object Model, gives component matrices as shown.

Since, the car identification detail is modelled as the nth dimension in all object
tensor models, once decomposition is achieved the row values of matrix, M n are
taken as relevant values to be used for clustering. The values represented by matrix
M n depicts item-item relationships based on the different features of the objects.

Whenever the tensor rank decomposition (denoted as R), R = 1 , such highest values
can be found out easily, but whenever R > 1, then the average of such row values is
taken.

3.1.5

Discussion: Model Creation and Decomposition

In this section, the various model construction techniques using tensors were
discussed. Various model building strategies such as constructing models from an
individual user’s tensor; group of user’s tensor; and object tensor consisting of top
rated features as identified were discussed. Depending on a website’s requirements
any or all three models in combination can be used for making recommendations.
Model construction needs careful evaluation of all dimensions, as well as the
number of values each dimension will hold. Model creation is highly dependant on
the datasets and number of dimensions that are considered for modelling. Rarely used
dimension values can create an unnecessary burden in terms of storage, efficiency and
evaluation.
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The values that are stored in the tensor are independent of the modelling style. No
matter which type of tensor model is created, such as an individual user model, a
group user model or an object model, the values are saved corresponding to the values
that are mapped to the dimension index of the tensor. Since TF-IDF values are input
as the values in the tensor, comparative search values, consisting of different searched
dimensions and different users can simultaneously be co-related with each other. The
other aspect which is independent of any model or method is the order of selecting
dimensions when creating tensor models. To facilitate our modelling experiments
users and objects have been taken as the last M n dimension, but it is not mandatory to
place dimensions in any particular order. The other consideration when choosing
number of dimensions is that large number of dimensions flattens the tensor, thus
increasing the tensor size unnecessarily. Therefore, it is better to choose small number
of dimensions as the dimension size can be altered easily and instead of having
multiple dimensions, certain similar dimensions can be aggregated as a single
dimension.
Decomposition of each model can be achieved by using popular methods such as
PARAFAC [68], Tucker [177] or HOSVD [47]. These three methods use different
methodology for decomposition (see Section 2.2.2.4 for details), and most of the
existing methods are derived from them.

Using these three methods for

decomposition would be sufficiently good enough to provide the best overview of the
data and various relationships that exists between the users and objects.
One important consideration when decomposing tensor models is the choice of rank
decomposition. Choosing best rank tensor decomposition needs careful evaluation. In
this thesis, it was empirically found out that lower rank tensor decompositions are
more accurate due to higher approximation of decomposed values. Tensor rank
decompositions higher then the number of dimensions often perform poorly. Higher
rank decompositions flatten the tensor, thus losing valuable information, hence, the
values arising from it may not be appropriate for further analysis and modelling.
Once these models are created and decomposed, subsequently clustering can be
applied to the various component matrices to find groups of similar users or objects.
In the case of an individual user, the decomposed values of tensors in each dimension
can be analysed for creating individual profiles. Clustering of such attributes is not
needed for an individual user. When creating group user profiles, the decomposed
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tensor values for the user dimension are clustered. From each cluster of similar users
interesting patterns in the form of dimension values are saved in the group user
profiles.

3.2

Clustering of Users and Objects

Web server log data containing usage patterns of users is a rich source of
information about user’s browsing habits. This information also assists in identifying
the user’s needs by inferring their intrinsic behaviour. A major problem for a website
is to identify users with similar search behaviour. Clustering of users has been a
popular approach for finding users with similar search behaviour and subsequently
this information can be used for effective personalization and recommendation [128].
The major objective of conducting clustering on Web users search log data is to
identify users who can be grouped based on similar search behaviour. All users
clustered in a group can be recommended similar objects, which are popular in the
group. On the other hand, the idea behind clustering different objects, based on their
features is to identify similar objects, so that similar objects as searched by a user and
objects that are similar to his search can be recommended. Some advantages and
applicability of clustering users and objects are discussed below:
1) Similar users in a cluster can be recommended the most popular objects in the
group such as the CF approach [73], [128], [135].
2) Fewer overheads in terms of system and resources, since group profiles would
be created instead of individual user profiles.
3) New visitors can be recommended objects which are similar to their searches,
as determined using the object models.
4) New and interesting objects, which may be quite different from the user’s taste,
can be recommended to a user.
5) Object similarity models can be used frequently with individual user profile
models. Such models would be more effective, since a user would be
recommended objects, which are more similar to his likings.
6) Object similarity models may effectively resolve drawbacks (new user, new
item) of CF-based based methods dependent on ratings, as rating information
may not be needed, since objects are clustered based on their features.
Clustering of objects based on features or attributes may be helpful in reducing
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problems faced by recommender systems that are purely dependant on rating
information for making recommendations.
Clustering algorithms can be broadly classified into distance and density based
methods [39]. In all the experiments conducted in this thesis a representative method
consisting of both categories of clustering algorithms has been taken. To cluster users
and objects we have considered two categories of clustering algorithms, the distance
based clustering algorithms (like the k-means and advanced version of k-means
namely the extended k-means) and the density or distribution based clustering
algorithm depending on probability (like the EM (Expectation-Maximization)
algorithm). The first category of clustering algorithms (k-means and extended kmeans) are very popular, take less time for execution and in general show higher
levels of accuracy when the data is processed, filtered and is represented as vectors.
EM was taken so that a different measure apart from distance is also used to analyse
and create clusters. This way, a different clustering approach can be tested and the
difference in the quality of clustering given by two separate clustering approaches can
be easily found out from the results. Similarly, clustering algorithms like direct,
repeated bi-section and agglomerative have been used with the proposed FIBCLUS
method to check the quality of clustering given by different approaches.
The WEKA implementations of k-means and its variants (extended k-means) [78],
used in this thesis for experiments, do not have a procedure of automatically choosing
optimal number of clusters. These implementations require the user to manually
choose the required number of clusters apriori. However, in case of EM (ExpectationMaximization) method, the best number of clusters was chosen automatically by
cross-validating the log-likelihood of the model's fit. The WEKA implementation of
EM algorithm, as used in this thesis, automatically executes a 10 fold cross-validation
and the log likelihood is averaged over all 10 results. In case of an increase in the log
likelihood, a new clustering solution is generated and the 10 fold cross-validation
begins afresh [78]. In this thesis, the 10 fold cross-validation clustering experiments
were conducted with different seed values and 100 iterations of each. The log
likelihood of each clustering solution was kept in consideration when choosing the
best number of cluster n. The solution with the maximum likelihood estimate is
chosen as the prefeered solution. The initial k value for k-means and its variant was
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chosen as the value corresponding to the number of clusters in the best clustering
solution given by the EM algorithm, k=n in this case.

3.2.1

VSM Clustering of Web Users Based on Search Logs

The processed Web log data of users represented as vectors or interests of each user is
used to cluster Web users based on similarity of search behaviour. Searches made by
each user on a website are processed for identifying search sessions. Each search
session can be represented by a set of interest vectors for each user. For all users

U = {u1, u2 ...uz }, let each user u j has Iu jη interest vectors. Each interest vector is
consisting

of

( q1 ,., qn )

search

query

features

or

dimensions.

Thus

Iu j = {( q1, q2 ,..., qn )1,..( q1, q2 ,..., qn )η }, are the total interest vectors of user u j . The
frequency of similar searched feature values are found out from all the interest vectors
of a user. Thus, from all the interest vectors of a user from iu j1 ,iu j 2 ...iu jη , the
frequency of similar searched feature values are evaluated. As an example, if a user
has searched the car make ‘Holden’ three times then the frequency value of feature
‘car make’ is three. The whole process of the creation of a user’s interests’ vectors is
explained in the algorithm presented in Figure 3.11. Once the processed data is ready,
represented as weighted interest vectors of all users, the whole data is fed as input to
the clustering algorithms (Expectation-Maximization and K-means).
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Input: Processed Web log data of all users from U = {u1, u2 ...uz } . Each user uz has 1..η interest
vectors, where each vector is denoted as iu j = (q1, q2 ,...., qn ), consisting of ( q1 ,., qn ) search query
components.
Output: Weighted Interest vectors of all users.
Begin
1. Create a matrix of dimension A = [a jk ] j =1... z; k =1..n ; .
2. //Initialize user’s interest vectors with 0 values.
(a jk ) = 0 ;
3. For Each user u j ∈U

For k=1 to n
//Count frequency of similar searched components from all interest vectors of a user.
count ( qk ), where qk ∈ Iu j ∧ qk ≠ null ;

(a jk ) = σ zk ; // For each user input frequency value σ zk at respective index position of matrix.
End For;
End For;

u1σ11 u1σ12 ...u1σ1n 


u2σ 21 u2σ 22 ...u2σ 2n 
A=
// Save matrix A.
............................... 


uzσ z1 uzσ z 2 ...uzσ zn 
4. Input matrix A for clustering.
End

Figure 3.11. Algorithm for Constructing Vector Model from Web Log Data.

3.2.1.1

VSM Clustering of Web Objects Based on Features

Since objects with their attributes details are available from the database, all attributes
or features based on which objects have to clustered are identified. Once vectors of
objects are created, they can be given as input to K-means, X-means (extended Kmeans) and EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithms for clustering. The whole
step of clustering objects is explained in the following steps.
Step1: Identify objects that have to be clustered based on attributes.
Step2: Retrieve features based on which clustering has to be done, in order to

group objects.
Step3: Create vectors of such objects with relevant features, where each vector

represents an object instance.
Step4: Cluster such object instances using K-means, X-means and EM

clustering algorithms.
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3.2.1.2

Limitations with VSM Clustering

Figure 3.12 Tensor Representation of Patients/Disease/Symptoms Data.

Multi-dimensional datasets are common and handling such datasets needs
specialised methods. Consider the following datasets consisting of one dataset related
to a disease monitoring system and consisting of disease, symptoms and patients
(Figure 3.12) or some other datasets which have already been applied to tensors to
find the relationship of Web pages with the words, documents and links [97]; author,
keyword and timestamp [52]; dataset for monitoring real time network traffic data
(source-IP, destination-IP and port) [147]; or datasets from a chat room, consisting of
users, keywords and time windows [2]. When using such MDD datasets, how is it
possible to find patterns, relationships and latent concepts that underline the structure
of such datasets? These patterns could be answers to questions such as which authors
wrote similar books in a certain year, or which patients had similar disease symptoms
or which users sent data to whom and through which port.
Consequently, deriving knowledge from such datasets using vector or matrix-based
two-dimensional models may not be appropriate, as many valuable inter-component
relationships may be lost. Thus, there is a need to obtain best clustering using other
vector-based methods or using some high-dimensional data analysis methods so that
the relationship between similar objects is maximised and good clusters of objects or
users are obtained. The two proposed approaches are discussed below.
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1. In this thesis, to handle object data with multiple characteristics, a Fibonacci
based clustering method (FIBCLUS) [147] is proposed, which when applied to
instance vectors of each object, has the ability to enhance clustering
performance (Section 3.2.2).
2. The other proposed clustering method based on the MDD approach, using
tensors is called as DIF (Dimensional Influence Factors). It is used to cluster
similar Web users (Discussed in Section 3.2.3.1).
Both these approaches have been adopted to improve existing clustering solutions.

3.2.2

Proposed Fibonacci Based Clustering (FIBCLUS)

There are numerous examples where similar objects such as people and items have to
be grouped based on similarity. The clustering process is an unsupervised method that
systematically groups objects according to similarity shared amongst attributes.
Evaluation of the similarity of attributes between instances is the core of any
clustering method. The better a similarity function, the better the clustering results
would be. Clustering sparse vectors with mixed attributes poses problems, as intercluster similarities may be too high to distinguish between a good clustering and bad
clustering solution. If the dataset contains numeric attributes, distance measures such
as Euclidean, Manhattan and cosine, are effective to evaluate the similarity between
objects [77], [113].
However, when the dataset contains categorical (finite and unordered) attributes or a
mix of numeric and categorical attributes then such distance measures may not give
good clustering results [77]. Comparison of a categorical attribute in two objects
would either yield 1 for similar values and 0 indicating that two instances are
dissimilar. Based on the number of attributes matched these similarity measures
evaluate how similar two instances are to each other. Such similarity measures are
defined as overlap measure [31] and mostly suffer from the problem of clustering
dissimilar instances together when the number of attributes matched is the same, but
attributes that are matched are different [23]. Recently data driven similarity measures
based on the frequency distribution of attributes have been a focus of research [23].
The proposed FIBCLUS method is a data driven approach, which clusters similar
instances based on the characteristics of attribute values.
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Datasets containing a mix of numerical and categorical attributes have become
increasingly common in modern real applications, however, the existing similarity
evaluation techniques are designed to fit each type of attributes separately [23], [77],
[81] , [113], [141]. A general observation is that distance-based clustering techniques
such as K-means, and the Expectation-Maximization work reasonably well with
numeric data, and hierarchical algorithms work well with categorical data [77].
To cluster objects, a novel algorithm called as FIBCLUS (Fibonacci Based
Clustering) that introduces effective similarity measures for numeric, categorical and
a mix of both these types of attributes [147] is proposed. To achieve a constant
separable distance between input attributes and to improve the clustering
performance, the Fibonacci series [35] is used. A Fibonacci number is assigned to
each attribute in order to alter the attribute values. For numeric data, each instance is
given a global aggregate score relative to all other instances using the attributes
modified with Fibonacci numbers. This global score is then used in clustering.
Similarly, for categorical data, a global score is calculated for each instance with
attributes modified with Fibonacci numbers. A pair-wise similarity matrix is then
calculated using the number of attributes matched between each pair of instances and
the assigned global scores. For the dataset with mix attributes, the global score of
each instance is calculated according to the type of attributes. This pair-wise similarity
matrix is then used in clustering.

3.2.2.1

Necessity for Clustering Methods with the Ability to Cluster Mix

Attribute Datasets

Many techniques like average distance, mean distance or others can be used for
evaluation of distances for numerical attributes based datasets. However, when pure
categorical datasets or mixed datasets consisting of both the categorical and numerical
attributes are to be clustered, the problem is how to measure the similarity between
the instances represented by categorical attributes. Measures based on single link and
complete link methods fail to give good clustering results as the single link method
groups instances based on maximum similarity between any two pairs of clusters, and
the complete link method clusters instances based on minimum similarity [141].
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Let X = { X 1 , X 2 ,.., X b } be a set of instances that are to be clustered. Each instance
X i is represented as ( xi1 , xi 2 ,... xiρ ), where ρ is the number of attributes to be
considered for clustering in each instance. The subscript in each single attribute xi ρ
represents i the instance number and ρ as the attribute number. An attribute type can
be either categorical or numerical. During the process of clustering, each instance is
compared with other instances in order to find a similarity measure. One kind of
similarity measure, called as overlap, between two instances X i and X j when the
attributes are of categorical type is shown in Equation (13).
ρ
1, xik = x jk 
S ( X i , X j ) ≡ ∑ δ ( xik , x jk ), where δ ( xik , x jk ) = 
.
k =1
0, xik ≠ x jk 

(13)

The use of such similarity measures (Equation (13)) may result in weak intra
similarity when calculating the similarity between categorical attributes [113]. Other
similarity measures for categorical attributes such as Eskin, Goodall, IOF, OF, Lin,
Burnaby [23] are based on the overlap similarity measure and inherit the same
problems. These measures attempt to reduce these problems by considering both the
similarity and dissimilarity between instances, assigning 1 for a perfect match and
arbitrary small values for a mismatch.
Moreover, in modern real-world applications, data with various instances
containing a mix of both categorical and numerical attributes is common. In such
cases the similarity measure described above may not provide correct values of
instance similarity. A problem arises when assignment of an instance to a particular
cluster is not easy. This problem is shown in the example of a deck of cards. A deck
of cards typically outlines the problem of most clustering methods, which is that they
are unable to cluster instances appropriately due to overlapping distances between
them.
Consider a dataset containing a single deck of 52 cards and another dataset
consisting of two decks of cards. Each deck of cards is identified by the distinct cover
design it has. The data description of these datasets is detailed in Table 3.5. As the
number of deck increases, the number of clusters and the complexity inherent within
the clustering process increases. As the number of deck increases from 1..n the
maximum number of perfect clusters increases to 4n where n is the number of decks.
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For a single deck of cards the largest number of perfect clusters is 4, for two decks it
is 8 and so on.
The ideal clustering results are shown in Table 3.3 for the deck of cards dataset
problem. By ideal clustering, it means the number of clusters a person would group
the cards based on all their attributes and the number of clusters desired. The
corresponding clustering results obtained by different algorithms such as ExpectationMaximization (denoted as EM); K-means (KM); and extended K-means (XM), are
shown in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5.
These were implemented in WEKA [78] with both Euclidian and Manhattan
distances.

Clustering using direct, repeated bi-section and agglomerative clustering

techniques were used with both the cosine and correlation co-efficient similarity
measures implemented in gcluto [141]. All clustering experiments using various
methods as discussed (except with FIBCLUS) were run multiple times, and only the
best results observed are reported for all the methods.

SN
1

Attribute
Name
Card No

2
3

Colour
Category

4

Deck Id

Attribute
type
Numeric/
discrete
Categorical
Categorical
Numeric
/Binary

Value
Range
1-13
2
4
1,2

Description
1-13 of all cards
Red or Black
Hearts,
Diamonds,
Spade, Clubs
1-1st Deck,2-2nd
Deck

Table 3.2 Data description for deck of cards clustering problem.

2
Clusters
1-13,
Red
1-13,
Black

4 Clusters

8 Clusters

1-13, Red, Hearts

1-13,Red , Hearts, D1

1-13, Black,
Spade
1-13, Black,
Clubs
1-13,Red,
Diamonds

1-13,Red , Hearts, D2
1-13,Red , Diamonds, D1
1-13,Red , Diamonds, D2
1-13,Black , Spade, D1
1-13, Black , Spade, D2
1-13, Black , Clubs, D1
1-13, Black , Clubs, D2

Table 3.3 Deck of cards cluster accuracy measure criteria (D1=deck1,D2=deck2).
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SN

Clustering
Algorithm

1
2
3
4
5

EM
KM
XM
Direct
Repeated Bisection
Agglomerative
Clustering
Functions
#1, #4,#5 #6 above
with FIBCLUS

6
7

No of
Cluster=2
Correctly
Classified
100%
100%
100%
25%
25%

No of
Cluster=4
Correctly
Classified
100%
63.47%
73.08%
38.5%
48%

48%
100%

33%
100%

Table 3.4 Clustering results for a single deck of cards problem.

S
N
1
2
3
4
5

Clustering
Algorithm

EM
KM
XM
Direct
Repeated Bisection
6 Agglomerative
7
Clustering
Functions #4,
#5, #6 above
with
FIBCLUS

Cluster=2
Correctly
Classified

Cluster=8
Correctly
Classified

100%
98%
98%
62.5%
65.5%

Cluster=4
Correctly
Classifie
d
100%
62.5%
62.5%
36.5%
44.2%

65.5%
100%

48%
100%

25%
100%

48.07%
56.7%
56.7%
31.7%
31.8%

Table 3.5 Clustering results for the two decks of cards problem.

Results in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 clearly show that the stated clustering algorithms
based on respective similarity measures performs satisfactorily with a single deck of
cards, but as the complexity increases the clustering performance starts to decrease.
This problem occurs due to the similarity methods adopted by such algorithms. Such
methods are unable to handle the mix of attributes and their inherent relationships.
In all cases the similarity matrices obtained with the proposed FIBCLUS algorithm
gives better results by using the existing clustering methods than by using the
distance/density-based similarity evaluation algorithms alone. For all other cases, as
the number of deck increases from one to two, the distance measures or similarity
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methods employed by such methods start to overlap distances, resulting in weak intracluster similarity and clusters start to merge due to inseparable distances or higher
inter-cluster similarity S (C1 , C1c ) ≅ S (C2 , C2c ) between the clusters. Here S is the
similarity measure and C1 , C2 are clusters with C1c , C2c as cluster representatives
respectively.
Further the following Figures 3.13-3.16 illustrate the cluster assignments for the
problem with the two decks of cards where only the best clustering results were taken
from the original data as well as the Fibonacci altered data. The effect of using the
Fibonacci series on the attribute values is evident in these figures. For the
agglomerative algorithm, the best of the cosine and correlation co-efficient similarity
measures were taken as a result. The equivalent results using FIBCLUS with the
agglomerative clustering algorithm either with cosine or correlation co-efficient
similarity functions are shown.
From Figure 3.13 it can be clearly deduced that cluster 1 and cluster 3 have
overlapping distances, which consequently results in a weak clustering solution. In the
case of Figure 3.15 the assignment of the same peak to a set of clusters shows the
overlapping and, consequently a weak intra-cluster similarity value. However, it can
be viewed from peaks in Figures 3.14 and 3.16 that with FIBCLUS the clusters were
clearly identifiable. This directly points to the fact that the attribute values altered by
Fibonacci numbers are able to create a good separable distance (weak inter-cluster
similarity) between instances with the application of a distance function. The high
peaks in Figures 3.14 and 3.16 which bind similar instances together confirm that the
intra-cluster similarity was maximized, hence, resulting in the desired and optimal
clustering for the underlying problem.
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The Fibonacci series maintains the constant ratio between the instances and creates a
more separable distance between the instances. It helps in minimizing the inter-cluster
similarity and maximizing the intra-cluster similarity as only the instances with
similar attributes will be grouped together based on the transformation done by the
Fibonacci series. It does so without altering the actual ratio between different
instances, but maintaining the separation ratio ϕ between attributes.

3.2.2.2

Clustering Objects Based on the Proposed FIBCLUS Method

A brief detail about the Fibonacci is given below. Fibonacci series is discussed as the
proposed clustering method FIBCLUS (Fibonacci based Clustering) uses the
Fibonacci series to determine a global score for each instance and then utilizes the
aggregate distance as a similarity function. The Fibonacci series is a sequence of
numbers {Fl }∞l =1 defined by the linear recurrence equation, Fl = Fl −1 + Fl − 2 with a fixed
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value of the first two numbers F1 = 0 and F2 = 1. The first two Fibonacci numbers are
0 and 1, and each subsequent number is the sum of the previous two. An example of
the first few numbers in the Fibonacci series is 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, etc. The
Fibonacci series has been applied in many scientific and real life fields [35] from
analysis of financial markets, to development of computer algorithms such as the
Fibonacci search technique and the Fibonacci heap data structure [57].
Golden Ratio: One of the prominent properties of Fibonacci series is that the ratio

of two successive numbers Fl / Fl −1 tends towards 1.6 or ϕ , as l approaches infinity
[35]. This value of ϕ is also known as the golden ratio.
Considering three neighbouring Fibonacci numbers F( l ) , F( l +1) and F( l + 2) , the ratio of

F( l +1) / Fl and F( l + 2) / F( l +1)

would be either the same or will tend to ϕ for larger

values of l . Let us assume that this ratio is denoted as V1 and is as shown in Equation
(14).
V1 =

F( l +1)
F( l )

=

F( l + 2)
F( l +1)

(14)

.

Replacing F( l + 2) by F( l + 2) = F( l +1) + Fl , gives Equation (15).
V1 =

Now from Equation (14),

V1 = 1 +

F( l +1)

F( l +1)
F( l )

F( l )

= 1+

F( l )
F( l +1)

(15)

.

= V1 , it becomes

F( l )
F( l +1)

=

1
, finally we have
V1

1
or V12 = V1 + 1 , which is in fact ϕ and represented with its relationship as
V1

ϕ2 = ϕ + 1. The value of

ϕ will tend to fall closer and closer to 1.6 as the ratio

between two consecutive Fibonacci numbers is evaluated.
The primary purpose of using Fibonacci is that when categorical attributes are
represented as equivalent numerical values and a distance-based evaluation method is
used to cluster instances, the Fibonacci series acts as a constant separator between
each attribute in all the instances. Since each attribute in all the instances is multiplied
by a distinct successive Fibonacci number, only similar attributes in different
instances will have the same values and will be clustered appropriately.

Each
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dissimilar attribute will be separable by a constant ratio of ϕ. If there are ρ
categorical attributes in an instance which have been converted into equivalent
numerical attributes then Fibonacci transformation of the attribute from 1...ρ
increase the ratio between

will

xi 2 xi 3 xiρ
, ,..
, however for two successive attributes it will
xi1 xi1 xi1

always have a minimum values as ϕ.
Several similarity measures are proposed to deal with the respective attribute types
of numeric, categorical, and mixed data

[9], [23], [77], [81], [113], [120]. For

numeric data, the popular similarity measures are Euclidean, Cosine and many others.
Several weighting schemes such as normalization etc are used so that the various
attributes containing different value ranges can be treated alike in measuring
similarity. This is done so that the input data values of a clustering method are able to
enhance the similarity measure in order to clearly identify the optimal clusters.
Most of the existing algorithms such as K-means are able to handle numeric data
well, however the aim of using FIBCLUS with numeric data is to generate a search
space in which the input instances are clearly distinguished. FIBCLUS represents
each instance as an aggregate global value that represents all the attributes of that
instance. In other words, if there are b numeric instances and ρ number of attributes
then the FIBCLUS reduces the search space for each instance X = { X 1 , X 2 ,.., X b }
from ρ to 1 (eq. 16).

R b = {( xb1 , xb 2 .. xbρ )} → {( xb1 )}

(16)

For categorical and mixed data the aim of FIBCLUS is to identify the best possible
similarity that exists between a pair of instances by considering all the attributes. The
score of all attributes in this case is also represented as an aggregate global score, but,
unlike the overlap and similar measures [31] where similarity between instances is
computed without any consideration for numeric data, FIBCLUS enhances the
similarity by comparing the numeric attributes and reflecting its effect on the overall
similarity measure.
There are three cases, which have to be considered when clustering with FIBCLUS:
1) When the dataset contains only numeric attributes.
2) When the dataset contains only categorical attributes.
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3) When the data is a mix of both numeric and categorical attributes. The clustering
process for each case is discussed separately.
Given the set of instances

X = { X 1 , X 2 ,.., X b } with ρ number of attributes

( xi1 , xi 2 ,... xiρ ), a Fibonacci number is initialized for each attribute maintaining the
golden ratio ϕ. Let F = {F1 , F2 ... Fρ } be the set of Fibonacci numbers chosen
corresponding to ρ the number of attributes, where each successive Fibonacci
number Fρ +1 maintains the golden ratio ϕ with the preceding number Fρ . In the
experiments F1 is initialized as F1 = 5 because the series starts to get closer and
closer to ϕ from here onwards. Consider the example of a dataset of four
attributes xi1 , xi 2 , xi 3 , xi 4 , where F = {5,8,13, 21} is the set of Fibonacci numbers. In
this case F1 = 5 is used to transform xi1 and F2 = 8 is used to transform xi 2 and so
on. A value in Fρ maintains the golden ratio as F2 / F1 , F3 / F2 , F4 / F3 ≅ 1.6.
Case 1: This case applies to the datasets that have instances, which have only

numeric attributes. The first step is finding the maximum value of each attribute in all
the instances. Let this value be denoted as max( x1 ), max( x2 ),... max( xρ ). The
maximum value of each attribute is used for normalizing the attribute values.
Normalization is done to scale the values in a constant range so that the Fibonacci
number chosen for that attribute does not drastically change the golden ratio ϕ ,
which separates the values of one attribute from another. Since normalization would
give 1 as the maximum value, multiplication with a Fibonacci number would
distinctly separate all such values from others and it would maintain the golden ratio
between different attributes. Thus, all the attributes of each instance X i are
normalized as shown in Equation (17).
xi ρ =

xi ρ
max( xρ )

(17)

.

Next, the instance score is evaluated as shown in Equation (18).
ρ

xij

j =1

max( x j )

Score ( X i ) = ∑

× Fj.

(18)

Once each instance is mapped to an aggregate global score, a distance-based
clustering algorithm such as K-means (KM) or Extended K-means (XM) or a density-
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based algorithm such as Expectation-Maximization (EM) can be used to group this
reduced complexity data R b = {( xb1 , xb 2 .. xbρ )} → {( xb1 )} .
Case 2: This case applies to the datasets that have instances, which have only

categorical attributes. All categorical instances are mapped into numeric values. Each
instance X i with attributes as ( xi1 , xi 2 ,... xi ρ ), is assigned a score using the Fibonacci
series as shown in Equation (19).
ρ

(19)

Score ( X i ) = ∑ xij × F j .
j =1

The number of common attributes between two instances is denoted as X i ∩ X j .
Each instance is compared for similarity with other instances. The pair wise instance
similarity is then calculated as shown in Equation (20).

Similarity ( X i , X j ) =

Xi ∩ X j

ρ

+

Score( X i )
Score( X j )

(20)

where Score(X i ) <= Score( X j ), this condition ensures that the similarity calculation
is done only once for a pair ( xi1 , x j1 ). The pair-wise similarity matrix becomes the
input to a clustering algorithm.
Case 3: This case applies to the datasets that have instances with both numeric and

categorical attributes. Let k be the number of categorical attributes and l be the
number of numeric attributes, where k + l = ρ . All categorical attributes are mapped
into numeric representation and for the numeric attributes, the highest value of each
attribute denoted as max( x1 ), max( x2 )..., max( xl ) from all instances is found. The
score of each instance is determined separately based on the values of both numeric
and categorical attributes. For instance X i with attributes as ( xi1 , xi 2 ,... xiρ ), it is
calculated as shown in Equation (21).
k

( xil )
× Fl .
k +1 max( x l )
ρ

Score ( X i ) = ∑ ( xik × Fk ) + ∑
1

(21)
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The instance similarity between two instances X i , X j is based on Equation (21) above,
and is evaluated as shown in Equation (22).

Similarity ( X i , X j ) =

Xi ∩ X j

ρ

+

Score( X i )
Score( X j )

(22)

Where Score(X i ) <= Score( X j ).

The pair wise similarity can be calculated for each pair of instances. Let the similarity
between two instances X i and X j be denoted as Similarity( X i , X j ). This similarity
is nothing but the global aggregate score (aij ) between the instances. Thus, the overall
similarity score between all instances is represented by matrix A = [aij ]b×b , which
becomes the input to the clustering algorithm. The complete FIBCLUS algorithm is
explained in Figure 3.17. At first successive Fibonacci numbers corresponding to the
number of attributes in an instance are initialized starting with F1 = 5 . For each
categorical attribute xi ρ convert all the value into distinct numerical values. As an
example, if for the car attribute model name, if four models such as (Commodore
Rav4, Matiz and Civic are present then they can be mapped into numeric values 1, 2,
3, 4 respectively. Next, all instances from X = { X 1 , X 2 ,.., X b } each consisting of

( xi1 , xi 2 ,... xiρ ) attributes is altered by the respective Fibonacci number mapped with
the attribute values. Both numeric and categorical attributes are scored using different
schemes, and finally global score per instance is evaluated.
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Input:
X = { X 1 , X 2 ,.., X b }; // Datasets instances with ρ attributes as xi1 , xi 2 ,..., xi ρ .
F = {F1 , F2 .. Fρ }. //Successive Fibonacci numbers F corresponding to each

1.. ρ

attributes.

F j xij = Categorical attribute values, mapped into numeric value .

Output:
ℝ b = {( xb1 )};

// Numeric instances: Global score

// Instances with Categorical or Mixed attributes: Similarity Matrix.
A b×b ;
Begin:
Step 1. F1 = 5; // Initialize Fibonacci series.

A = [aij ]i =1...b, j =1..b ; //Create similarity matrix.
( aij ) = 0; //Initialize similarity matrix A.
Step 2. // For numeric attribute max( xiρ ) finds maximum attribute value from instances.
For each j=1 to ρ ;
max( x j )
Step 3. // Evaluate scores for each instance.
For each i=1 to b;
Score( X i ) = 0.0;
For each j=1 to ρ ;

If domain ( xij ) = Numeric
Score ( X i ) = Score ( X i ) +

xij
max( xi )

× Fj.

Else domain ( xij ) = Categorical
Score ( X i ) = Score ( X i ) + F j xij .

//Similarity between attributes is reduced to ℝ b = {( xb1 )}.
Step 4. //Calculate similarity between instances with mixed attributes or purely categorical
//attributes.
If domain ( xij ) = Categorical
For each i=1..b;
For each j=1..b;

If ( ( Score(X i ) <= Score( X j ))

Similarity ( X i , X j ) =

Xi ∩ X j

ρ

+

Score( X i )
;
Score( X j )

(aij ) = Similarity( X i , X j )
A = [aij ]b×b ;
Return A ;
End.

Figure 3.17 Complete FIBCLUS Algorithm.

3.2.2.3

FIBCLUS Clustering of Objects Based on Features

Objects with various attributes or dimensions can be used to cluster very similar
objects using FIBCLUS. Let there be {o1 , o2 ,...oz } ∈ O objects that have to be
clustered. Let x z1 , x z 2 ,.. x zn be the various attributes or features based on which such
objects have to be clustered. The complete method of clustering objects is
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summarized in the steps as below. Let Fn be the number of Fibonacci numbers chosen
corresponding to n, the number of attributes.
1.

Initialise Fibonacci numbers F1..n corresponding to number of attributes

where F1 = 5.
2. Convert each categorical attribute into distinct numerical values.
3. Once all categorical attributes are concerted into distinct numerical values,
multiply each attribute x z1 , x z 2 ,.. x zn with the respective successive Fibonacci
number. Such as x z1 × F1 , x z 2 × F2 ,.. xzn × Fn .
4. Normalize the scores of each object oz attribute wise as

score( x zi )
.
max( xi )

5. Compute score of numerical attributes and categorical attributes using
Algorithm in Figure 3.17
6. Once global score are evaluated, cluster the scores using K-means, EM or
any hierarchical clustering method.

3.2.2.4

Discussion: Clustering with FIBCLUS

The problem with clustering the datasets with categorical and mix attributes (having
both numerical and categorical attributes) is that, comparing individual instances in
order to find similarity and dissimilarity for each attribute value is an expensive
method [23]. The complexity of this process can be reduced by mapping all instance
values (independent of what attribute domain they are in) to an aggregate score
considering all attributes and, then, any clustering algorithm could be applied onto
this reduced search map to cluster these instances.
The proposed FIBCLUS method showed that it has the potential to represent an
instance by a single aggregate value and then perform clustering based on similarity
matrix. However there is an extra overhead in terms of time and space due to the
additional step of calculating the global scores and similarity scores, however, it is
compensated by the reduced search map during the clustering process. Moreover,
clustering usually is an offline process and it is affected more by accuracy than the
time and space complexity.
Since, Web log data may contain multiple instances or multiple searches of the same
user, under these circumstances it becomes inefficient to use FIBCLUS to cluster such
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data. However, FIBCLUS can be used to cluster objects based on features. Since each
single object instance represents a complete object with many parameters, clustering
on such data can be performed to find near similar objects.

3.2.3

Tensor Clustering of Web Users Based on Search Logs

Clustering is done on the component matrix M n obtained after tensor decomposition
methods, and representing decomposed values of the last dimension M n . Each
component matrix from M1 , M 2 ,.., M n is of dimension M i×r where i is the number of
ways in a dimension M n , and r is the value of best rank approximation of the tensor.
Since, the last component matrix M n represents the users dimension in the proposed
data model, this matrix becomes the input to the clustering process. The entries (or
values) in the matrix M n depicts the correlations of each user with other users based
on the multiple factors of the tensor obtained after the interaction of various
factors/dimensions (Figure 3.8). Therefore, clustering on the row values of matrix M n
results in grouping of users according to similar search behaviour, while keeping the
various searched dimensions in consideration. Clustering on rows of tensor
decomposed matrix M n of users dimension is achieved by using three clustering
methods, these are EM (Expectation-Maximization), K-means and X-Means [78].
This research work has used three different methods to evaluate the effectiveness of
distance (K-means, X-Means) and density-based (EM) clustering algorithms when
used for clustering tensor decomposed matrices.

3.2.3.1 Tensor Clustering of Web Users Based on the Proposed DIF method

This section discusses the proposed DIF (Dimensional Influence Factor) method that
can enhance clustering of tensor decomposed objects or users in a multi-dimensional
scenario. The sole objective of using DIF as an extra input during clustering methods
is to minimize the information loss, which may have occurred during the
decomposition process of the tensor approximating the higher order data to a lower
order dimensional data. The dimensional influence factor (DIF) is the factor which
defines how each dimension influences a user’s search. It is evaluated individually for
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each dimension but combined linearly to collectively represent a user’s overall search
behaviour.
Once, group users model is created and decomposed, clustering is done to find
similar users. To achieve the clustering, the matrix values from M1 , M2 ...Mn-1 are
integrated for each user to get one DIF value. These DIF values for each user are then
given along the decomposed values of matrix Mn of each user to the clustering
algorithm. The complete method of evaluating DIF is explained below.
The ideal situation when a user has searched all search feature values in a dimension
is DIF with a value equal to 1. Let iuzn be a user’s interest in a dimension M n and µn
be the sum of component matrix of best rank approximation for this dimension.
Consider a tensor T ∈ ℝ M 1 × M 2 × M 3 × .. M n of users, {u1, u2 ,..uz } ∈U . Each dimension

M1, M 2 ...M n−1 has a fixed number of values or ways in it. For example, let dimension
M 3 represent car body types and have seven different car body types. A user search
for body type (such as the hatch, sedan, utility, van, luxury, SUV or None) can
include any one or none of these body type values. Let the number of distinct search
feature values searched by a user in each dimension be represented as q1, q2 ...qn . Let
for the body type search query feature the user uj has searched distinctly for two car
body types out of total seven. (E.g. user uj searched for hatch and sedan, thus in this
case q3=2). Thus a user uj’s interest iu nj in a dimension is shown in Equation (23).
iu nj =

qn
Mn

(23)

The component matrices of tensor best rank approximations from M1 , M2 ...Mn-1
obtained after PARAFAC, Tucker and HOSVD decompositions, and representing

.
.

decomposed values of each dimension M 1 ,M 2 ,...M n-1 except the last dimension are
taken. Each best rank approximation is a matrix of dimension Mi×r where i = 1 n,
and r is the value of desired best rank approximation of the tensor. Each dimension
may hold a certain importance for each user. Some dimension values may be highly
searched by users, whereas some dimension values may not be searched by user at all.

Tensor decomposition is able to evaluate such top rated interest values for each
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dimension, but, it does not include aggregate values, rather, it represents such values
in the last component matrix M n , depicting users overall search behaviour.
Therefore, an aggregate value representing all dimensions except the user’s
dimension has to be evaluated. Equation (24) represents such an aggregate value of
tensor decomposition that reflects overall search behaviour in all searched
dimensions. For each dimension from M 1 ,M 2 ,...M n-1 value of µn (sum of component
matrix in a dimension) is evaluated row-wise denoted as mi×r and averaged by
dividing with the best rank approximation value (r) of the tensor. For each matrix
from M1 , M2 ...Mn-1 , where n is the number of dimensions, it is evaluated as:

µn=

∑m

i ×r

r

(24)

The value of DIF is then calculated linearly for each user uz as shown in Equation
(25). Thus, it combines a user’s interest in a dimension with the aggregate tensor
decomposed values in each dimension and gives an aggregate factor by which the
tensor decomposition may have lost some information (in matrix M n ) about user’s
personal interests. The DIF value is then used with matrix M n , for clustering user’s
with similar search behaviour.
n

µn

1

iu nj

DIF( uz ) = ∑

(25)

Consider the example of calculating DIF for the tensor model T ∈ ℝ 50 ×60×70×10
modelling 10 users with 4 dimensions as T ∈ ℝ Make×Model × Bodytype×User . Let the sum of
component matrices except the last dimension of PARAFAC decomposition with best
rank 1 gives values of µ in each dimension from M1…M3 except the last dimension
‘user’ (users-users relationships represented by matrix M4) as µ1=0.025, µ2=0.075,
and µ3=0.055. If a user uj made 3, 12, 10 distinct searches in each of the three
dimensions respectively, then the aggregate value of his interest in each of the three
dimensions is

iu1j =

3
12
10
0.025 0.075 0.055
, iu 2j = , iu 3j = , Therefore DIF =
+
+
= 0.1846
50
60
70
3 / 150 12 / 60 10 / 70
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If for a dimension the value of iu nj is equal to 1, it signifies the flexibility of the
search behaviour of a user in the dimension. Value of iu nj = 1 means a user has
searched all the available values in this dimension. When personalizing the interest of
such users for making recommendations in this dimension, a wider range of categories
can be included. On the other hand, a value of iu nj close to 0 indicates that the search
is rigid, which means, user only searches a few selective object values for this
dimension. Thus, a small value of iu nj signifies a user’s interest in this dimension.
When enhancing recommendations for this dimension, utmost care should be taken,
so that only dominant values are recommended rather then recommending too many
objects. On the other hand if this value is equal to 0 it means that the user is not
interested in this dimension or has not searched even a single attribute value in this
dimension. This relationship is expressed by the following Equation (26) of a user’s
aggregate interest iu nj in each dimension.
 0=No Search,Un-interested in search dimension, If qn =0. 


n  n
iu j = iu j > 0 ∧iu nj <1= Rigidity in search behaviour ; If qn / M n >0  ;


 1= Searched all dimension values, Flexibilty , If q = M . 
n
n



3.2.3.2

(26)

Tensor Clustering of Web Objects Based on Features

Once an object model is created and decomposed (as discussed in Section 3.1.4)
similar objects can be clustered based on features. The group of objects, which are
clustered in the same cluster, are objects that have many similar features. To cluster
similar objects, the items-items similarity measures using vector methods have
adopted Euclidian, Manhattan and cosine similarity measures. For evaluating the
items-items similarity measures, tensor-based methods use decomposition matrices
obtained from the respective tensor decomposition technique. To cluster similar
objects the last component matrix M n is taken, which represents the object’s
identification details in the proposed data model (Figure 3.10). This matrix becomes
the input to the clustering process, as entries (or values) in the matrix M n depicts the
correlations of each object with other objects based on the multiple relationships that
exists between all dimension or features of the objects.
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Finally, clustering on the values of matrix M n , results in grouping similar objects
based on their features.

Such groups of objects can be used for making

recommendations to an anonymous user, who does not have any profile information.

3.2.3.3

Limitations with Tensor Clustering

Tensor clustering inherits the problems faced by tensor models due to adaptation of
tensor decomposition components in clustering. Web data is complex, and effective
identification of dimensions is an important factor for effective modelling of users
behaviour. Some drawbacks of tensors and inhereted clustering methods are:
1. Due to the very large volumes of data and dimensions, tensor models built on
such datasets may have memory and space complexity issues On the other
hand in the cases where there are large numbers of dimensions, but less data,
data sparsity is a common problem with tensors [96], [98]. Memory and space
problems can arise during model building or when decomposing or doing
dimension reduction.
2. Unlike matix based methods like SVD, tensor decomposition methods are not
unique. Most of the existing new methods discussed are variations of the three
most widely used tensor decomposition techniques like the Tucker,
PARAFAC and HOSVD.
3. The other major issue with tensors is choosing the best rank decompositions
for each data model. Lower rank tensor decompositions perform much better
due to higher approximations. On the other hand if higher rank decomposition
values are chosen for clustering then compared objects may loose valuable
information and the performance of such methods may be equal to or be worse
than the two-dimensional methods.
4. Since Web users data is dynamic, to update a user profile, such models need to
find ways of incremental updates rather than updating entire profiles.
To resolve these issues some proposed solutions are
1. To tackle the problem of memory and space, user’s can be identified based on
the frequency of visits or on the category of visitor like buyer, seller etc
(Figure 3.3, Section 3.1). Separate models can then be created for each
category of users. The other resolution to such problems is by choosing the
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appropriate dimensions (Section 3.1), all dimensions and dimension values
that are unimportant can be removed from the model. The other solution to
such problems is that with the introduction of new methods of calculating
tensor decompostions like Memory Efficient Tucker, MET [98], MACH [146]
such issues can be minimized.
2. Since the three most popular tensor decomposition methods like PARAFAC
[68], Tucker [177] and HOSVD [47] each adopt different approaches, the best
solution would be to use all three in conjunction to obtain a better overview of
the decomposition and modelling of users and objects.
3.

Finding the optimal rank for decomposition is a big challenge, however this
research proposes to use decomposition upto the rank before which clustering
performance starts to decline. To evaluate so, a detailed empirical evaluation
of all clustering using various tensor ranks is performed.

4. Tensor models have the ability to adapt and incorporate a user’s new
searches/interests. Whenever processed data of new searches is updated, only
such data can be incrementally added to the model, and later once the new data
is populated in the tensor model, a single decomposition will help in finding
the interest drift in a user’s search behaviour. The other method to avoid using
regular incremental changes is to use information in the object profiles for
making recommendations. The advantage with object profiles is that new
objects can be introduced without much complexity.

3.3

Profile Creation Methods

This section of the thesis discusses about various profile construction techniques for
an individual user, group user and object profiles. The complete methodology adopted
for making profiles for individual users group users and objects profile is explained in
the Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18 Complete User, Group and Object Profile Construction Model.

Once, clustering (Grouping similar users/objects) is done, the most important step
for building group profiles and object profiles is finding patterns (associations) and
unique rules between users and objects respectively. In the case of users it is done to
find what objects interest a group of users, and in the case of objects, it is done to find
similar objects based on their features, which can be recommended.
The various kinds of profiles discussed in this research are
1) Individual user profiles based on the two-dimensional methods.
2) Individual user profiles based on the TSM method.
3) Group user profiles based on the two-dimensional methods.
4) Group user profiles based on TSM method.
5) Object profiles based on the two-dimensional methods.
6) Object profiles based on the TSM methods.
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3.3.1

Individual User Profile Creation Methods

In Web personalized systems, a user profile represents a ranked list of objects that
interests a user, where such assumptions about user likings are deduced from his
previous search information. User behaviour modelling based on multiple searched
attributes is a complex problem. Various methods from vectors to matrices are
currently used to find top rated features as searched by a user. However, due to the
multi-dimensionality of Web log data, such information may be prone to loose latent
relationships that exist between features when such data is modelled as a twodimensional data. The two methods of creating user profiles, which are discussed in
this thesis, are
1) Methods based on two-dimensional models and
2) Methods based on high-dimensional data models.
Creation of both of these methods is discussed below.
a)

Individual user profile based on two-dimensional methods: An individual

user profile represents a user’s top interest, in one or many search dimensions. To
create individual user profiles, the number of independent searches made by a user are
utilized. Three methods using two-dimensional methods are proposed in this thesis for
creating user profiles. These methods are:
1.) In the first method, matrix-based methods are employed to create user profiles. A
matrix of identifed dimensions M1 × M 2 is created for each user, where M1, M 2 are
the selected dimensions. For example, in a car sales website, car make and model are
basic features based on which cars are commonly classified and identified. The twodimensional matrix is created for each user, representing the two searched dimensions
as number of rows and columns. The term frequency denoted by σ m1m2 of such
identified features as searched by a user is then input in respective index value
B = [σ m1m2 ]M1× M 2 of the matrix. Once a matrix of user searches is created, various

matrix decomposotion techniques like SVD, PCA and NNMF are employed to find
the top rated make and models. The highest top ϒ values obtained after matrix
decomposition are then saved in the user profiles.
2). In the second method all the features that are the part of a parameterized search
query ( q1 , q2 ...qn ) of a user are used to create search vectors of each user. Each vector
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iuzη represents a user’s interest. The idea behind the concept is to map multidimensional data into a two-dimensional space. The term frequency values using IDF
(Inverse Document Frequency) for similar searches consisting of same searched
parameters is ascertained. These vectors are then compared to find similar interests
using cosine similarity. Dimension values from highly similar searches are then saved
in the user profiles.
3.) In the third method to create individual user profiles, association rules from the
total searches of a user are found out. Prominent features like make and model are
taken for creating associations. For finding associations from user searches, only
associations of length two are considered. Associations of length one are equivalent to
frequency based evaluation methods. For associations greater then length two, the
number of rules formed can be much less (since there may be users, who have made
only a few searches as compared to other members of the group) also large number of
associations are rare compared to association rules with small number of itemsets .
b)

Individual user profile based on tensors: Individual user profiles built using

tensors consist of all the highest rated interests of a user in each of the searched
dimensions. Once the individual user model is created and decomposed (as explained
in Section 3.1.2 and Figure 3.6), the top ϒ values in each dimension are taken as the
dimension values to be saved in the user profile. These values represent a user’s top
interest in each searched dimension. Unlike matrix or frequency based methods,
tensors have the ability to maintain various relationships between different interacting
dimensions (factors). This happens due to the the ability of TSM models to allowing
free interaction between various components [1], thus minimizing information loss
and maintaining inter-dimensional relationships. Tensor decomposition of a user’s
model also enables to highlight top rated objects as searched by a user highlighting
the latent relationships that exixt between different dimension values.
Choosing the number of top ϒ values to be saved for each dimension depends on
the need of the website. This research work has taken each of the top ϒ =3, 5, 10 and
15 values in each searched dimension to be saved in a user’s individual profile.
Detailed experiments and discussion on finding the optimized ϒ value have been
done in chapter 6 Section 2. The complete methodology of creating user profiles from
tensors, once when the model is created and decomposed, is discussed in the
following steps.
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1.

From the tensor decomposition of a user’s tensor, retrieve the component
matrices from M1 , M 2 to M n , where the highest scored values in each of the
component matrix M n represents a user’s top interests in the respective
dimension.

2.

Thus, for each matrix from M1 , M 2 ..M n , arrange values in each row mi×r in
descending order. Retrieve top ϒ values from each matrix M n .

3.

Save top ϒ values in the user profile Table with complete details of objects as
retrived from the database.

As an example of creating individual user profiles for a user, this research work shows
a sample user profile based on the PARAFAC decomposition, which has the highest
searched dimension values for each dimension. The highest values represent a user’s
top interest in that dimension. In this example the three highest decomposed values in
each dimension are taken for saving in the user profile. For the range of kilometres
(KMS) dimension as shown in Table 3.6, it can be seen that highest PARAFAC
decompostion value is 1.000 which corresponds to a user’s preference for a car that
has done between 10,0001 to 15,0000 kilometres. Similarly, from the decomposed
values of car model dimension as shown in Table 3.7, it can be deduced that the
specific user shows the highest interest in the car model ‘300’ which is a MercedesBenz car, as this car ranks highest in the specified car model dimension.

Highest
PARAFAC
Values
1.0000
0.0213
0.0117

Dimension=KMS
Corresponding Value
kms>=100001 and kms
<=150000
kms >=50001 and kms
<=100000
kms >=25001 and kms
<=50001

User
Profile
Ranking
1
2
3

Table 3.6 A user’s top-ranked interest for cars with KMS done.

Highest
PARAFAC
Values
0.9806
0.1961
0.0004

Dimension=Car Models
Corresponding Values shown as
(Make,Model)

UPF
Ranking

Mercedes-Benz, 300
Alfa Romeo, 147
Toyota, Camry

1
2
3

Table 3.7. A user’s top-ranked interest for car models.
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3.3.2

Group Profile Creation Methods

Group profiles consist of the highest interests of a group of users, where the highest
group interests are scored based on the popularity of the objects as searched within the
overall group. Unlike individual user profiling, group profiling is a CF-based
approach where similar users are clustered based on items they have searched or
ranked. Group profiling is a popular approach for making cost effective
recommendations. For making recommendations to users in a group, some of the
popularly used methods are 1) recommending top ϒ items as searched by users in a
group; 2) finding associations of items as searched by a group; 3) finding top ranked
items as ranked by many users in a group.
However, as discussed earlier, finding any similarity between users-items is a
complex process. It involves analysing high-dimensional data with many searches
made by users, and each search may be different from the other. Therefore, to
construct group profiles for making efficient recommendations, this thesis has used
tensor-based models coupled with extraction of unique rules from the associations in a
group.
a)

Group profiles based on vector and matrix methods: To create group user

profile, the number of independent searches made by all users in the same group are
utilized. All unique searches made by users in a group are identified. All searched
parameters are identified. Frequency of all similar searches of each user is found. A
similar search is a search where all queried components are the same even if a user
may have searched the same components in different search sessions. The major
difference between an individual user profile using vector-based methods and group
profiles using vector-based methods is that, in a group user profile, each row
represents a user and each different column represents a searched component as
searched by the user. The matrix contains searches of all users, represented as row
vectors. On the other hand for an individual user, the search matrix so formed,
contains searches of a single user. Two methods are then used to create group profiles.
1). In the first method, matrix-based methods are employed to create group user
profiles. Top rated searched objects are identified in each cluster using popular twodimensional reduction techniques such as SVD, PCA and NNMF. Such highest top ϒ
values are then saved in the user profiles.
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2.) In the second method, vectors of searches for all users are created. These vectors
are then clustered to find similar users. The searches made by similar users are then
used to find associations. Object features which can distinguish between two searches
are then identified by these associations. For example in the car website prominent
features like make and model are taken for creating associations, where associations
of length two are only considered, as associations of length one are equivalent to
frequency based evaluation methods and for associations greater then length two, the
number of rules formed becomes less. The reason behind this is that there may be
users who have made few searches and finding appropriate association rules in such
searches is difficult and is not efficient.
Once associations between groups of users are ascertained, only rules with high
confidence values are taken. From these rules, unique rules for each cluster of users
are derived. For a cluster Ck , two rules Rule kr1 = Qi ⇒ Q j , and Rule kr2 = Ql ⇒ Qt , are
considered as redundant when (Qi = Qt ) ∧ (Q j = Ql ). If rules are redundant only one
of the rules such as Rule kr1 = Qi ⇒ Q j , is considered. Finally these top ϒ rules are
saved in the group profile of each cluster with object identification, user identification
and cluster identification details.
b)

Group profiles based on Tensor Models

Once, after decomposing the group users tensor model, clustering is performed to find
similar users based on their searches (as explained in Section 3.1.3). The next
important task is to find interesting patterns within such a group of similar users.
Within each group of users, associations between their searches are found out. These
associations are further mined to derive unique rules and finally saved as top ϒ
interests of group users in their respective profile. To achieve this, the following three
steps are performed.
1. Finding association rules between users in a group.
2. Finding unique rules from such users-users associations in a group.
3. Saving rules, cluster details, user details and objects details as a profile.
Each of these steps is discussed below in detail.

1.

Identification of Associations in Groups of Clustered Users: All searches

made by the users in a cluster are collected and the frequent associations based on
desired query components (like make-model in case of a car website) are mined. The
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components chosen for making such rules should be able to clearly identify object
instances in the database. In our case, make and model of a car are taken, because
these two search components can clearly identify objects. Thus, each cluster contains
the searched parameters that are searched by the users of the respective cluster.
Association rules are mined for each individual cluster. All searches made by group
members, consisting of car make and model are passed as input for mining association
rules. All association rules with high confidence values are considered. This research
has considered associations of length two, as the occurrence of associations of length
greater than 2 was very rare, especially when the number of users in a cluster was
small. In cases where the length of association is 1, such rules were equivalent to the
frequency based methods.

2.

Unique Rules Identification: Once association rules are extracted from a

cluster of similar users, unique rules are ascertained from these associations. Unique
rules need to be extracted because association of item sets may be redundant. Similar
searched item sets may be generated with different ordering of item sets by
association rules, even though the searched item values are same. For a cluster Ck ,
two rules Rule kr1 = Qi ⇒ Q j , and Rule kr2 = Ql ⇒ Qt , are considered as redundant when
(Qi = Qt ) ∧ (Q j = Ql ).

From the association rules of each cluster, the number of

unique rules that can be retrieved depends on the need of the website or service
provider. If the number of recommendations to be made is high, then large numbers of
rules have to be generated. In all the experiments conducted association rules that can
generate 3, 5, 10, and 15 unique rules for each cluster of users are taken. All unique
rules with high confidence score are considered. These rules along with the scores are
then saved in the group user profiles as top ϒ rules for the respective cluster. Such

top ϒ rules can then be given as recommendations to each of the users belonging to a
same cluster. The complete methodology for finding association and unique rules
from a group of users is explained in the algorithm presented in Figure 3.19.
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Let ϒ be the number of association rules desired (top rules) representing clustered user’s
behaviour. Let n be number of rules mined. Let k be the cluster index, where a cluster is
identified by C. Let Rulekn :Qi ⇒Qj be the rule mined for cluster Ck on item sets qi and qj
such that qi ∈ Qi , q j ∈ Q j and Qi ∩ Q j = ∅ .

Input: Searches consisting of query components qn made by the users in a cluster.
Output: List of top ϒ association rules for the cluster.
Begin
Step 1. // Find rules for each cluster Ck .

for each C1....k

for j=1 to n // Extract top ϒ association rules.
If confidence (Qi ⇒Qj ) = 1 then
Ruleik : Qi ⇒ Q j ;

Else
Max ( confidence(Qi ⇒ Q j ));
Ruleik : Qi ⇒ Q j ;
Top ϒ :Qin ⇒ Q jn ;
End for
k++;
End for
// Extract unique rules for each Cluster, two rules are not unique where
Ruleik : Qi ⇒ Ql and Rule kj = Q j ⇒ Qt , when i ≠ j ,l ≠ t and (Qi = Qt ) ∧ (Q j = Ql );
Return: Cluster wise Top ϒ unique rules.

End

Figure 3.19 Algorithm for finding associations from a group of users.

A sample of deriving top 3 unique rules from association rules is explained in the
example below as shown in Figure 3.20.
Best rules found:
1. Model=X-Trail 17 ==> MAKE=Nissan 17
2. MAKE=Nissan 17 ==> Model=X-Trail 17

conf:(1)
conf:(1)

3. Model=Grand Vitara 16 ==> MAKE=Suzuki 16 conf:(0.89)
4. Model=Outback 14 ==> MAKE=Subaru 14 conf:(0.75)
5. Model=ML 12 ==> MAKE=MERCEDES-BENZ 12 conf:(0.65)

Figure 3.20. Sample of associations found out for a cluster.

For the association rules derived for a cluster of users, as shown in Figure 3.20, the
top 3 cars recommended with make-model are: 1). Nissan-X-Trail , 2). Suzuki-Grand
Vitara and 3). Subaru- Outback. All users with belonging to the cluster can be
recommended these top cars.
3. Saving rules: All unique rules with high confidence score and containing different

query search parameters are saved in an ordered manner. These rules can be
recommended to all users belonging to the same cluster. Recommendations to group
users can also be made based on their current search parameters, by utilizing a ranking
function that matches similar objects in the group profile and scoring them higher.
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3.3.3

Object Profile Creation Methods

An object profile is a collection of objects, which have many features or properties
similar within the group. Object profiling is an efficient alternative for making
recommendations to users who do not have profile information. Object profiling has
been a popular approach, as it deduces items-items similarities based on features that
can help in recommending similar items as searched by a user [183].
The other advantage of making object models is that unlike group user models,
which cluster users based on certain features, the object model further assists in
finding similar items based on other features, which are not considered when
constructing the group users model. Use of clustering for finding similar users based
on searches is the norm, but creation of such object models can further help to find the
latent relationships that exist between different objects, but maybe were not specified
by the users. As an example the group users clustering model initially groups users
into a cluster based on only a few parameters like make, model, cost, search type of a
car. Wheareas the object model further finds closer similarities based on the features
of the car like kilometres, transmission, enginesize, fuel, location id. Thus the two
models in synchronization will be able to give better recommendations to users.
Various popular approaches used for finding items-items similarity include vector
and matrix-based methods [128] employing Euclidian, Manhattan and cosine
similarity measures. However, tensor-based methods have seldom been used to find
such item-item similarities. The next section discusses about creating object profiles
based on the popular approaches as well it discusses about the novel method of
creating object profiles based on the tensor models
a)

Object Profile Creation based on Vector and Matrix Method: To create

object profiles various vectors consisting of prominent features of objects as identified
are formed. Let each vector be represented as a1 , a2 ..an , oz where a1 , a2 ..an are the
object features and oz is the object identifier which distinguishes each object instance
from the other. Once vectors of all instances are created, clustering is done to group
similar objects.
Step 1: Identify the number of clusters Ck to form, when grouping similar objects.
Step 2: For each cluster from C1...Ck retrieve the feature values, with cluster
identification and object details. Save object clusters with cluster identification
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details, object instance details and features of each instance, based on which
clustering is achieved.
Once all information is saved, it can then be used for recommending similar objects
as searched by a user. Users searches are compared with clusters and only similar
objects in a cluster that match highly to a user’s search are recommended.

b)

Object profile creation based on the tensors method: For creating object

profiles from tensor models, the values of decomposed matrix M n , (as explained in
Section 3.1.4 Figure 3.10) are taken. All objects with near similar features are then
grouped into respective clusters by clustering the values of matrix M n . Similar
objects clustered in a group can be recommended to users, whose searches match
objects in a cluster.
Step 1) Identify the number of clusters to form, and for each cluster from C1...Ck
retrieve all features, with cluster identification details.
Step 2) Find patterns within clusters of objects and rate frequent item sets higher.
This thesis has adopted CF approach, according to which top rated (searched) objects
in a group obtain a higher score in each dimension. To find the top-rated items in each
searched dimension, the number of times a dimension value was searched is taken
into consideration. Dimension values with higher frequency are rated higher than
other values.
Step 3) Save object clusters with cluster identification details, object instance details
and top rated feature values for each cluster. Once all information is saved, it can be
used for making recommendations. Table 3.8 represents a sample format in which
object profile information, representing the three top-rated features for each object
cluster can be saved. As an example shown in Table 3.9, the cars which have been
clustered in a cluster Ck are shown and how values for cluster Ck would be
represented in an object profile (Table 3.10). In Tables 3.8 & 3.10 Dimensionid is the
dimension value corresponding to which the top 1-3 values are determined.
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Field
ClusterID
ObjectsId
DimensionId
Top1
Top1Score
CorrespondingValue1
Top2
Top2 Score
CorrespondingValue2
Top3
Top3 Score
CorrespondingValue3
ProfileUpDate

Data type
varchar(50)
varchar(5000)
int
int
Float
varchar(150)
int
Float
varchar(150)
int
Float
varchar(150)
Date/Time

Description
Object cluster Id.
All objects clustered in the group
Feature or searched parameter Id.
Feature Id of Top 1 value.
Score of Top 1.
Top 1 Feature value.
Feature Id of Top 2 value.
Score of Top 2.
Top 2 Feature value.
Feature Id of Top 3 value.
Score of Top 3.
Top 3 Feature value.
Profile recent updated date.

Table 3.8 A typical object profile structure.
CID

Ck
Ck
Ck
Ck

Make
Toyota
Toyota
Nissan
Holden

Family
4 Runner
Camry
Pathfinder
Commodore

Body
4D Wagon
4D Sedan
4D Wagon
Wagon

SYear
1995
2004
2003
2002

Cost
10990
14990
23990
12990

Kms
138000
134125
63867
89572

TM
5M
4A
4A
4A

Eng
3.0
2.4
3.3
3.8

Fuel
UNL
UNL
UNL
UNL

Loc
3
9
3
5

Table 3.9 Example of an object cluster Ck, where CID-=Cluster id.

Sno.

Dimension 4
(CostRanges)
1
2
2
2
2
ClusterID
2
T1, T2, N1,
T1, T2, N1,
T1, T2, N1,
T1, T2, N1,
ObjectsId
H4
H4
H4
H4
3
D1
D2
D3
D4
DimensionId
4
T1
T1M1
B1
C3
Top1Id
5
1
1
1
0.75
Top1Score
6
Toyoya
4 Runner
4D Wagon
10-15K
CorrespondingValue1
7
N1
T1M2
B2
C4
Top2Id
8
0.75
0.84
0.87
0.65
Top2 Score
9
Nissan
Camry
Wagon
20-25K
CorrespondingValue2
10
H4
N1M1
B3
C5
Top3Id
11
0.50
0.49
0.74
0.56
Top3 Score
12
Holden
Pathfinder
4D Sedan
30-35K
CorrespondingValue3
13
01/01/2010
01/01/2010
01/01/2010
01/01/2010
ProfileUpDate
Table 3.10 Example of an object profile for cluster Ck, showing top three values for four dimensions.

3.3.4

Field

Dimension 1
(Make)

Dimension 2
(Model)

Dimension 3
(Bodytype)

Discussion: User Profiling Methods

This section discusses about the various profiling methods based on vector, matrix
and tensor methods. User and object profiling are the core part of any personalization
method. Efficiency and effectiveness of recommendations depends on the quality of
user profiles created. Better user or object profiles created using items-items or useritems similarity methods result in good quality of profiles.
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Overall, once when all the user profiles are created, they can be saved in any desired
format. A sample of such user profile format is shown in Table 3.11 below. Here the
top three items based on user profile information can be.

Field
ClusterID
IP
Identifier
DimensionId
ThresholdStatus
RecThreshold

Datatype
varchar(50)
int
int
int
Boolean
int

Top1
Top1Value
CorrespondingValue1
Top2
Top2Value
CorrespondingValue2
Top3
Top3Value
CorrespondingValue3
ProfileUpDate

int
Float
varchar(150)
int
Float
varchar(150)
int
Float
varchar(150)
Date/Time

Description
Cluster Id in case group profile is used.
Unique user identification number.
Status, whether value from UPF or GPF.
Feature or searched parameter Id.
Limit for no. of recomm. been set or not.
Upper Limit for maximum
recommendations in this dimension.
Feature Id of Top 1 value.
Score of Top 1 Interest of user.
Top 1 Feature value.
Feature Id of Top 2 value.
Score of Top 2 Interest of user.
Top 2 Feature value.
Feature Id of Top 3 value.
Score of Top 3 Interest of user.
Top 3Feature value.
Profile recent updated date.

Table 3.11 A typical user profile structure.
Field
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ClusterID
IP
Identifier*
DimensionId
RecThreshold
Top1
Top1Value
CorrespondingValue1
Top2
Top2Value
CorrespondingValue2
Top3
Top3Value
CorrespondingValue3
ProfileUpDate

Dimension 1
(Make)
C2
IP1
1
D1
5
T1
1
Toyoya
N1
0.75
Nissan
H1
0.50
Holden
01/05/2010

Dimension 2
(Make)
C2
IP1
2
D1
10
H1
0.88
Holden
F1
0.71
Ford
HO1
0.18
Honda
02/05/2010

Dimension 3
(Model)
C2
IP1
1
D2
3
T1M1
1
Camry
N1M1
0.84
Patrol
H1M2
0.49
Commodore
01/05/2010

Dimension 4
(Model)
C2
IP1
2
D2
4
H1M1
0.85
Astra
F1M1
0.65
Falcon
HO1M1
0.34
CRV
02/05/2010

Table 3.12 Example of an User profile for user uz, showing top three values for four dimensions.

The Table 3.12 represents top three interests of a user uz, based on his individual
profile (Identifier*=1 in Table 3.12) and group profile (Identifier*=2).
Once user profiles are created, they can be shared across various websites or agents
as ontology. As an example as shown in Figure 3.21, a user profile created in RDF for
a test website can be used by news or media websites, to recommend news about
sports-cricket to the user. Once all categories are available as ontology in RDF format,
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it would mean that the user profile has to have categories of interests in RDF format
that can be matched with a user’s interest category. To achieve this a Semantic Parser
Engine (SPE) can be created. The role of SPS would be to classify a topic or a website
page under a category. Each time the string or query is passed to this SPE, it will
classify that topic into its subsequent category automatically.
Eventually, the user profile knowledge can be used by various Web agents to make
recommendations to different users, especially in Web 2.0 where such knowledge can
be shared across groups of users such as friends in social networks. In Web 3.0 such
ontologies can interact with various information agents to extract the relevant
information as may be desired by a user.

Figure 3.21 A sample user profile in RDF for a demo website.

Thus, in general even though user-profiling needs extra computation resources like
processing time, space and memory to process for creating and saving a large number
of user profiles. These overheads can be compensated by creating the user profiles
offline and utilizing these profiles dynamically in real time. The other advantage of
creating these profiles is that rather than giving plain search results to users, these
profiles can be used to give personalized search results to users utilizing their profile
information. If there are z number of users, then the complexity of creating individual
user profile is T ( z ) = O ( z ) , however, in case of group user profiles the complexity
reduces to T (Ck ) = O ( z '), where z' << z . Here z ' is the number of users in the cluster

Ck .
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3.4

Recommendations based on user, group and object profiles

Objects can have multiple features, based on which a user’s searches are made.
Traditional CF methods employed for finding similarity between users-items ignore
the multi-dimensional nature of search log data and are unable to recommend unique
objects to different users [128]. These methods consider an item as an object,
whereas, the item may be a combination of many features, represented as a vector
itself. Finding the latent relationships between a user’s searches and an object’s
features is often ignored. These relationships could be answers to simple questions
like which two users are similar or more complex like which two searches are related
and what searched features are more similar.
In this thesis a novel recommendation method for effective Web personalization,
which uses the implicit information about users by using the search log data is
proposed. The methodology utilizes the search log data to infer the user rating about
objects. This is a collaborative approach, which group’s users according to their
common searches and then finds users–items correlations within a group. To find the
correlations between users according to their usage of objects, a tensor based highdimensional data model is employed. Three profile building strategies like the
individual, the group and the object profiles using tensors are proposed. To our best
knowledge a recommendation model using various profiles built using tensors from
users search log data, consisting of the multiple search parameters and users as
different dimensions, and having greater than three dimensions, has never been
proposed.

3.4.1

Recommendation based on individual user profile.

The major objective of creating individual user profiles is to help a user find the
relevant information that he may be looking for. This information can be in the form
of recommendations. To make recommendations to an individual user, his user profile
information is used. The profile has information about the highest interests of a user in
each searched dimension. All interests of a user are placed in a descending order of
relevancy. Thus, result sets matching his top ϒ profile interests can be found out and
similar objects can be given as recommendations to a user. In case of an individual
user, a better recommendation model limiting such recommendations to top ϒ can be
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found out. If the quality of recommendation starts declining, a cut-off limit for the
number of recommendations to be made to a specific user has to be ascertained. Such
cut-off limits can be set based on the datasets and evaluations of previous
recommendations made to the user. The proposed recommendation algorithm for an
individual user is discussed in Figure 3.22. The algorithm uses a Retrieve (u ϒj )
function that helps in retrieving the top ϒ results from the user profile and gives such
results as recommendations to the user. The function uses a SQL top ( ϒ ) function to
retrieve top results from the database where the user profile is stored. The function
takes ϒ the desired number of top rated values in each dimension and from the user
profile finds all top rated values in each dimension from M 1 , M 2 ..M n . The other two
important variables are #TN (Threshold Number) and TS (Threshold Status). The
Threshold Number is the cut-off limit for the number of recommendations to be made
to a user in a dimension, while the Threshold Status (TS) acts as flag to signify
whether such threshold limit has been set up for the particular user or not. The other
function that the algorithm performs is a Display (u ϒj ) , function that displays top ϒ
recommendations to a user u j .
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Input: User identification uj , ϒ number of top recommendations desired.
Output: List of Top ϒ Recommendations.
Let #TN is threshold number and TS is threshold status.
Begin
Step 1. Retrieve (u ϒj ) ; //Get highest scored values in each dimension q1 , q2 ..qn
from user profile.
TS:=True;
#TN=1;
Step2. //Check Threshold.
For ϒ = 1..k , i = 1..n
If TS=True then
Do while k ≤ # TN
Retrieve uij {

top (qiϒ ); / / Retrieve desired number of highest scored dimension values.
}

# TN + +;
End do;
Else
Retrieve u kj {
top qik ; / / Retrieve highest scored dimension values.
}
End if
End For;
Step 3.
Display u ϒj {
select q i ,: i = ϒ; / / Displays all top retrieved results.

}
End

Figure 3.22 Recommendation algorithm for a user based on his profile.

Take for example a user profile that has the following information (Table 3.13). The
user has searched used cars from the cars database, and based on his searches a profile
is created, which clearly outlines important searched dimensions. From his user
profile, it can be clearly deduced that the user is looking for a used car, with a body
type of SUV and a cost range of $19000-25000. Furthermore, the user would highly
prefer a Holden, Toyota, Honda, Ford and Nissan in that order. Finally, for matching
results, based on his profile information and current information needs, a ranking
method is needed that can utilise the profile information and rank relevant items based
more highly on the user’s current needs.
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Top

Car

Score

n

Makes

Make

1

Holden

1

2

Toyota

3

Models

Score

Body

Score

Cost

Score

Model

type

Bodytype

($)

Cost

Captiva

0.75

SUV

1

25,000

1

0.9

Rav 4

0.71

SUV

1

25,000

1

Honda

0.81

CRV

0.70

SUV

1

19,000

0.87

4

Ford

0.75

Falcon

0.56

Sedan

0.78

20,000

0.95

5

Nissan

0.71

Murano

0.45

SUV

0.45

25,000

1

Table 3.13 A snapshot of some dimensions from the top ϒ objects saved in a user profile.

3.4.2

Recommendation Based on Group Profiles.

Individual user profiles have the ability to give more personalized recommendations
as each individual’s preferences are taken into consideration. However, a major
drawback when making recommendations to a user based on his individual profile is
that a user may not be recommended unique items, which are similar to his search.
This can happen because a user may not have searched such items on his own.
Therefore, to make the recommender more effective, group profiles can be used to
recommend similar items. The other advantage of using group profiles for making
recommendations is that creating individual user profiles is costly.
Recommending items based on group profiles is a cost-effective way of improving
recommendations. Once the group profiles have been created, any associations
between the searches of users and the same clusters can be determined. Unique rules,
based on that association, consisting of searched objects can be saved in the group
profiles of users.
The next step is making recommendations to users in a cluster. All top ϒ rules that
have the high confidence values are taken. Here ϒ is chosen so that the number of
unique rules that can be derived from associations is at least equal to fifteen rules per
cluster. Only the top fifteen rules are chosen for recommendations because a higher
number of recommendations decreases the quality of recommendations [76]. The
other drawback of giving too many recommendations is that a user looses interest in
recommendations if large numbers of objects are given as recommendations. The
methodology behind recommendations based on a group profile is similar to
recommendations based on individual profiles, except that in the case of the group
profiles, recommendations are made based on common search interests of users in a
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group, unlike individual profile method, where recommendations are made based on
the individual interests of a user. The other difference is that unlike individual
profiles, group profiles also cater to information needs of an anonymous user. For
users with no profile, rating or search data, it becomes difficult to recommend objects.
To avoid this cold-start problem, in case of an unknown user, his searches are
matched with a group profile and similar searches from a group which matches his
interests are recommended. The algorithm uses a Retrieve (u ϒj ) function that helps in
retrieving the top ϒ results from the group user profile and gives such results as
recommendations to the users. The other function that the algorithm performs is a

Display (u ϒj ) , function that displays top ϒ recommendations to users. The whole
recommender process is explained in the algorithm in Figure 3.23.
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Let the searched dimension values be represented as q1 , q2 ..qn .
Input: User identification uj and whether known (KU) or anonymous user (AU), and n the

number of recommendations desired.
Output: List of Top ϒ Recommendations Rn.
Let #TN is threshold number of recommendation for a user un and TS is threshold status.
Begin
Step 1. Identify User uj , whether KU or AU.
Step 2. //Recommending to a known user.
If uj = KU
Step 3. Retrieve (u ϒj ) ; //Get highest scored values in each dimension q1 , q2 ..qn from user
profile.
TS:=True;
#TN=1;
Step4. //Check Threshold.
For ϒ = 1..k , i = 1..n
If TS=True then
Do while k ≤ # TN
Retrieve uij {
top (qiϒ ); / / Retrieve desired number of highest scored dimension values.
}

# TN + +;
End do;
End if;
Else
Retrieve u kj {
top qik ; / / Retrieve highest scored dimension values.
}

End For;
End if;
Step 5.
Display u ϒj {
select qi ,: i = ϒ; / / Displays all top retrieved results.

}
End

Figure 3.23 Complete recommendation algorithm for a group of users.

3.4.3

Recommendation based on object profiles

Object profiles store similar items that have very similar features or are rated similarly
by many users. Recommendations based on ratings of objects are common
methodology [99], [150] but it creates problems when new objects without ratings
information are introduced. The new object problem can be resolved by alternatively
creating object profiles based on features of objects. One of the main objectives of
creating object profiles is to cater to the information needs of an anonymous user. An
anonymous user is a new visitor to the website, who does not have profile
information.
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Recommending similar items as searched by a user becomes effective when good
object profiles with high similarity between objects are created. When an anonymous
user visits a website and directs a specific query to the search engine of the website,
the query parameters can be matched with object properties in the stored object
profiles. Based on the number of features that match the user’s query, object clusters
with highest score can be created and objects from the respective cluster can be
recommended to the user.
The other advantage of creating object profiles while making recommendations is
that, when a user with profile information makes a search, he can be recommended
unique objects that match his search but which differ from his previous searches. This
aspect of recommendation can bring greater interest and variety to the
recommendations made to a user. The user no longer has a limited vision about
searched objects, but can be recommended new objects that are similar to his
searches.
To explain how recommendation can be made based on object clusters,
recommendation is explained with an example. For each cluster in Ck , identify the top
scored values in each dimension from M 1 , M 2 .. M n . Retrieve cluster details where
dimension values for a user’s search query ( q1 , q2 ..qn ) have highest values. Once an
object cluster, consisting of cars is saved as shown in (Table 3.14), and if a user’s
search for parameters (Make / Model / Cost Range) is say (Toyota / RAV4 / 1-5000),
then the results that can be returned to such a user can be in the following format -

(Cluster I.D., Car I.D., Score) as (C1,1,0.93), (C1,2,0.33), (C1,3,0.28). Here score can
be evaluated based on a number of features matched with a user’s search. Hence,
similar cars clustered on the basis of make, model, and body type and which meet the
search criteria of a user, are displayed to a user.

Cluster
Id
C1
C1
C1

Car
id
1
2
3

Make
Toyota
Honda
Ford

Score
Make
1
0
0

C2
C2

4
5

Honda
Holden

0
0

Model
RAV4
CRV
Territor
y
City
Comm.

Score
Model
1
0
0

Cost
$
4000
5000
6000

Score
Cost
0.80
1
0.83

Avg.
Score
0.93
0.33
0.28

0
0

9000
20000

0.56
0.25

0.19
0.08

Table 3.14 Sample Table showing how Objects clusters are saved.
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Thus, the cars that can be recommended to the specific user are cars in cluster C1 and
the top ϒ objects in the respective cluster can be used for making recommendations.

3.4.4

Summary: Recommendation Methodology

This section of the thesis discussed about the methods of making recommendations to
individual users (based on their profile information), group users (based on their
groups and unique rules extracted from the subsequent associations of user’s searches
in a group) and object profiles (based on items-items similarity, evaluated after
finding relationships between the various features of object). Recommendations based
on an individual user’s profile are costly as each visitor’s profile has to be created and
saved. A large number of individual profiles may raise computational complexities in
terms of space, memory and time.
The type of recommendation methodology adopted may depend on the needs of a
website. In the case where there are a large number of unregistered users, then group
user profiles or object profiles can be utilized by the website. However, when there
are no such issues, individual user profile can be used for making quality
recommendations. If all three methods of recommendations are used in conjunction
then the quality of recommendation could be improved.
No matter what methods are used for making recommendations, one crucial factor
in deciding the quality of recommendations is choosing the number of
recommendations to be made to a user. Recommending a small number of highly
related objects is better than recommending a large number of unrelated objects.
Keeping this in consideration all the methodologies proposed for making
recommendations adopt tensor methods for finding highly co-related users and
objects.
Once the number of recommendations to be made to a user is decided, the other
issue that can improve the performance of a recommender system is choosing how
these top ϒ results should be presented to a user and how the user’s current search
needs will be incorporated along with his past preferences by the personalized system.
To achieve these objectives a ranking methodology is proposed in the next section.
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3.5

Ranking Methodology for Web Search and Recommendations

Searching is one of the prominent and most widely utilized activities for finding the
relevant information from the Web databases. A user query can be based on a single
feature or a group of available features in the database. At times when the user query
is specific, very few or no results are returned, as not all query conditions are
matched. On the other hand, when a generic query is asked, too many results (or
rows) are returned. These results are not ranked in the order of relevancy to the user.
In these circumstances, it becomes difficult to utilize relevant information from the
Web databases. Moreover, the standard database search does not allow identifying the
highlighted features that are searched by the user and utilize them to rank results
based on importance of these features. The problem of optimal search becomes more
critical for the Web-based databases. Most of the Web data resides on large databases
and requires only relevant results to be returned. The proposed method focuses on
ranking the results retrieved for a Web database information system.
This section proposes a ranking algorithm, called the Features Importance
Technique (FIT), utilizing the importance of searched features based on a users’ past
behaviour. Experimental results with ‘Mileage Cars’ server log data confirm the
effectiveness of ranked results when this method is used to rank users queries. Results
show that this method can effectively handle the problem of too many results
returned. In case of specific queries having no results returned, the proposed method
can do ranking based on the number of features matched. This method also extends
the use of this algorithm to returning personalized search results to visitors of a
Website.

3.5.1

Need for Ranking Recommendation Results

Recommending algorithms helps to identify a user’s top ϒ interests based on his past
search behaviour. These interests are saved as user profiles. However, when
displaying results to a user current search criteria along with his profile information
have to be kept in consideration. A ranking function is necessary to present the user
with an ordered list of recommended results. The major objective of a ranking
function is to present highly relevant items higher in the recommendation list. When
making recommendations or presenting results to a user based on his current search
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and profile information, all results which have to be presented and ranked have to be
queried from a data warehouse.
Since, all information resides in various databases, a common problem faced in
information seeking from databases is that either too few or too many results are
returned. In both cases query reformulation is the normal behaviour of Web users
[83], which clearly indicates that the returned results do not satisfy the user’s
information needs. From the data perspective, the possible scenarios are either that
there are no relevant records to be found, or there are too many records that match
fully or partially a user’s searched query.
Let Wdb be a Web database having a parameterized search Q that contains a
maximum of {q1.. qn } features. A feature qn can be of data type numerical, binary, and
categorical or text. A query Q, over Wdb can be represented with a conjunctive
selection condition of the form Q = ∧ i∈{1,..k } ( Q i θ qi ) where k ≤ n and θ are various
query selection criteria’s represented as θ ∈ {>, <, =, ≠, ≥, ≤} . The values of these
features from

{q1.. qn } may further be selected based on various operators

like {and , or , not , like, in, between} . A fully matched result set means if a user has
searched for {q1.. q j }

parameters, where n = 1.. j,..n and ∀ j ≤ n then the returned

result sets matches all {q1.. q j } searched parameters. A partially matched result sets
occur when only few query parameters ( j ) of a user’s query match the returned
results sets. Let us consider an example. If Q1 is a query with qn searched parameters
and is represented as shown in Equation (27), then
∩
Q1 = θ(q1

q2 ...qn ).

(27)

Due to limitations of search results being displayed by such queries they have been
called as strict queries and the output of such queries will be any of the two cases as
shown in Equation (28).
0 = No records returned

Output Q1 = 
.
 j = Number of Fully matched records 

(28)

When a user directs such a query to a query engine, due to strict query conditions very
often no result sets are returned. However, there may be other attributes present in the
database, which had matched few but not all the attributes of the user’s query. In such
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a scenario, finding the right information becomes a cumbersome process. Users have
to formulate the same query many times and search these unranked results to obtain
the most relevant information that he or she needs.
Now consider queries with the following conditions (Equation (29)).
Like ( q1 or q2 or q3 or.. qn ) .

(29)

In this thesis such queries have been called as flexible queries (relaxed queries) and
the output of such queries will be any of the three conditions (Equation (30)):

Output Q2

 0 = No Records

=  j = Fully Matched Records

 j = Partially Matched Records



.



(30)

In contrast to strict queries, the flexible queries return a large number of result sets,
resulting in the problem of too many-answers. It would be too cumbersome to find the
most relevant and highly matched results as needed by the user. Various methods like
query reformulation [139] and query relaxation [112], [124] have been proposed
however these methods have not eased the burden of searching the most relevant
results as needed by a user. These methods may partially resolve such problems but
considering the nature of search queries given by users a method that fits in all
circumstances and is flexible is still missing. Query reformulation may often distract
the user from the actual search needs while query relaxation may again return too

many-answers.
The proposed Feature Importance Algorithm (FIT) promises to handle these
problems effectively. It does rankings of results based on the query, and user needs. In
both cases when there is a necessity to implicitly identify relevant features from
workload or to explicitly define preferences for certain features, the FIT algorithm is
equally effective. Unlike most of these previously discussed methods, which either
use query relaxation or require large workload information, FIT offers a lot of
flexibility in terms of its applicability and implementation. In cases where no
workload or user profile information is available explicit categorization provided by a
user or collaborative information (i.e. depicting important searched features) can be
used to rank most relevant results as needed by a user. In the worst case when no
information is available, FIT retrieves and scores tuples based on the number of
features matched to a user’s query.
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3.5.2

The Proposed Ranking Methodology for Returning Personalized Search

Results

When making a search, a user may select any number of features from the available
list of features or parameters. Consider the ideal ranking plot of searches. If FS is the
Number of Features searched by a user and FM is the Number of Features matched to
a user’s query then top ranked result sets are returned when FM=FS which can be
clearly seen from the Figure 3.24 of rankings plot.
Ideally Top Ranked results are when

FM
=1
FS

(31)

Figure 3.24 Ideal Ranking plot.

All results that match exactly the features searched by a user are ranked more
highly. When ranking these results, individual search preferences could be deduced on
the basis of workload, explicitly specified by a user or could be deduced on the basis
of a user’s profile. In the case where FM < FS, there can be two cases.
The first case is when each attribute or feature present in the user’s search query is
given equal importance. In this case, the order of the matched feature does not play
any role in ranking, but the number of matched features plays a vital role in the
ranking of result sets. All result sets which have the same number of matched
features, will be ranked equally, irrespective of what features are matched with the
user’s query. This kind of ranking can be ideal for database ranking where knowing
the importance of features for a particular user is not easy (of course unless specified
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explicitly). Ideally, in this case all searched parameters requested by a user can be
given equal importance.
The second case is when the searched features of a user’s search are given
preferences. This preference of features can be deduced by analysis of user’s profile
or by collaborative filtering (from Web log data). This is similar to a conditional
search where a user specifies to which parameters or features to give higher
importance when displaying result sets.
Consider the ( q1...qn ) search features or parameters in a Website. In a database, these
features may be columns in one Table or multiple Tables. For example, for a car sales
website like ‘Mileage Cars’ the features may be car make, car model, car body type,
car cost and so forth. If n is the number of total columns (features) then consider v a
variable which depicts the proportionate representation of each feature and whose
value depends on the number of total features. It is calculated as shown in Equation
(32).
v =

The value

v

1
.
Total No of Features (n)

(32)

is used to get a proportionate distribution of each feature in the overall

search query. It is ideally representing the individual impact of each feature. Let α be
a preference variable, which can be same for all features or can be set differently for
all features. In case when multiple parameters are searched, the weight of important
features as searched by a user can dominate the value of v, and results can be too
biased, hence to normalize these values α is used.

The value of the preference

variable α can be set manually or can be set empirically depending upon the
importance of each feature. Usually α should be set a fraction higher than the value
of v. Ideally, the value of the preference variable can be represented as shown in
Equation (33).
Preference Variable α = ( v +

v
).
2

(33)

The next important variable which can be set is the Importance Number of a feature
and is denoted by I n . This number shows the important role a feature plays when a
user searches. In indicates the priority of a feature while making a search. For certain
features, it can be set as the same, as they play an equal role in the overall search. This
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value can be set by identifying the search behaviour of a user from the Web log data
(Equation (34)). The more the feature is used in past searches, the higher the value it
is given.
Total number of users used

the feature in searches
Searched Ratio(Cn ) = Total
number of searches in

(34)

the database

Features are ranked according to the descending order of their searched ratio. The
highest searched feature gets an importance value ( I n ) of 1. A value of 2 means it is
the second most important feature and so on. Consider an example. This research
work has used the Web log data of a popular car sale website in Australia. The server
log data analysis shows that the most important features for the users were the make,
model and cost, and around 87% of users had at least searched for these three features
from the available search options. Table 3.15 shows the search analysis.

Imp.
No.
(In)

Feature’s
Name

Data Type

1
2
3
4
5

Make
Model
Cost
Body type
Engine
size
Fuel
Safety
Comfort

String
String
Numeric
String
Numeric

6
6
6

Binary
Binary
Binary

% Searched
by all users
(WebLog
Data)
99.9%
99.8%
60.5%
10%
7.1%
1.78%
1.65%
1.57%

Table 3.15 An example of Importance Number of Features for a car sales Website.

The most important search query feature is ‘Make’ (thus here in this case study, it
has been assigned an Importance number of 1) and so on. For the three search features
Safety, Fuel and Comfort, the In value can be set as the same or can be set as per a
user’s preference. In this example it has been set as same as they carry little
significance in comparison to other parameters.
Let µn be the combined ranked score of one search result set, consisting of n
number of searched features as searched by a user. For a textual and binary search
feature (E.g. make, model, safety rating of the car), the score is represented as t µn and
is evaluated in cases where in the number of features searched n ≥ 2 (Figure 3.25).
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t µr

= ( No. of Total Features Searched – Importance No. of Searched Feature) × (Preference Variable −

1
)
Number of Features

Or

∑ t µ r = {(n − I r ) × (α − v)}
Figure 3.25 Ranking method of textual and Boolean features.

However, when the number of features searched is 1, then equation in Figure 3.25
reduces to ∑ t µ n = (α − v). The equation in Figure 3.25 is a form of normalization
which shows that if a user searches for a categorical feature that matches exactly the
available value in the database, then based on the importance of the feature to the user
(represented by the importance number (Ir )) , and relative to the number of features a
user has searched (n), what is the normalized score of overall feature, that can
distinctively identify the attribute and its impact in the overall search of a user.
For the numeric features (E.g. cost, engine size of a car) the proportionate similarity
between two compared numeric attributes is calculated. For such features the ranked
score denoted as b µn is calculated based on the value of the searched feature and its
proportionate similarity with other numeric attributes in that domain. If u ql is the
numeric attribute searched by the user and d ql is the corresponding database value
that has to be compared with this, then it is evaluated as

b µn

= if

d ql

 q

> u ql then  u l × v 
 d ql


else

b µn

= if

u ql

 q

> d ql then  d l × v 
 u ql


Figure 3.26 Ranking method of numeric feature.

Thus, the equation in Figure 3.26 compares the two numeric features relative to all
the other features searched. In cases where two compared values are the same the
overall score of the tuples that exactly match these searched values would increase
drastically. In such a scenario regardless of importance number of all categorical
features, the ranking would be biased towards such numeric features. Hence, to
remove this biasness and to normalize the attribute score, such attributes are
multiplied by the proportionate representation of each feature (v).
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Thus the scoring that is obtained after this is approximately equivalent to the scoring
that is obtained for a single categorical attribute. In such a scenario, the only factor
that can dominate the search is the importance number of the searched feature or
attribute. The complete methodology of Feature Importance Technique (FIT) based
Ranking Algorithm [143] is discussed in Figure 3.27. Once the numeric and
categorical scores of database attributes matching a user’s query are evaluated then
these scores are added. Each summarized score represents a score of one single
database tuple that has some similarity with the user’s query. Once, all scores are
calculated, normalization is executed as shown in Equation (35).

µk =

µk
µMax

(35)

where µMax is the highest score of all retrieved rows and µk is the score of k th row.

Input: Query with parameters/features as searched by a user.
Output: Ranked result sets matching users query and interests.

Let m be the number of total features and n be number of features as searched by a user. Let k be
the number of tuples to be compared with users search and let In is the importance number of each
searched feature.
If u C n be users search query and d Cn be result sets to be compared with users search query.
Begin
Step 1. Calculate variable v = 1/ m.
v
Step 2. Evaluate Preference Variable α = (v + )
2
Step 3. // Compare all features as searched by user.
for i=1 to k
for j=1 to n
// Retrieve I r of each Search feature u Ci .
// For text or binary feature compute score as
If ( u Ci = d C j ) && n ≥ 2 then

∑ t µi

= {( n − I r ) × (α − v )};

Else

∑ t µi

= (α − v );

// For numeric feature compute score as
If u Ci > d C j then
n µl

= {( d C j / u Ci ) × v};

Else
n µi

Step 4.

= {( u Ci / d C j ) × v};

End for
// Compute total similarity score of tuple as
∑ µn = t µi + n µi

End for
Return: Aggregate Score of all µ1...k. tuples.
End

Figure 3.27. Feature Importance Technique (FIT) based Ranking Algorithm.
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To explain the ranking methodology two case examples are considered. In the first
example (Case 1) the problem of returning result sets purely based on searched
parameters is explained, and in the second example (Case 2) a personalized search
that can improve the quality of returned results in the form of recommendations is
explained.
1. Case Examples
Case1: Consider a case example with Query 1 as below, which either returns no rows

(empty-answers) or returns too many rows (many-answers) when it is relaxed.

Query1:

Select AdvertisementID,Make,Bodytype,Series, Drive, Cc,Engine from

CarsSpecs Where Make = 'Nissan'

and Bodytype='DUAL CAB P/UP' and

Series='LN167R' and Drive='4WD' and Enginesize=3.0 order by Advertisementid.
When such a query is passed to a SQL search engine, no results are returned as a car
with the make of ‘Nissan’ and other parameters such as body type, series, drive and
engine size as searched by a user did not exist in the database. However, in cases
where query relaxation/reformulation is achieved by using more flexible operators
e.g. ‘like’ and ‘or’ and wildcards, the number of returned result sets is too high and
finding the best match to a user’s query is difficult. The comparative result sets
retrieved using FIT is shown in Table 3.16. For the FIT algorithm the importance
number (In) (values as shown in Table 3.15) were taken. These values of importance
numbers were evaluated after analysis of the Web log data. No user profile
information is used in this case. Results show that the highest scored records are those
that match the user’s search query most closely. The next most similar records are all
ranked based on the decreasing number of parameters matched. These retrieved
results and which are distinct, and most relevant to Query 1, are shown in Table 3.17.
Query 1
With SQL Engine

SQL Engine with FIT Algorithm
(Records with top 4 Scores)

No of Rows Retrieved
0-For Query 1 And
374482 – Query relaxation\reformulation is
achieved using operators ‘or’, ‘like’, ‘*’.
Row
count
5902
609

Score

1494

0.98

222

0.89

1.0
0.99

Features matching with
User’s Query1
4-Fully matched
3 Fully matched,
1 Partially matched
3 Fully matched,
1 Partially matched
3 Fully matched

Table 3.16 An evaluation of results for query 1.
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Rank Make
1
Nissan
2
Nissan
3
Nissan

Body Type
Series
DUAL CAB P/UP
D22
DUAL CAB P/UP
D22
DUAL CAB P/UP D22 SERIES 2

Drive
4WD
4WD
4WD

CC
2953
3153
3275

Engine
3.0
3.2
3.3

Score
1
0.99
0.98

Table 3.17 Distinct score results for search query 1 using FIT.

Clearly, in the problem of having too many-answers, when comparing the SQL engine
with FIT top ranked result sets (highest ranked), there was a reduction of 98.42% in
the total number of irrelevant records a user had to avoid searching. In the case of

empty-answers, FIT can retrieve highly matched results and score them according to
the number of features matched, whereas in the case of too many-answers, it will rank
highly matched records higher. Thus in both cases a user has a choice of selecting top
matched results as needed by him.
Case 2: This example depicts the effect of a personalized search in case of a Web

database search. Returning personalized search results to visitors of a website can be
achieved in multiple ways. Using FIT this can be achieved by setting the preference
variable (α ) of each user for highly searched features In the cases where it is not
possible to determine the user’s preference variable, (e.g. for users with no profile
information), the importance of the number of features ( I n ), which are values, based
on collective user information, can be utilized.
To see how FIT can be used to give personalized search results consider an
example. Two users u1 and u2 make the same query (Table 3.18). However, extra
information contained in the user profile of user u2 can be useful in giving
personalized search results to him. The user profile shows that user u2 has been
searching for ‘sedan’ cars. Table 3.19 shows the score and ranking of result set for
user 1 without any user profile information. The returned results for the query are reranked according to user u2 ’s interest. The score of user u2 shown in Table 3.20 with
different rankings shows how the user profile information can be helpful in returning
best results.
User
(un)
1
2

Make

Cost

Holden
Holden

3000
3000

User Profile
Information
Null
Series=HG

Table 3.18 Car searched by user 1 and 2.
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Car Make
Series Cost New
Score
Ranking
Id
101 Holden HT
3000
1
1
102 Holden HG
3012
2
0.98
103 Holden HQ
3012
2
0.98
Table 3.19 Top 3 Result set returned for User u1 using FIT.
Car
Id
102
106
107

Make

Series

Cost

Holden
Holden
Holden

HG
HG
HG

3012
3013
3023

New
Ranking
1
2
3

Score
1
0.95
0.91

Table 3.20 Top 3 Result set returned for User u2 using FIT and with extra user profile information.

Thus, in this case, even when two users make the same query the results displayed to
them might be different. Profile information, workload information or explicit
preference given by a user may be used in such cases. In the case where no such
information is available, results can be returned based on the number of features
matched.

3.5.3

Discussion: Ranking Methods

One of the major drawbacks of current recommender systems is the lack of ranking
methodology to present results to a user. In both cases when making personalized
recommendations or giving plain Web search results, the ranking method is crucial for
delivering the most relevant results to a user. Once the number of recommendations to
be given to a user is decided, presenting these results in an order of preference is
necessary. These preferences could be derived form user’s current searches, user
profile, workload or number of features matched with the user’s query. When
delivering personalized search results in the form of recommendations to a user, all
available information like profile, currently searched parameters (depicting a user’s
current interests) have to be kept in consideration.
The proposed FIT ranking is based on the principle of giving equal importance to all
searched features as searched by a user. In the case where workload, user profile
information or specific user preference is used, FIT gives the exact occurrence of
these features an extra impetus relatively in consideration to other features and scores
them higher. In the case where no information is available it does ranking based on
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the number of features matched. Unlike previous ranking methods, it is flexible and
can have a wider applicability.
Overall, the proposed ranking method can be summarized as:
1) A query ranking method for numerical, categorical and a mix of both types of
attributes.
2) An effective solution for empty-answers and too many-answers problem using a
global score representation method based on importance of features as searched by a
user.
3) Enhancing recommendations by utilizing user profile information or user
preferences especially in Web searches.
4) A global ranking method that scores highly matched results higher even in cases
where there are no user profile, workload and explicit preferences specified by a user.

3.6

Summary: The Proposed Personalization Model

This chapter discussed about the various approaches, to model users search data by
using model’s based on two-dimensional and multi-dimensional data analysis
methods. Further, the information mined from these models was used to build various
user profiles. Unlike most of the previous Web personalized systems that widely use
two-dimensional methods [128], [172] this thesis have used the MDD approach to
model users search data for building various profiles. To build the individual profile
of a user, top interests were mined from the tensor decomposed values in each
dimension. These values were saved in the user profile and a recommendation
strategy utilizing this information was proposed.
Clustering has been a popular approach and has been used extensively in many
previous user profiling methods like [109], [189]. However, unlike most of these
previous methods which cluster users interest vectors, we have first modelled all their
interests as a tensor, done a dimension reduction and either extracted highest scored
values from each dimension and then saved such interests in a user’s profile (In case
of individual profle) or done clustering on last dimensional matrix (In case of group
profiles). For building group profiles, clustering on the tensor decomposed values of
users dimension was done. Clustering was done to group users with similar search
behaviour. Association rule mining has been used extensively in many previous Web
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personalized systems to extract frequent itemsets [89], [182]. Quite similarly we have
used them to derive appropriate knowledge from the large number of searches made
by users. Once, users were clustered based on their search interests, association
between similar users was found and unique rules that were highly preferred by the
users in the group were saved in the group profile.
To cluster similar objects as searched by users two methods using tensors, where
one based on object properties and the other based on ratings provided by users were
proposed.
To improve the clustering results and to cluster similar objects, a FIBCLUS
algorithm utilizing the Fibonacci numbers was proposed. When FIBCLUS is used for
finding similarity between instances having purely numeric attributes, it reduces the
similarity score of multiple attributes into a single global score. This score is then
given as input to a clustering algorithm. In case of instances having mixed attributes,
with both categorical as well as numeric attributes, a similarity matrix depicting
similarity between instances is evaluated and given as input to a clustering algorithm.
For improving the clustering on multi-dimensional datasets, a new method DIF
(Dimensional Influencing Factor) was proposed. It linearly combines various
dimension values with the tensor decomposed values (obtained from various matrices
after tensor decomposition) and improves the clustering by minimizing some
information loss, which may have occurred during the decomposition process.
Most existing recommender systems use clustering and association rule mining,
however when recommendations are made seldom any ranking methodology is ever
adopted by these systems. In this thesis a ranking method that can exploit a user’s
profile information utilize his current search requirements has also been proposed.
Most of the existing hybrid Web personalized systems use either a mix of user
profile or object profile with group profiles [10], [11], [28], [30], [36], [42], [136]
however, this thesis proposes to use the three profiles, the user profile, group profile
and object profile in conjunction to make best possible recomendaitons to users.
Chapter 4 discusses about pre-processing of server log data, wherein a real car sales
website is taken as an example. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 deal with the evaluation methods
of the proposed clustering, recommendations and ranking methods respectively.
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Chapter 4 Case Study of a Sample Website
In Chapter 3, the various profile creation methods, recommendation and ranking
strategies were discussed, in comparison Chapter 4, takes an analysis of a sample
website and discusses how the important dimension values can be identified and
filtered and then used in creating various models.

4.1

Introduction

A real website’s server information is used as a prototype in this research. Some Web
page categories of ‘Mileage Cars’ are shown in the Figure 4.1. Users can browse
information about each section of the website as desired and needed.

Figure 4.1 Prototype website structure of Web pages layout.

Most of the users who visit the website are either buyers or sellers. Sellers can be
identified from their registration information. Such information can also be inferred
from the searches of users, where sellers often explicitly look for information related
to selling a car. It is easy for websites to track the sellers, as sellers place their
advertisements by registering to the website. The layout of a seller’s page is shown in
Figure 4.2. In addition to the two categories of buyers and sellers, there is a third
category of visitors, who are car enthusiast who often visit the website in order to
keep their knowledge updated about new car makes and models and technical details.
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Figure 4.2 Seller’s page details.

The other important feature of the website is providing detailed information about
the cars available for sale to potential car buyers. There are various search parameters
that potential buyers can search, including searching for a new or used car, which can
then be searched according to various available makes and models, price range,
location and search type.
Apart from these search parameters, some additional ones can be defined by users in
the keywords option available in the interface. Some recently added new features like
cars by body type, price, and age are also available for the ease of buyers For buyers
of new cars the site has links to pages provided by dealers, which have bonuses or
deals on them. The search interface for buyers on the prototype site is shown in Figure
4.3.

Figure 4.3 A snapshot of search interface for website ‘Mileage Cars’.
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4.1.1

A preliminarily Analysis

A user’s social or browsing behaviour can be of two types.
1) Explicit (Open): The interests of a user can be learned from his actions on the
website. Examples are a). A user ranks cars based on his interests. b) He may have
commented on good or bad aspects of a car in the discussion board provided by the
website.
2) Implicit (Hidden): In the prototype website used in this research, such implicit
information is located in the site sections visited, pages read, items purchased, and the
searches made by a Web user, which include the details of car make, model, price
range and other features.
After analysing the Web logs and website topology of the prototype website,
website visitors can be divided into four categories according to their browsing trends.
These categories are:
1) Potential Buyer.
2) Frequent visitor: Automobile enthusiast, dealer, distributor or agent.
3) Casual Visitor.
4) Seller.
Initial identification of user’s behaviour is necessary to distinguish each category of
visitor who visits the website. If buyers and sellers are clustered in the same group
then recommendation may not be very effective, because these two categories of
visitors have different motives. Table 4.1 summarizes the behavioural parameters,
which were taken into consideration when these four profile categories were
identified.
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S
N

Profile/
Interest Level

Description

1

Potential
Buyer

Likely to buy a
car.

2

Frequent
Visitor/
Automobile
Enthusiast

Keeps himself
up-to-date
with industry
trends

3

Casual Visitor

Occasional
visitor

4

Seller
(Individual or
Dealer)

Wishes to sell
his car

Behaviour

Browsing Trends

Browses category and
descriptions of cars he
is intending to buy

Looks for categories and
detailed description of a few
items and compares them.
Reads reviews and expert
comments.
Downloads information
(which also helps in
classification).
Visits links e.g. ‘First
Buyers Guide’ etc

Browses randomly.
Looks for car
information and latest
models, without much
similarity in car makes
and models.
Browses randomly.
Makes 1 or 2 searches
in mostly the same
category (make, model
and price range).
Registers and lists his
car. Looks for similar
cars to compare prices
or looks mostly for new
cars.

Subscribes to newsletters &
receives news alerts.
May also be a potential
buyer

May also be a potential
buyer

May also be a potential
buyer

Table 4.1 Behavioural profile patterns of different categories of visitors.

Table 4.2, gives an overview of the ‘body type’ attribute searched by users. The
valuable insights which can be gained from such data analysis is that 99.1% people
search for bodytypes as specified in Table 4.2. Such analysis can identify unwanted
attribute values that can be discarded from the data model.
Sno.

Car Body
type
NULL
Sedan
Wagon
Hatch
Ute/Pick-Up
Convertible
Coupe
Van
4WD/SUV
People Mover

No of
% Total
searches
48458472
89.99%
1
2
1180644
2.19%
3
1065688
1.98%
4
1035335
1.92%
5
705795
1.31%
6
493569
0.92%
7
381889
0.71%
8
240311
0.45%
9
206853
0.38%
10
30107
0.06%
Grand Total
99.91%
Table 4.2 The top ten most popular car body types.
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4.1.2

Data Filtering and Modelling

Once, preliminary analysis is done on all relevant features, pre-processing needs to be
done to select essential features, clean data by removing irrelevant records and finally
make this data ready for use in all experiments. Web log data pre-processing is a
complex process. It can take up to 80% of the total knowledge discovery processing
time [134]. The approaches adopted in this thesis for data preparation for usage and
content mining include raw data cleaning, user identification, session identification,
page view identification, and path completion [129]. Some of the relevant steps taken
in pre-processing of raw data are discussed below:
a) Data Acquisition: Real server Web log data was used in all the experiments.

The car sales data warehouse of ‘Mileage Cars’ website had a collection of
various databases. All the databases from where relevant profile building
information including user searches, car details and other vital details were
extracted, are shown in Table 4.3

Sno

Database
Name

Size

No of
Tables

1

DB1

3.44 MB

9

2

DB2

3
4

DB3
DB4

5

DB5

Description

Master Tables for visitor’s responses to specific
questions in the editorial section.
13.5 MB
14
Master Tables for visitor’s subscription details and
car alerts.
1.06 GB
85
Tables for News, Articles, Reviews on cars
21.5 GB
487
Website details data. Site structure database
Tables, advertisements, dealer master Tables,
company (service) , users promotions
62.2 GB
133
Statistics of website. User data, dealer data,
navigational data.
Table 4.3 Server log information processed into databases.

b) Data Cleaning, Filtering and Feature selection: Feature selection involves

identification of relevant features, file extensions and records that are vital for
deriving the best available knowledge from the datasets. Let the total number
of searched features be qn . If qc are the number of features which have been
considered for modelling then all features discarded from the datasets are

q( n−c ) . Next for each feature from q1..c the number of distinct feature values to
be represented as dimension values are identified. Since this research uses the
server log data of a car sales website, the most important features identified
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were based on the users search query parameters. All datasets used for
building various models, had the following five search query features: make,
model, body type, cost, and car type. For each of the datasets, the number of
values for each feature such as make, model, body type and cost were
evaluated based on the overall size and searches done by users. E.g. for
Dataset 1, the details of distinct feature values such as make and body type are
shown below in Table 4.4.

Make
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Make Name
ALFA ROMEO
BMW
FORD
HOLDEN
HONDA
MAZDA
NISSAN
PEUGEOT
RENAULT
TOYOTA
VOLKSWAGEN
VOLVO
NULL, No Search
specified

Body Type
Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Body Group Name
4WD/SUV
Convertible
Coupe
Hatchback
Other
People Mover
Sedan
Ute/Pick-Up
Van
Wagon
NULL value in field

Table 4.4 Make and body type details for Dataset 1.

c)

User- Identification: In all our experiments a user is identified by the unique

IP address and the browser of his machine. Various other options like cookie
deployment, customizing browser, customized programs embedded in Web pages,
User’s Registration information etc can be used to track the unique users.
d)

Session Identification: Session refers to timestamp the user access Web

pages. It can be recognized by session ID that includes a unique number which a
website's server assigns a specific user for the duration of that user's visit [128]. The
goal of session identification is to divide the page access of each user into individual
sessions.
Once, the data is ready arranged according to user, search and time it can then be
used in modelling experiments to mine valuable knowledge. All processed search log
data was converted into five datasets for different experiments. The final number of
attributes identified for each of the datasets from 1-5 are shown below in Table 4.5
and discussed in detail in the experiment section where they have been used. Datasets
1, 2, 3 have been used to evaluate the efficiency of clustering methods and Datasets 4
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& 5 have been used to measure recommendation accuracy. These processed datasets
have been used to construct various models using two-dimensional and MDD models
for finding correlations between users-searches.

Category

Data
set 1
13
38
11
14
4
25

Data
set 2
100
500
16
14
10
100

Data
set 3
60
455
11
14
6
10,000

Data
set 4
68
644
12
13
5
949

Data
set 5
89
667
12
13
3
20

Make
Model
Body type
Cost
Search Type
No. Of Users
Table 4.5 List of number of attributes for each dataset.

Once pre-processed data is available, relevant features as needed for group profile
construction are identified. A tensor model is created of all such searches of users. As
an example, in all our experiments for creating group user profiles, the five
parameters used for searching like make, model, body type, cost, search type (e.g.
new or used) plus a sixth dimension (users) were taken as dimensions of the tensor
model [142]. The number of values for each dimension was identified by the unique
number of searches for each parameter/dimension. An example of such dimension
values for Dataset 4 is shown in (Table 4.6).

Dimension
No of unique
Sample dimension
Name
ways or modes
values
Make
68
Toyota, Holden, Ford
Model
644
RAV4, Liberty.
Body Type
12
Sedan, Hatch
Search Type
5
New, Used, Ex Demo.
Cost Type
13
$1-2500
Users Id
949
1, 2,..949
Table 4.6. Number and sample of dimensions used in the tensor model.

The, overall structure of individual user tensor, consisting of five dimensions is as
shown as.
T∈ℝ

Make ×Model × Bodytype × Search Type × Cost Type

Thus, the overall structure of user group tensor, consisting of six dimensions is as
shown as.
T∈ℝ

Make ×Model × Bodytype × Search Type × Cost Type × Users
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For the object model when object properties are used as dimension values, the
structure of the tensor model can be formed as

ObjectTensor ( T ) ∈ ℝ Kms×Transmission× Engine× Fuel ×Location×Car _ Id .
Conversely, when sufficient rating data is available a car model can be built as shown
in Equation (12). In Equation (12), ratings are opinions given by users about certain
features of an object expressed on a point scale of 1-5, where 1 is most preferred and
5 is the least preferred.

T ∈ ℝ Ratings×Car Feature×Car _ Id .

4.1.3

Summary: Case Study of the Sample Website

In this chapter a case study for the ‘Mileage cars’ website is discussed. Firstly, a brief
overview of the website is provided. A discussion about some category of visitors and
how such visitors can be identified is discussed. Next information about segregating
and analysing the category of information needed to build the particular profile
category of users is discussed. To achieve this, data analysis and feature selection is
discussed in brief. Feature extraction with identification of relevant feature values to
be considered for modelling is also explained with an example. During the preprocessing stages the thesis has closely followed previous related works where
methods of data pre-processing have been discussed [128], [129], [134]. Previously
adopted popular approaches for data pre-processing (including session identification,
user identification), feature selection and feature extraction have been adopted.
Finally, the chapter gives a few examples of how the selected features for each
category of model like model for an individual user, group user and object model can
be built.
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Chapter 5

The Proposed Clustering Methods: Empirical Analysis

Clustering methods are used widely when building Web personalization systems.
Section 2.2.2.1 discussed about some widely adopted applicability of clustering
methods when building user profiles. Similarly, Section 2.3.1.1 of the thesis detailed
about some clustering methods which have been used widely for building
recommender systems. This chapter discusses the various experiments conducted with
various datasets to measure the quality of clustering achieved on models built from
vector and tensor methods. The chapter is divided into six sub-sections. Section 5.1
details about the various datasets used in the experiments. Section 5.2 discusses about
the various evaluation metrics adopted to test the clustering quality on the datasets
used in various clustering experiments. Section 5.3 evaluates clustering of similar
users based on tensor methods. Next section 5.4, evaluates clustering of objects based
on tensor methods. Section 5.5 evaluates the performance of the proposed FIBCLUS
clustering method on various datasets from the UCI repository. Finally, Section 5.6
concludes with the summary of various clustering methods as used in this research.
Once, the processed data is used for constructing various group user models
(Section 3.1.3), subsequently, clustering is performed on the decomposed values.
Clustering is a popular CF-based approach used to group similar users based on their
search behaviour [128], [145]. For many Web service providers, individual user
behaviour modelling may be a costly affair in terms of cost, time and resources.
Identification of similar users and objects is a very important part of any
personalization methodology and is crucial for making good quality of
recommendations. The objective of clustering high-dimensional data models created
from a search tensor of users is to retrieve superior grouping of users and objects.
Such clusters, and the knowledge mined from clusters of similar users and objects,
can then be used by Web service providers in their recommender systems for making
recommendations.

5.1

Datasets Used for Measuring Clustering Methods.

To evaluate the quality of clustering given by vector-based methods, and tensor-based
methods, experiments were performed on a variety of datasets.

In total fifteen
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datasets, belonging to two categories were used for evaluating the performance of
various clustering methods. These two categories of datasets are:
1. Web search datasets: Under this category, five different datasets were used for
measuring the performance of various clustering methods. Three real life car
sales search log data, Microsoft search log data [24] and one Spam E-mail data
were used in all the experiments.
2. General Datasets: The first dataset called ‘Medical’ [116], [170] is a general
dataset containing information about patients and their medical conditions.
This data is multi-dimensional as many patients have one to many symptoms
with each symptom represented by a range of values. This data is quite
analogous to Web search data, where each visitor makes one or many searches
of different objects with each object having multiple properties or dimensions.
This dataset is used to evaluate the performance of clustering methods on
general data that is multi-dimensional. For measuring the performance of the
proposed FIBCLUS clustering algorithm, we have used various datasets from
the UCI repository [56].

5.1.1

Web search datasets

In the case of Web search datasets the complete details of each processed Dataset 1, 2
& 3 (Section 4, Table 4.5) used in clustering experiments are discussed below.
Dataset 1: The first real-life dataset ‘Dataset 1’ consists of 25 users. There were 880

searches made by these 25 users. These users had search data that is real data but
synthetically divided into classes for testing purposes. Certain numbers of users
showing similarity in their search behaviour were selected. This allowed us to create
cluster class labels and then test the clustering methodology developed in this thesis
for their performance. The groups under which these users were classified had the
following characteristics:
Group 1: Users 1-4 searched for the same parameters in all searches, or all their

searches were the same. E.g. all car model names, make, body type and cost ranges
were same for each of these users (similar searches).
Group 2: Users 5-10 had at least two searches in common consisting of all the same

search parameter, and had one search different from each other (proportionately
similar searches).
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Group 3: Users 11-17 had only a few search parameters like car model name,

make, body type in common and other search criteria were different few parameters
similar).
Group 4: Users 18-20 had no searches in common. (distinct from each other in the

group and outside the group)
Group 5: Users 21-25 had missing values for search parameters, or had no values

specified for certain search criteria like cost, model etc. Each of the users in this
group had a distinct search from each other but the missing search parameters were
prominent in each. The other noteworthy factor in this group was that each of the
first four individual users in this group had two searches in common with each of
the Group 1-4 respectively, but for these they had only a few search parameters in
common like car make, model and the rest of the search parameters were missing.
The last user in this group had no search similar to any of Groups 1-4, and all users
in this group, but this user had a few missing search parameters, which was an
intrinsic behaviour of this group.
Dataset 2: This dataset consisted of 290, 000 records of 100 users, which after

processing, that included removing duplicate records; removing robot records;
arranging similar records in a session as one record (with frequency counted); and
deleting all empty records, were reduced to around 38, 400 records. There were four
categories of users in these datasets, which were all selected from server logs based on
the number of searches made by users. There were 25 users, who had the maximum
searches, 25 who had a mean number of searches, 25 with a minimum number of
searches (at least 3 searches by each user). The remaining 25 users had an average
number of searches. All the users in each category were selected randomly.
Datasets with such variations were studied because of the typical characteristics of
Web log data, where some users may have made many searches, while some may
have just two or three searches. The other reason it was taken was to see how well a
model can accommodate different users, their number of searches and still relate to
similar users. These datasets were used to evaluate the performance of various
clustering methods on multi-dimensional datasets.
Dataset 3: This dataset consisted of 10, 000 users. For this dataset, there were about
2.5 million records in the original dataset, which after processing were reduced to

around 290,000 searches. The mean number of search per user in this case was 29.
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This datasets was used to evaluate the performance of various clustering methods on a
larger scale multi-dimensional datasets.
Table 5.1 shows the typical structure of Dataset 1-3 that store users search
information.
Field Name
IP
Id
Ad_id
Date_time
Make
Model/Family
Bodytype
Series_year
Variant
Price
Kilometres
Location
Searchtype

Datatype
varchar(50)
int
int
datetime
varchar(50)
varchar(50)
varchar(50)
varchar(4)
varchar(50)
int
int
varchar(50)
varchar(50)

Sessionid
Frequency

varchar(50)
int

Description
IP Address of user
IP converted to unique User ID
Unique advertisement Id
Date- Time of search
Make of Car
Model of car
Body type category of car
Series Year of the Model
Variant of the model
Price Range
Kilometres done Range
Location of user
Search type like new, used,
demo.
Identification of session id
Number of time, same search
done.

Table 5.1 Structure of processed data with relevant features, for Datasets 1-5.

Microsoft search data: This dataset contains details about visits to various sections

(vroot) of the Microsoft website by visitors. Specific details in binary, about whether
a particular section of the website is visited by a user or not are provided in the
dataset. Other details like to what URL (Uniform Resource Locator) a section belongs
are also provided in the dataset. The processed test data of 5000 users was taken to
model the tensor. The detailed statistics of processed data are as shown below in
Table 5.2.

No. of
users
5000

No. of Max
Searches
User
ID
12941

Searches
28

Min Searches

Users with only 1
Search
1547

Average
Search
Per User
3

Table 5.2 Processed statistics of Microsoft test searches data.

E-mail Spam Dataset: This is test data extracted from three mail boxes g-mail,

Hotmail and Yahoo. The information that was extracted from in-boxes of various
email addresses of users, consisted of email sender, type, subject, and content of
various e-mails. In cases where a sender was listed in the address book of a user he
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was classified as a known sender or else was classified as an unknown sender. If the
sender’s address was blocked, he was classified as a blocked sender.

5.1.2

General datasets

The other category of datasets described as general datasets are used for measuring
clustering efficiency. These datasets are investigated as they have predefined class
information that can be used for measuring the quality and accuracy of various
clustering methods. The two categories of datasets used in the various clustering
experiments are:
1. Medical datasets: A general dataset available from [116], [170] for checking

clustering performance of proposed DIF clustering method is used. The dataset
contains 90 instances with 8 medical conditions and 5 measurement types for each
condition. This dataset has been used in classification task for determining where
patients in a post-operative recovery area should be sent next [185]. The 90 instances
have been classified under 3 class categories which define what has been happening
with the patients. This dataset has been taken for clustering because it has patients
who have similar conditions and have been classified for the same treatment.
However, in contrast to the objective of classification the primary objective is to use
un-supervised learning methods to determine the appropriate cluster of users.
2. UCI Repository: Datasets from the UCI repository [56] which measure the

accuracy of FIBCLUS clustering with various existing clustering methods.

5.2

Evaluation Criteria

Some popular cluster evaluation measures are Purity, Inverse Purity and their
harmonic mean (F-Score) [12]. The inter-cluster and intra-cluster are also widely used
measures for cluster evaluation. To evaluate the quality of clustering given by
different methods, this thesis uses various clustering evaluation measures. These
measures have been grouped under two categories, the extrinsic measures and the
intrinsic measures.
1.)

Extrinsic measures: If the similarity between two attributes a1 & a2 is to

found using extrinsic measures, then such similarity measures take into
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consideration all other attribute values in deducing the similarity between
these two attributes. A simple definition of extrinsic similarity measure
between two attributes as discussed by [45], [178] is given in Equation
(36).

SA(a1 , a2 ) =

∑

f (a1 , ak ) − f (a2 , ak )

(36)

ak ∈A

In the Equation (36), f ( a1 , ak ) denotes the function that signifies the
association between a1 & ak , and f ( a2 , ak ) denotes the function that
signifies the association between a2 & ak . The term ’A’ denotes the set of
attributes that will contribute to the calculation of extrinsic similarity
between the attribute a1 & a2 . In case extrinsic measures external labels
for each instance is available, so it can be determined whether the class of
the instance is same as the cluster label.

2.)

Intrinsic measures: An intrinsic similarity measure between two

instances i j and ik is purely defined in terms of similarity between the
values of i j and ik . If the two instances have multiple attributes, then
vectors compromising the values of i j and ik can be compared using
various measures like Euclidian, cosine and Pearson’s correlation
coefficient to find the similarity between the two instances.

Table 5.3 details about the various clustering evaluation methods that have been
employed on the various datasets. The tick mark symbol ‘√’ signifies that the said
evaluation method has been employed on the specific datasets and a ‘×’ means the
said measure has not been performed on the dataset.
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Clustering Evaluation Methods
Extrinsic Measures
Dataset

Precison Recall

F-

Intrinsic Measures

Purity Entropy

Score

Inter-

Intra-

Cluster

Cluster

Dataset1

√

√

√

×

×

×

×

Dataset2

√

√

√

×

×

√

×

Dataset3

×

×

×

×

×

√

×

Microsoft

√

√

√

×

×

×

×

Medical

√

√

√

×

×

×

×

E-mail

√

√

√

√

×

×

×

UCI

√

√

√

√

√

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

√

√

Repository
Object DataDataset6
Table 5.3 Various clustering evaluation methods undertaken on different datasets.

The two measures Purity and Entropy were taken as evaluation metrics to evaluate
the performance of FIBCLUS clustering on UCI datasets. These two measures are
discussed briefly.
Purity: It focuses on the frequency of most common category present in the cluster

[12]. Let Ck be the set of clusters, L be the set of categories or reference distribution
and n be the set of clustered objects, then purity is evaluated by taking the weighted
average value of maximum precision values. It is evaluated as shown in Equation
(37).

Purity = ∑
k

Ck
max Precision(Ck ,L j )
n

(37)

where the precision of cluster Ck for a given category L j is given as shown in
Equation (38).

Precision(Ck ,L j )=

Ck ∩ L j
Ck

(38)
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Entropy: It is a measure of how the instances are distributed within a cluster. The

overall entropy value is given by averaging the cluster-wise entropy values [12], and
is given as shown in Equation (39). In Equation (39), P(i , j ) is the probability of
finding an element from the category i in the cluster C j and nj is the number of
objects in cluster C j and n is the total number of objects in the distribution.
Entropy=-∑
j

nj
∑ P(i, j ) × log2 P(i, j).
n i

(39)

In case of all datasets where the class definitions of clusters are well-defined, extrinsic
methods can be a good measure for evaluating the performance of clustering methods.
Once various clustering solutions are obtained, pre-defined cluster classes can be
checked against the assigned cluster classes and efficiency of such measures can be
accurately evaluated using the F-Score. In most of the cases since the datasets have
pre-defined classes, evaluation using F-Score measure is suitable to check the quality
of clustering [12]. In cases such as Dataset 3, and Dataset 6 (object data) where
datasets have no pre-defined classes or where class definitions are missing, intrinsic
evaluation measures are performed to evaluate the clustering quality.
Both the metrics inter-cluster similarity and intra-cluster similarity measures are
used for evaluating the quality of clusters formed. A widely accepted norm for
measuring cluster quality is that the lower the inter-cluster similarity, the better the
clustering solutions is, and conversely, the higher the intra-cluster similarity, the
better the clustering solution is.

Intra-cluster similarity: This is a measure of the compactness of elements within
clusters. The higher the intra-similarity between cluster elements, the better is the
clustering solution.

Inter-cluster similarity: This is a measure of how closely elements in one cluster are
bound to elements in the other clusters. If each element in the two clusters is the same,
it is indicated by 1, and a 0 indicates a complete dissimilarity between the elements of
the clusters. Thus, the lower the inter-cluster similarity between clusters, better are the
results of the clustering. Here the overall clusters are taken into account instead of
singular elements. There are various methods of measuring similarity. Usually
distance is taken as a criterion for measuring this similarity. Various methods based
on minimum distance, maximum distance, average distance and mean distance
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between the centroids of the clusters, and ward’s distance-based on SSE are used to
find the inter-cluster similarity between clusters. Mostly, these methods use Euclidian
distance similarity measures, or cosine similarity measures. A similarity measure
using Euclidian distance between two clusters C1 and C2 is shown in Equation (40).

Dist ( C1n , C2n ) =

m

∑ (C

1n

− C2 n ) 2

(40)

n =1

Apart from using inter-cluster similarity measures the other measure, SSE (sum of
squared Errors), is used to measure the efficiency of K-means clustering on various
tensor decomposed models. SSE is defined as shown in Equation (41).
K

SSE = ∑ ∑ ( Dist ( mi ,x ) 2 ).

(41)

i =1 x∈Ci

where x is a data point in a cluster Ci and mi is the representative centroid for cluster

Ci. K is the total number of clusters. A lower SSE usually represents good clustering.
However, if the number of clusters is increased, a lower SSE may not necessarily
mean good clustering.

5.3

Clustering based on Tensor Methods

To cluster similar users, the group users tensor compromising the search details of all
users was decomposed. The last matrix M n obtained after decomposition was given as
an input to the clustering algorithm.

5.3.1

Experimental Design

The tensor space models were built on the user search datasets and dimensions were
decided according to data features. Decomposition of the tensors using various tensor
decomposition techniques like PARAFAC, Tucker and HOSVD was performed to
understand the relationships between various data features. When selecting upper
limit for tensor rank decomposition, this thesis has considered decompositions upto 6
tensor rank decompositions, as a higher tensor ranks decomposition may loose
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valuable information and its performance becomes equivalent or worse than the two
dimensional methods [98], [145]. For building group user profiles, clustering was
done on the last dimensional matrix. This matrix represents user to user similarity
based on the multiple searches made by users. First the EM clustering was applied on
this matrix. The WEKA implementation of EM algorithm, as used in this thesis,
automatically executes a 10 fold cross-validation and the log likelihood is averaged
over all 10 results. In case of an increase in the log likelihood, a new clustering
solution is generated and the 10 fold cross-validation begins afresh [78]. In this thesis,
the 10 fold cross-validation clustering experiments were conducted with different seed
values and 100 iterations of each. The log likelihood of each clustering solution was
kept in consideration when choosing the best number of cluster n. The solution with
the maximum likelihood estimate is chosen as the prefered solution. This optimal
cluster number is used in guiding the optimal number of clusters in k-means and its
variant algorithms. For k-means and its variants k=n was considered as the optimal
value of clustering methods. Once optimal clustering solutions with EM and k-means
were obtained, further experiments such as deciding on the best tensor rank
decomposition (Tucker-1, Tucker-2 or Tucker-3) and finding the best distance
measure (Single link, Complete link, Average link or Centroid based link) were done
on the selected clustering sloutions.

Datasets 1, 2 & 3: For the all the tensor-based group user models, the structure of

tensor was six-dimensional and was represented using the Equation (10), Section
3.1.3 as
Tn ∈ ℝ Make× Model × Bodytype×Cost × SearchType×Users .

Once all such group user models were created they were decomposed using the
various popular tensor decomposition techniques like PARAFAC, Tucker, HOSVD,
and subsequently clustering was achieved on the last matrix denoted as M n of the
respective tensor decomposition method.
Microsoft data: For the Microsoft data, the test 5000 users (UId) along with the

sections of website (vroot) they had visited, and the respective URL (URLId) to
which that section belonged were taken as the three tensor dimensions. The overall
search tensor was then modelled as T1 ∈ ℝVrootID (293)×URLId (294)×UId (5000) .
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Medical Dataset: Frequency of all records with the same class and values 1-values 8

were counted. Thus, from a total of 90 instances, the number of instances were
reduced to 80. The term frequency of such instances was counted. For these 80
instances, there are 8 conditions and the possible values of measurement are from 1-5
where each 1-5 has a different meaning with respect to the individual condition. The
three dimensional tensor was modelled as T1 ∈ ℝConditions (8)×Measurements (5)×Id (80)
Once the models were created and decomposed, they were clustered using the Kmeans and EM clustering algorithms [78].
E-mail Spam Dataset: Identification of spam from ham has been a challenge faced

by many service providers. The concept of blocking emails from certain black listed
email domains is quite feasible, but the choice of viewing information should be given
to users. A certain email may be spam for one user, and for other user it may be
information. At the E-mail server level, blocking or black-listing domains may be
helpful in identifying a lot of potential spam. . Black-listing domains may solve the
spam problem partially (e.g. as done by www.Spamhaus.org), however, similar spam
E-mail disguised as a potential ham may be sent to the same user from some other
domains or other email accounts.
Thus, it can be said that at an individual user level there is still a lot penetration of
spam E-mails. Individual users still receive many spam emails with nearly the same
content repeatedly, and each time by different users. Identification of such potential
spam E-mail needs scrutiny even at the pre-delivery level at the mailbox of individual
users.
A three-dimensional tensor model which is built on an individual user’s preferences,
and which is able to identify potential spam E-mails with a degree of certainty, is
briefly discussed in this section. All E-mails with the certainty of being spam can be
blocked and all E-mails whose degree is equal or lower then this level (sent by
anonymous users) could be displayed in a distinctive colour. This feature with the
proposed methodology can help in easier identification of such mails. Mail service
providers should consider personal E-mail filters based on users mailing habits,
obtained automatically. All blocked addresses in the mail box of a user can be taken
as blacklisted , all other mail-id’s in the address book can be taken as known senders.
All E-mails from known senders should be given less spam priority.
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Thus, these personal filters can combine spam filtering with other technologies,
such as text classification and information filtering. The complete method of spam
identification is detailed in Figure 4.1. Since this research focuses on tracking spam
by

its

content,

a

tensor

model

is

created

with

dimensions

as T1 ∈ ℝSet of Keywords×Usertype×MailId .

Dimension 1: Mail with an entire set of keywords, which are in most junk mails. Each
set of keywords can be assigned priority as shown in Table 5.4.
Set 1
Lowest

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

Set 5

Set 6

Lower

Average

Medium

High

Highest

Table 5.4 Set of keywords with spam priority.

Subject
Spam
Ham

Category
1
Lottery
18

Category
2
Pharmacy
18

Category
3
Finance
18

7

7

7

Table 5.5 Dataset categorization.

Figure 5.1 The proposed personnel spam tracker.
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Dimension 2: Whether the mail is from a known sender, an unknown sender or a
blocked sender. A known sender is one whose E-mail address is saved in the address
book of a user.
Dimension 3: Mail Id is the incoming id of a mail.
To track spams a total of 75 E-mails from three different mail servers, with contents
belonging to three identified categories as shown in Table 5.5 were considered. Thus,
the tensor model created was T1 ∈ ℝ6×3×75. All E-mails from the unknown sender have
been given an extra 10% weight and all the blocked E-mails have been given twice as
much weight, since prior to delivery at the personal inbox of a user, the user can be
identified, and all blocked emails should be given higher spam priority. Once the
spam E-mail model is created and decomposed, clustering can be done on the last
component matrix obtained, to finds mails with high spam certainty.

5.3.2

Evaluation Metrics

The various evaluation metrics used for measuring the performance of clustering or
for measuring the quality of clusters obtained using various methods on each datasets
are explained here.
Evaluation metrics for Datasets 1 and 2: The test datasets have users that have been

grouped manually based on their searches. Such identified groupings are then used as
evaluation criteria for various clustering methods. Clustering achieved by various
methods is compared to these identified groupings. Since, the best groupings of users
are already known, utilizing this information, the widely used metrics like Precision,

Recall and F-Score are used for evaluation. In the case of Precision and Recall, the
values are evaluated based on
1. Let Gz be the set of users in each of the pre-assigned classes.
2. Let U z be the set of users clustered in the respective cluster.
Thus for each of the clusters from, C1.. k the value of Precision and Recall is
Pre cision =

Gz ∩ U z
.
(Gz ∩ U z ) + (U z − Gz )

(42)
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Re call =

Gz ∩ U z
.
(Gz ∩ U z ) + (Gz − U z )

(43)

Once, the Precision and Recall values are calculated based on Equation (42) &
Equation (43), F-Score can be evaluated. F-Score measures a test’s accuracy and a
score of 1 means best test results and a score of 0 is the worst test results. F. Score is
calculated as shown in Equation (44).
F.Score = 2 ×

( Precision × Recall ) .
( Precision + Recall )

(44)

Evaluation metrics for dataset 3: Since identification of groups is not possible due

to the large number of users, and the non-availability of clear definitions, clustering
efficiency for such datasets is measured by inter-cluster and intra-cluster similarity
measures.
Evaluation metrics for Microsoft search data: Evaluation criteria for Microsoft

data for clustering the 5000 users, using different tensor decomposition techniques is
based on the sections, the title and the URL of a page visited. In total there were 110
classes into which the entire Web page URL’s were classified. Examples of a few
groups are shown in Table 5.6, 5.7 below.
All the users who visited the same section of a website, (i.e. title, Vroot or URL)
were grouped together. Such groupings of users were evaluated based on the datasets.
All users with the maximum number of similar searches were grouped together.
Identification of such users was done automatically by a program, which identified
best possible groupings for a user based on his search. If a user has an equal number
of searches matching different clusters, such users are clustered separately. The
number of such users was found to be around 5% of total users. Therefore, an error
margin of 5% in optimal clustering and desired clustering has been considered while
doing the evaluation. These groupings are used as a baseline to check for clustering
efficiency. If users who visited the same grouped section are clustered correctly, then
clustering is considered better for that clustering method. All Precision, Recall and FScore values are evaluated on this basis.
SNo.
1
2
3

UrlId
1052
1060
1135

URL
"/word"
"/msword"
"/mswordsupport"

Table 5.6 An example where all URL’s about MS-Word are grouped as one.
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SNo.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

URLid
50
32
15
89
222
41
234
220
77
193

URL
"/macoffice"
"/msoffice"
"/officefreestuff"
"/officereference"
"/msofc"
"/office"
"/off97cat"
"/macofficesupport"
"/msofficesupport"
"/offdevsupport"

Table 5.7 An Example where all URL’s about Office OS are grouped as one.

Evaluation metrics for Medical dataset: The class distribution for evaluation is

shown in Table 5.8 as

Class

No of
Instances ID
Instances
From –To Id
A
54
1-54
I
2
55,56
S
24
57-80
Table 5.8 Class Distribution.

Evaluation metrics for spam datasets: Once the tensor spam mail model is created

and decomposed, the last matrix M n is taken for clustering. Two clusters are formed
one containing mails of known users and other containing mails from unknown users.
All spam mails were scored higher due to the different set of keywords in it. The
greater the number of keywords in a mail, the higher the score will be assigned to
these mails. From the cluster of known users, identify mail with highest score of
decomposed value and set this as the threshold limit for spam mails. E.g. if, for a
cluster of a known user’s mail, the highest score of any mail is 0.0004 then all mails
whose score is > 0.0005 are identified as potential spam mails. The probability that a
mail is spam increases with the score of its decomposed value, where mails with
higher decomposed values have more probability of being spam, as they contain
more keywords which are identified as being part of spam mails. Conversely, mails
with lower decomposed values than the threshold values have lesser chance of being
spam mails. The likelihood percentage that the mail is spam is evaluated using
Equation (45) as
% Spam Certainity =

Decomposed value − Threshold value
× 100
Decomposed value

(45)
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Once the mails with high spam certainty were separated, the value of precision, recall
and F-Score were evaluated based on the information provided in Table 5.5. The
values of true positive (TP), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) were
evaluated as: all TP were spam E-mails correctly classified as spam mails; all FP were
spam classified as ham & all FN were ham classified as spam.

5.3.3

Results

This section discusses the clustering results obtained with various experiments. The
two fold objective of considering various experiments and different categories of
datasets was:
1) To measure the efficiency of tensor models using different decomposition
techniques.
2) To measure the effect of tensor best rank approximations on clustering.
Clustering results for Dataset 1: The results of clustering clearly indicate clustering

superiority of TSM decomposed and subsequent clustering methods over VSM
methods. Furthermore, the results in Figure 5.2-5.6 show that the proposed DIF can
improve clustering of TSM models.

Figure 5.2 Average clustering F-Score of Dataset 1, where * shows the proposed methods.

For the Dataset 1 when both PARAFAC and Tucker were compared using EM and Kmeans and both with DIF, the results of clustering were as shown from Figures 5.35.6. The overall average results of F-Score are shown in Figure 5.2, where good
performance of clustering methods is clearly visible in all the results.
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Figure 5.3 Precision results of clustering on
PARAFAC, DIF for Dataset 1, where * shows
proposed methods.

Figure 5.4 Recall results of clustering on
PARAFAC, DIF for Dataset 1, where * shows
proposed methods.

Figure 5.5 Precision results of clustering on

Figure 5.6 Recall results of clustering on

Tucker, DIF for Dataset 1, where * shows

Tucker, DIF for Dataset 1, where * shows

proposed methods.

proposed methods.

Clustering results for Dataset 2: For Dataset 2 consisting of 100 users, firstly the

inter-cluster similarity results using PARAFAC and subsequent clustering methods
are provided. Further to compare, the performance of TSM clustering and TSM
clustering with DIF experiments with dataset 2 were conducted. The relative intercluster similarity values for PARAFAC, VSM and DIF clustering are shown in Figure
5.7 for the Dataset 2.
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Figure 5.7 Average inter-cluster similarity using K-Means for Dataset 2.

Furthermore, to compare which TSM-based decomposition and clustering gave
superior results, experiments were conducted with Dataset 2. The two popular tensor
methods PARAFAC and Tucker were taken and subsequent clustering was performed
on the decomposed values. To evaluate efficiency of clustering Precision, Recall and
F-Score values were evaluated. The average results of clustering using EM and Kmeans were compared. Results of both clustering methods on Dataset 2 are shown in
Table 5.9 and 5.10.

PARAFAC
Rank

P

R

1
2
3
4

0.4490
0.4609
0.4508
0.4419

0.1612
0.1612
0.1613
0.1613

Tucker
FScore
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24

P

R

0.4490
0.4637
0.4435
0.4467

0.1612
0.1613
0.1168
0.1612

Average F-Score=0.24

FScore
0.24
0.24
0.18
0.24

Average F-Score=0.23

Table 5.9 Average Precision, Recall and F-Score for Dataset 2 using EM clustering.
PARAFAC
Rank

P

R

1
2
3
4

0.4502
0.4625
0.4572
0.4541

0.1612
0.1612
0.1613
0.1613

Tucker
FScore
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24

Average F-Score=0.24

P

R

0.4506
0.4627
0.4611
0.4620

0.1613
0.1612
0.1612
0.1613

FScore
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24

Average F-Score=0.24

Table 5.10 Average Precision, Recall and F-Score for Dataset 2 using KM clustering.
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Finally, in order to see which distance-based metrics for finding inter-cluster
similarity method performed the best for Dataset 2, evaluation using the inter-cluster
similarity metrics based on a single link, a complete link, an average link and
centroid based distance measures were used. Both EM and K-means clustering were
used to find the inter-cluster similarity.
The detailed results for average EM clustering using different distance measures are
shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, where SL is the single link, CL is complete link, AL is
average link and CC is the cluster centroid. Similarly, for K-means the detailed
average results of inter-cluster similarity are shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11.

Figure 5.8. Average inter-cluster similarity
results for PARAFAC decomposed tensor
using EM clustering.

Figure 5.10. Average Inter-cluster similarity
results for PARAFAC decomposed tensor
using K-means clustering.

Figure 5.9. Average inter-cluster similarity
results for Tucker decomposed tensor
using EM clustering.

Figure 5.11. Average Inter-cluster similarity
results for Tucker decomposed tensor
using K-means clustering.
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Clustering results for Dataset 3: For Dataset 3, consisting searches made by 10,000

users, the Precision and Recall values cannot be calculated due to the absence of
ground truths and no clear class definitions of users. The average inter-cluster
similarity measures are shown in Figure 5.12. It can be clearly deduced from the
Figure 5.12, that the clusters given by the proposed PARAFAC and PARAFAC with
DIF methods are far superior to clustering solutions given by vector-based or twodimensional based methods.

Figure 5.12. Average inter-cluster similarity using K-Means for Dataset 3.

Clustering results for Microsoft search data: Clearly, as can be seen from the

results in Table 5.11 MDD modelling and subsequent tensor-based clustering out
performs the traditional VSM modelling and clustering. When pre-assigning class
labels to different URL’s and website sections, there is a possibility that some URL’s
and website sections may have been wrongly classified. However, utmost care has
been taken to minimize wrong classification. Even in case when a 5% error margin
due to wrong classification of URL or page is assumed, still the performance of tensor
clustering is still far superior to the clustering based on vector methods.
Rank
1
2
3
Avg.

PARAFAC
Tucker
HOSVD
VSM
Obtained -5% Obtained -5% Obtained -5% Obtained
0.37
0.35
0.28
0.27
0.28
0.27
0.12
0.43
0.41
0.31
0.29
0.30
0.29
0.12
0.41
0.39
0.34
0.32
0.32
0.30
0.12
0.40
0.38
0.31
0.29
0.30
0.29
0.12
Table 5.11 Results F-Score of Microsoft Data.

-5%
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
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Clustering results for Medical Test Data: Figure 5.13 shows the performance, on

general medical dataset which, again shows the TSM clustering improvement over
normal VSM clustering.

Figure 5.13 F-Score TSM,VSM and TSM with DIF Results of Clustering on Medical Data.

Clustering results for spam E-mails data: The F-Score details of E-mail spam

datasets are provided in Table 5.12. Also as can be seen clearly from the results
(Table 5.13) all the spam mails were correctly classified as spam mails with a 100%
accuracy level. All mails from known senders and blocked senders were also
identified 100% accurately. However, in the case of the unknown sender when the
mail was not spam there was 50% accuracy. However this could have been due to the
number of keywords that may have not been considered but were present in spam
mails, which lowered spam certainty of these mails from unknown senders.
Technique Used

Precision
Recall
F-Score
1
0.96
0.98
TSM
0.87
0.89
0.88
VSM
Table 5.12. F-Score of clustering on E-mail spam data sets.

% Correctly Known Unknown Unknown Blocked Purity
classified
Senders
sendersender
Sender
Using
Not
Spam
Mails
method
Spam
TSM
100%
50%
100%
100%
0.96
VSM
80%
33.3%
80%
100%
0.79
Table 5.13. Results of clustering purity on E-mail spam data sets.
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5.3.4

Discussion

This section discusses the clustering methods and some important conclusions drawn
from the observation of multiple experiments.
a) Impact of VSM versus TSM: An interesting observation, whose outcome was
consistent with all clustering tools and techniques used, was that TSM clustering on
MDD was far superior to the normal VSM clustering. Due to the limitations of the
interaction between different dimensions, two-way data analysis methods may not be
suitable for multi-way data analysis. Two-way analysis methods like VSM are unable
to capture the multilinear structure of Web log data as these methods suffer from
rotational freedom unless specific constraints such as statistical independence,
orthogonality, etc. are enforced [1].
Thus, it can be seen that the use of TSM in Web log analysis for clustering of users
based on their search behaviour reveals clusters whose quality is comparatively better
than that of other methods.

Empirical analysis clearly shows that the proposed

clustering methods based on decomposition factors of the TSM model outperformed
the clustering based on traditional vector space models.
b) Impact of various decomposition methods: The average results of all tensor
methods used such as PARAFAC, Tucker and HOSVD are quite comparable. In
nearly all cases the average results given by the three methods are superior to VSM
methods. When the three methods are compared the performance of Tucker and
PARAFAC is quite similar, followed by HOSVD in most of the cases. Overall the
average performance of Tucker methods is slightly better than the two decomposition
methods.
c) Impact of various tensor rank decompositions: In the case of tensor decomposed
models, the best results on clustering are achieved when decomposed tensors of best
rank approximation equal to the mean number of dimensions/rank are taken. This can
be clearly seen from Figure 5.2, (Rank 3 decomposition performs best, when there are
6 dimensions), and Table 5.8, 5.9 and Table 5.10 that the mean number of tensor rank
decomposition performs best. Again in Figure 5.13 (Rank 2 decomposition performs
best, when there are 3 dimensions).
One important observation which was made in all the tensor decomposition and
subsequent clustering experiments was that in cases where the best rank
approximation for tensor decomposition is beyond the number of dimensions, the
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performance of clustering starts to decrease. At certain ranks the performance of
tensor clustering methods will either be equal or be worse than the VSM models due
to the complete flattening of multilinear structure. Hence, it loses valuable intercomponent/factor information, thus resulting in bad clustering results.
Another interesting observation which can be inferred from Figure 5.2 is that when
best rank decomposition is considered, as the rank increases the performance of plain
tensor clustering methods starts to decline. In contrast, when these methods are used
with DIF (Dimension Influencing Factors), the performance of clustering starts to
improve. It can be clearly seen from Figure 5.2 that DIF with tensor clustering
performs best when rank decomposition is of the 3rd order.
The performance of the worst performing tensor rank decomposition algorithms
improves significantly when DIF is used along with PARAFAC and Tucker
decomposed values for clustering. DIF is supposedly working better due to its ability
to retain some extra information, which was lost during the decomposition process.
d) Impact of clustering techniques on clustering solutions: Another important
observation is that distance-based clustering algorithms like K-means when used with
DIF (Figures 5.3 -5.6) have a slight improvement in the performance, whereas
density-based clustering algorithms like EM when used with DIF have a significant
improvement in the clustering performance. Distance-based clustering algorithms like
K-means compute the overall variance of distance between multi-dimensional
attributes and cluster objects based on these, whereas density-based algorithms
compute the variance in density of all multi- dimensional attributes. The similarity in
output of these two clustering algorithms when combined with DIF shows that these
extra attributes which are called as DIF complement effectively the overall output of
clustering methods no matter what technique is used for clustering. In the case of Kmeans, it adds an extra distance component to the already available objects. Thus, it
creates a more distinguishable distance separation between objects and thus improves
the overall clustering. In the case of EM clustering it closes up the density gap
between different attributes and binds objects more closely, and thus significantly
improves the overall performance
e) Impact of similarity methods adopted for clustering: When using similarity
measures between clusters, a cluster centroid seems to be the best distance measure
used for measuring similarity. Overall as can be seen from Figures (CC in Figures 5.8
– Figure 5.11) average cluster centroid distance gives best solutions.
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f) Impact of clustering with DIF and clustering without DIF: DIF is supposedly
working best in most of the cases because DIF includes aggregate values derived from
individual dimensions of the tensor model. When these values are used in conjunction
with the tucker or PARAFAC decomposed values, any loss in the knowledge
spanning all dimensions is compensated by these aggregate values to some extent.
Hence, in such a scenario where the dimensions are inter-related, these extra
clustering variables improve the clustering.

5.4

Evaluation of Tensor Clustering on Object Data with Features

To evaluate the clustering of objects as searched by users, this thesis clustered objects
based on their features or properties. These features were the intrinsic properties of
the objects, which could clearly identify the objects. Some objects had many
properties similar to each other, and the whole objective of clustering was to identify
those objects that were most similar to each other.

5.4.1

Experimental Design of Object Data with Features

Dataset 6: A sixth dataset called as ‘Dataset 6’ was used as an object model dataset.

For all experiments using an object model the cars searched by users belonging to
Dataset 4 are considered. For convenience, this dataset has been named Dataset 6. All
distinct cars searched by the 949 users were taken for this dataset. In total 8687 cars
were searched by these users. The structure of this datasets is detailed in Table 5.14.
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Field Name
Ad_id
ID

Datatype
int
int

Make
Model/Family
Bodytype
Kilometres
Price
EngineSize
Fuel
Colour
Transmission
Location
UsedNature

varchar(50)
varchar(50)
int
int
money
int
int
varchar(50)
int
int
char(1)

Series
Series_year
Variant
Rego
List_date
Dealer_id/Seller

varchar(50)
varchar(4)
varchar(50)
varchar(50)
datetime
int

Description
Unique advertisement Id
Unique Car identification
number
Make of Car
Model of car
Body type category of car
Kilometres done Range
Price Range
Engine size of car
Type of fuel used by car
Colour of car
Transmission
Location of car
Search type like new, used,
demo.
Series of car
Series Year of the Model
Model variant
Registration details
Listed on the website
Dealer identification number

Table 5.14. Structure of Object ‘Data sets 6 and 7’.

For creating object models there can be two approaches as discussed in Section
3.1.4. The TSM model proposed for a car model in this section uses the first approach
where object features data is available to create the model. Once data is processed and
arranged the general structure of a tensor in this case is
Bodytype× Engine Size× Kms Done×Transmission× Fuel × Car Id
T ∈ℝ
12 × 67 × 11 × 16 × 12 × 8687
Once the
or car model with a number of ways as T ∈ ℝ

object model was created it was decomposed using PARAFAC and Tucker.
Subsequently clustering using K-means was achieved to find the various clusters of
similar cars.

5.4.2

Evaluation

To measure the efficiency of K-means clustering on various tensors decomposed
models this thesis has used SSE. SSE measure has been already discussed in Section
5.3.2 Lower SSE usually represents good clustering, however if the number of
clusters is increased, lower SSE may not necessarily mean good clustering. The other
measure that has been used to measure the quality of clusters is inter-cluster and intracluster similarity.
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5.4.3

Results

Figure 5.14 displays the SSE results of clustering on object data in comparison to
VSM models. When clustering on tensor decomposition methods is compared, these
results of inter-cluster and intra-cluster similarity are shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16
respectively.

Figure 5.14 Average SSE for VSM and tensor clustering on object data.

Figure 5.15 Average inter-cluster similarity for object tensor clustering.
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Figure 5.16 Average intra-cluster similarities for object tensor clustering.

5.4.4

Discussion

As can be observed from the results of clustering on object data (Figure 5.14) the
clustering using tensors is far superior to the VSM methods. It can be seen that Tucker
performance is slightly better than PARAFAC. For PARAFAC methods, the best
clustering is given by rank 4 decomposition (based on inter-cluster similarity) and
rank 1 decomposition (based on intra-cluster similarity). Similarly for Tucker
decomposition the best clustering is given by rank 4 decomposition (based on best
inter-cluster similarity) and rank 1 decomposition (based on best intra-cluster
similarity).
Another interesting observation which is clearly visible from the results (Figure 5.15
and Figure 5.16) is that as the number of clusters increases, the performance of both
measure starts to improve. This is a clear indicator that as the number of cluster
increases, objects are more closely related to each other, rather than when they were
placed in small cluster sizes.
5.5

Evaluation of FIBCLUS Clustering

The objective of the experiments was to evaluate the quality of clustering results
obtained using the proposed FIBCLUS similarity scores adopted in the different
clustering algorithms. Standard evaluation criteria such as Entropy, Purity and FScore were used to assess the quality
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5.5.1

Experimental Design for Test Datasets

Similarity scores were calculated with the proposed FIBCLUS algorithm using the
Fibonacci altered values and clustered with the existing methods. For numeric
datasets FIBCLUS was used with Expectation-Maximization (EM), K-means (KM)
and Extended K-means (XM) [78] shown as #1, #2 ,#3 respectively in the all the
results Tables 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18. Distance measure for evaluating clusters was used
with numeric data because a general concept is that distance measures perform better
with numeric data [77], [113], [141].
For categorical and mix data direct, repeated bi-section and agglomerative
clustering methods implemented in gcluto [141] and shown as #1, #2 ,#3 in all results
were used. Correlation co-efficient and cosine similarity were taken as similarity
evaluation methods and the best results out of these were presented. Clustering results
with FIBCLUS were compared with results using the existing methods without using
FIBCLUS similarity scores.
The test datasets were obtained from the UCI repository [56], except Medical
[116], [170] as detailed in Table 5.15. A total of nine datasets, three of each category
were used in experiments. The primary reason for taking the UCI datasets for
evaluation instead of datasets used in various other experiments was to measure the
performance of FIBCLUS in an environment when the class values for each data were
clearly known. The knowledge of pre-existing class values can then be used
accurately for comparison with each of the clustering methods used in the
experiments.

SN

Dataset

Attribute
Type

No. of
Attribute

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Liver
Wine
IRIS
Soybean
Balance
SpectHeart
Teaching
Medical
Hepatitis

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Mix
Mix
Mix

6
13
4
35
4
22
5
8
19

No.
of
class
2
3
3
4
3
2
3
3
2

No. of
instance
345
178
150
47
625
267
151
90
155

Table 5.15 Clustering test datasets details.
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5.5.2

Evaluation

All the datasets taken from UCl and the medical dataset had pre-assigned class
definitions. The sole purpose of choosing such data with pre-assigned class values is
to accurately measure the effectiveness of clustering methods. The pre-assigned class
values of each dataset are taken as a benchmark to measure the effectiveness of
proposed FIBCLUS clustering similarity method with other widely used clustering
methods. The number of classes of each dataset is specified in Table 5.15.

5.5.3

Results

The complete results of clustering using K-means, X-Means, EM, direct, repeated bisection and agglomerative with and without FIBCLUS are summarized in Tables
5.16, 5.17, 5.18. Overall, as can be seen from various evaluation metrics the
performance of all clustering algorithms improves when FIBCLUS based global
scores and similarity scores are used with the existing algorithms. As discussed
earlier, this happens due to the separation ratio that is actively bringing similar
instances together (hence, making the intra-cluster similarity larger) and separating
dissimilar instances more further from each other (hence, making the inter-cluster
similarity lower). Independent of the type of attributes and the clustering process
used, FIBCLUS is able to produce clustering solutions of high accuracy.
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Datasets
Liver
Wine
IRIS
Soybean
Balance
SpectHeart
Teaching
Medical
Hepatitis
Average

Purity of clustering results
Without FIB Values
FIB Values With
EM
KM
XM
#1
#2
#3
0.507 0.542 0.557 0.513 0.536 0.536
0.376 0.433 0.433 0.719 0.719 0.719
0.907 0.887 0.880 0.960 0.960 0.960
1.000 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979
0.526 0.494 0.538 0.549 0.549 0.549
0.528 0.614 0.614 0.772 0.772 0.772
0.417 0.437 0.437 0.424 0.404 0.430
0.6
0.422 0.422 0.478 0.478 0.478
0.516 0.542 0.542 0.638 0.638 0.652
0.597 0.594 0.60 0.670 0.670 0.675

Table 5.16 Results of Purity of Clustering of all datasets.

Entropy of clustering
Without FIB Values
FIB Values With
Datasets
EM
KM
XM
#1
#2
#3
Liver
0.233 0.21
0.184 0.255 0.231 0.231
Wine
0.372 0.377 0.377 0.209 0.209 0.209
IRIS
0.103 0.128 0.141 0.05
0.05
0.05
Soybean
0
0.025 0.025 0.041 0.041 0.041
Balance
0.446 0.458 0.437 0.41
0.41
0.41
SpectHeart 0.195 0.188 0.188 0.012 0.012 0.012
Teaching 0.472 0.449 0.449 0.469 0.475 0.471
Medical
0.231 0.454 0.454 0.306 0.306 0.306
Hepatitis
0.300 0.297 0.297 0.225 0.225 0.221
Average
0.261 0.287 0.284 0.220 0.218 0.217
Table 5.17 Results of Entropy of Clustering of all datasets.

F-Score of clustering
Without FIB Values
FIB Values With
Datasets
EM
KM
XM
#1
#2
#3
Liver
0.438 0.459 0.457 0.461 0.467 0.469
Wine
0.336 0.376 0.376 0.713 0.713 0.713
IRIS
0.907 0.887 0.88
0.96
0.96
0.96
Soybean
1
0.985 0.985 0.975 0.975 0.975
Balance
0.456 0.437 0.484 0.448 0.448 0.448
SpecHeart 0.517 0.422 0.422 0.436 0.436 0.436
Teaching 0.420 0.433 0.433 0.425 0.408 0.433
Medical
0.333 0.301 0.301 0.332 0.332 0.332
Hepatitis 0.437 0.467 0.467 0.595 0.595 0.606
Average 0.538 0.530 0.534 0.594 0.593 0.597
Table 5.18 Results of F-Score of Clustering of all datasets.
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.
Dataset

Liver
(345)
Wine
(178)
IRIS
(150)
Soybean
(47)
Balance
(625)
Teaching
(151)
SpecHeart
(267)
Medical
(90)
Hepatitis
(155)

145

EM
Co
27

EM
In
52

KM
Co
26

KM
In
39

XM
Co
22

CLASS WISE CLUSTER DETAILS
Correctly Classified as per class
XM FIB_EM FIB_EM FIB_KM
In
Correct
In
Co
30
35
58
31
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148

118

161

119

170

123

142

110

59
71
48
50
50
50
10
10
10
17
B=49;
L=288;
R=288;
49
50
52
0=55
1=212
A=64;
I=2;
S=24;
D=32;
L=123

44
13
10
50
50
36
10
10
10
17
17
142
170
19
24
20
50
91
49
0
5
11
69

73
14
24
0
0
14
0
0
0
0
158
83
55
29
21
38
121
5
20
7
9
54
21

13
54
10
50
47
36
10
10
10
16
17
154
138
22
29
15
5
159
31
1
6
13
71

14
74
13
0
3
14
0
0
0
1
188
41
87
24
50
11
53
50
16
16
20
52
19

13
54
10
50
40
42
10
10
10
16
17
166
163
22
29
15
5
159
31
1
6
13
71

14
74
13
0
10
8
0
0
0
1
183
54
42
24
50
11
53
50
16
16
20
52
19

57
27
44
50
48
46
10
10
9
17
9
169
165
22
24
18
0
206
34
0
9
0
120

3
6
41
0
2
4
0
0
1
0
116
81
85
30
24
33
6
55
10
21
16
3
32

Class Values

FIB_KM
In
46

FIB_XM
Co
31

FIB_XM
In
46

154

114

154

114

57
27
44
50
48
46
10
10
9
17
9
169
165
22
18
21
0
206
34
0
9
0
118

3
6
41
0
2
4
0
0
1
0
116
81
85
30
16
44
6
55
10
21
16
5
32

57
27
44
50
48
46
10
10
9
17
9
169
165
22
23
20
0
206
34
0
9
0
117

3
6
41
0
2
4
0
0
1
0
116
81
85
35
19
32
6
55
10
21
16
6
32

Table 5.19 Detailed results of clustering (Where suffix Co=Correctly Classified and In=Incorrectly Classified,

EM=Expectation-Maximization, KM=K-means, XM=Extended K-means), FIB_EM , FIB_KM and FIB_XM are
EM, K-means and X-Means clustering when Fibonacci altered values are taken and clustered with the respective
clustering algorithms..
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Overall, the results using various evaluation metrics are summarized in Table 5.20.

Overall Percentage(%) improvements in clustering
using FIBCLUS
Best Case-Best of
Similarity
Worst Caseall Clustering
Worst of all
Measure
results Versus best
clustering results
FIBCLUS results
versus worst
is taken
FIBCLUS results
is taken
Purity
12.5%
12.79%
Entropy
16.86%
23.34%
F-Score
10.97%
11.89%
Table 5.20 Summary of Results on test datasets.

In general, there was an improvement shown in all the metrics. When an average of
improvements in clustering by FIBCLUS on various similarity measures considering
the best improvement and worst improvement was taken, it was found out that overall
there was an improvement in each type of similarity measure that was considered in
experiments. There was an improvement of 12.5% in purity, 16.86% in entropy and
about 10.97% in F-Score
In the case of FIBCLUS, the maximum number of categorical attributes that was
used in an experiment was 35 (Soybean, Table 5.15). However, the number of
categorical attributes that it can handle depends on the range of Fibonacci numbers
that can be generated. This depends on the integer or float values that a programming
language can store. The same is true for number of instances. Nevertheless, the
overhead of creating such a matrix has to be kept in consideration.

5.5.4 Discussion

a) Performance of FIBCLUS when clustering numeric data: For numeric datasets
FIBCLUS works reasonably well. This happens because the aggregate global score
computed by FIBCLUS for each instance is able to represent all the attributes. Since
each attribute is well separated by the golden ratio, the overall score of similar
instances is more similar. The global score of two instances having same attributes
will aggregately have the same scores. This is evident from the results. For some
datasets like IRIS, unsupervised clustering using FIBCLUS is able to reach 96%
accuracy which is equal to some supervised learning methods like J48 [105]. This
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shows that the reduced search map obtained using the global score calculated using
Fibonacci numbers is able to decrease the complexity of the grouping process.
For the Wine dataset, results are exceptionally good. The performance improvement
in clustering using FIBCLUS (#1, #2, #3) is nearly 50%. For the Liver dataset, results
are nearly comparable, however the clustering achieved by using it has better clusters,
which is evident from the purity and entropy measures.
b) Performance of FIBCLUS when clustering categorical and mixed data: For the
categorical and mixed datasets FIBCLUS was used with direct, repeated bi-section
and agglomerative clustering algorithms [141] represented as #1, #2 ,#3 respectively.
The similarity matrix given as input to these clustering algorithms manages to
efficiently represent such instance similarities. For the medical dataset, EM performed
quite well and better than all the other clustering algorithms like K-means and
extended K-means.
c) Effect of FIBCLUS on similarity measures: Moreover, due to the use of Fibonacci
numbers to separate the attribute values, this method enables higher intra-cluster
similarity and lower inter-cluster similarity and, in hence, better clustering.
Experiments with the proposed method are conducted using a total of 9 datasets,
containing a mix of numeric, categorical and combinational attributes. The quality of
clusters obtained is thoroughly analysed.

The use of Fibonacci series assists in

making the instances separable so that any clustering algorithm is able to group them
effectively. The other noteworthy observation is that for all datasets the clustering
solutions, obtained with FIBCLUS scores and similarity measures perform similarly.
This behaviour can be seen very clearly, when each cluster is visualized for its purity
in Figures 5.17-5.22. The standard EM, KM and XM methods without any space
mapping derives clusters with varied purity. XM performed better than KM and EM
in terms of purity metrics but the entropy given by EM was better than both. For
datasets like Iris and Soybean EM performed exceptionally well when compared to a
distance-based algorithm like KM and XM. However, when such datasets were used
with FIBCLUS in general it was discovered that the distance-based algorithms like
KM and XM performed much better than the density-based algorithm like EM. This
observation indicates that FIBCLUS has the ability to improve inter-cluster and intracluster distances in any type of clustering method. Overall FIBCLUS gave best results
in terms of all evaluation metrics used.
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d) Scalability of FIBCLUS: Due to the mapping of all attributes of an instance to a
global aggregate score, this method reduces the complexity inherent in the clustering
process. For finding the overall similarity which is represented as a single score per
instance, in the case of numeric datasets, FIBCLUS has a complexity of
Ο( m + n ) where m is the number of attributes and n is the number of instances.
However in most cases m ≤ n , this complexity further reduces to Ο( n ). The
complexity of instances consisting of only categorical attributes is defined as

Ο(

n2
+ m) as each instance is compared with each other instance based on the
m2

similarity score. For mixed data types the complexity is defined as shown in Equation
(46).

Ο(

n2
+ n ).
m2

(46)
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Fig. 5.17 Purity of EM clustering.

Fig. 5.19 Purity of XM (extended K-means).

Fig. 5.21 Purity of FIBCLUS (#2 clustering).

Fig. 5.18 Purity of KM clustering.

Fig. 5.20 Purity of FIBCLUS(#1 clustering).

Fig 5.22 Purity of FIBCLUS(with #3 clustering).

Note: In Figures 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 the values represented by #1, #2 and # 3 represent ExpectationMaximization (EM), K-means (KM) and Extended K-means (XM) in case of numeric datasets and
direct, repeated bi-section and agglomerative clustering in case of categorical and mix datasets.
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Thus in short the contributions of the proposed similarity based clustering method
can be summarized as:
1) A novel clustering similarity metric that utilises the Fibonacci series to find
similarities between numerical, categorical and a mix of both these data types.
2) A global score representation method for these types of attributes.
3) Enhancing existing clustering algorithms by using FIBCLUS as a similarity
metrics. FIBCLUS clustering improves clustering performance. However, it cannot
be used for finding similarity in the search behaviour of Web users due to multiple
search instances of each user. FIBCLUS can be useful for evaluating similarity
between object instances where each object is represented by a single instance,
consisting of mixed attributes like categorical and numerical attributes.

5.6

Summary: Evaluation of Clustering Methods

Clustering of users and objects is an important part of the whole personalization
process. In the case of clustering users, good quality of clusters ensures that a greater
number of similar users are grouped in one group. In the case of objects it ensures that
that a greater number of similar objects are put in one group. The key conclusions
drawn based on various clustering experiments and evaluations methods are:
1. For clustering multi-dimensional Web log data containing searches of many
users, two-dimensional methods used previously may not be appropriate
[128],[145]. The performance of clustering on TSM is far superior to the
traditional VSM based clustering.
2. Most previously used methods have clustered users interest vectors [109], [189]
however, this thesis proposes to model, decompose and then use clustering on
the TSM model. The research in the thesis found out that in case of TSM the
performance of clustering improves when DIF is given as an extra input to the
clustering algorithms.
3. Clustering of objects can improve when large numbers of clusters are formed,
each containing a small number of similar objects.
4. Unlike the previously used methods of clustering categorical data based mostly
on overlap similarity measures [23], [77], [81], [113] the proposed FIBCLUS
algorithm enhances existing clustering techniques by lowering inter-cluster
196

similarity and increasing the intra-cluster similarity by transforming the
attributes and creating more separable distance between dissimilar instances.
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Chapter 6 Recommendation Methods: Empirical Analysis
Chapter 2.3 of the thesis discussed about the various practises adopted by researchers
to build recommender systems. Section 2.3.2 gave a summary and the drawbacks of
current recommender systems. Chapter 3 discussed about the various profile creation
methods, how these profiles could be used for making recommendations and how the
proposed FIT ranking method could be used to rank these recommendations. In
Chapter 4, a case study of a car sales website called as ‘Mileage Cars’ was discussed.
In Chapter 5, the clustering methods used to cluster similar users and objects used for
making group users and object profiles were evaluated.
This chapter discusses the evaluation of recommendation methods based on
individual, group and object profiles. Making quality recommendations is the primary
aim of every personalized system. Recommendations based on tensor models like
PARAFAC, Tucker and HOSVD are compared with VSM based methods. To
evaluate the quality of recommendations made by each of the three categories of
profiles like the individual, group and object profiles using tensors, this thesis has
compared the recommendations with other popularly used two-dimensional methods.
Recommendations made by each of these are discussed in the following sections.
Chapter 6 is divided into five sub-sections, where first Section 6.1 evaluates the
recommendations given to an individual user based on his profile. Section 6.2
measures the quality of recommendations given to group users based on their group
profile. Next section 6.3 compares individual profile and group profile based
recommendations. Section 6.4 evaluates recommendations given to users based on
object profiles. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes with a summary of the chapter.

6.1

Recommendations Based on Individual Profiles

Evaluating the quality of recommendation for a large number of users is a costly and
time consuming process. Conversely, when a small numbers of users, with different
search behaviours are examined, these users’s individual behaviour can be closely
scrutinized. To evaluate the effectiveness of recommendations based on individual
profiles built from vector and tensor methods, a fifth dataset derived from the real car
sales data (Section 4.1.2, Table 4.5) called ‘Dataset 5’ which consisted of twenty
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users, randomly selected was used. Out of these twenty users, one of the user was a
frequent visitor (user 1, with 700 searches) and rest were users, that had made at least
four distinct searches. The statistics of the data with the number of searches on which
the user model was built is shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Profile creation data statistics.

6 .1.1

Experimental Design

Apart from building individual tensor models for each user as discussed in Section
3.1.2, various other models like models based on frequency, association rule mining
and two-dimensional methods like SVD, PCA and NNMF were built based on the
‘Dataset 5’. For each of these methods used, the make and model of a car are taken as
components to be analysed as all cars can clearly be identified from these two
components/dimensions. The various individual profile building methods that were
used are
a) Frequency based (Top ϒ objects as searched by each user are recommended).
b) Association (Important searched components like make, model from each user’s
search are grouped individually to find associations, then only unique rules are
recommended from these associations as explained in Section 3.3.2.
c) For two-dimensional methods like SVD, PCA and NNMF, a search matrix for
each user searches was created as seen in Section 3.3.1. Next, these matrices
were decomposed to find top rated features. The top ϒ make and model of cars
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were then saved in the user’s individual profile and were given as
recommendations.

6 .1.2

Evaluation methods

The performance of recommendations based on tensor methods was compared with
various other methods such as those based on frequency, associations of searches,
SVD, PCA and NNMF. To evaluate the quality of recommendations of various
methods, the subsequent searches of each user were taken. These searches of each
user were taken after the individual profile model of each user was created. This data
is taken to map the recommendations provided by tensor, frequency, association and
two-dimensional profile building methods. The statistics of the evaluation data is
shown is Figure 6.2, and how various evaluation metrics are derived from it are
discussed below.

Test Data-Actual searches made by users on next day after
model is created.
15

S
e 10
a
r 5
c
h 0
e
s

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Users
Figure 6.2 Users searches against which recommendations are measured.

Precision, Recall and F-Score are used to measure

the accuracy of

recommendations, where each is defined as: let ℜ be set of recommendations made
by the model and let ‘S’ be the set of actual searches done by the user, then
TN/True Negative: Set of recommendations (ℜ) which, did not belong to user’s

actual searches (searches done, after model was created) and were not recommended.

TN = (ℜ − S ) ∩ S

(47)
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TP/True Positive: Set of recommendations (ℜ) which belong to searches (S) and

were correctly recommended.

TP = (ℜ ∩ S )

(48)

FN/False Negative: Set of searches (S) that were not recommended (ℜ).

FN = ( S − ℜ)

(49)

FP/False Positive: Incorrect recommendations, meaning recommendations (ℜ)

which did not ∈ to searches (S) were recommended.

FP = (ℜ − S )

(50)

Thus, Precision and Recall were evaluated as

Pre cision =

(ℜ ∩ S )
.
(ℜ ∩ S ) + (ℜ − S )

Re call =

(ℜ ∩ S )
.
(ℜ ∩ S ) + ( S − ℜ)

And finally F-Score as

F-Score =

6.1.3

2( Precision × Recall )
;
( Precision + Recall )

(51)

Results

The average individual profile based recommendation results of all users by different
methods are shown in Table 6.1. The proposed tensor profile based recommendation
methods are denoted by PARAFAC, Tucker and HOSVD, and each numbered suffix
e.g. 1, 2 and 3 at the end of these, represents the tensor rank decomposition of the
respective tensor using PARAFAC, Tucker and HOSVD methods.
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Method
PARAFAC1
PARAFAC2
PARAFAC3
Tucker1
Tucker2
Tucker3
HOSVD1
HOSVD2
HOSVD3
Frequency
Association
SVD
PCA
NNMF-1
NNMF-2
NNMF-3

Average Precision-Recall of All Methods
Top3
Top5
Top10
Pr
Re
Pr
Re
Pr
Re
0.41 0.63
0.23
0.64
0.16
0.60
0.40 0.53
0.22
0.54
0.15
0.52
0.38 0.62
0.23
0.68
0.20
0.69
0.38 0.61
0.20
0.57
0.13
0.50
0.37 0.57
0.19
0.51
0.12
0.49
0.42 0.64
0.21
0.57
0.13
0.56
0.38 0.61
0.20
0.55
0.13
0.54
0.38 0.62
0.19
0.55
0.12
0.53
0.39 0.63
0.21
0.57
0.15
0.60
0.30 0.62
0.21
0.62
0.14
0.54
0.37 0.63
0.24
0.61
0.16
0.59

Top15
Pr
Re
0.20
0.58
0.13
0.33
0.22
0.51
0.11
0.45
0.09
0.46
0.10
0.54
0.11
0.54
0.09
0.51
0.12
0.62
0.13
0.40
0.10
0.36

0.35
0.27
0.35
0.38
0.37

0.09
0.06
0.09
0.11
0.10

0.54
0.36
0.54
0.63
0.67

0.18
0.12
0.17
0.19
0.18

0.55
0.29
0.51
0.58
0.63

0.13
0.07
0.13
0.14
0.11

0.59
0.31
0.59
0.57
0.62

0.54
0.32
0.54
0.37
0.48

Table 6.1 Average Precision and Recall of all methods.

Figure 6.3 F-Score of all methods used for recommending to individual user.
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0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
HOSVD3

HOSVD2

HOSVD1

Tucker3
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Tucker1

Parafac3

Parafac2

Parafac1

NNMF-3

NNMF-2
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PCA

SVD
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0

Figure 6.4 Average F-Score (Top3-Top15) of all methods used for recommending to individual user.

Figure 6.3 gives the comparative F-Score results of recommendations of each method
for the top 3-top 15 recommendations and Figure 6.4 gives the overall average score
of these methods. PCA performs the worst in most of the cases followed by SVD. In
the case of two-dimensional methods, only NNMF performance was relatively
comparable to tensor methods. Since NNMF performance was best in terms of matrix
methods, a further comparison of F-Score results of NNMF with TSM were
considered. These results are displayed in Table 6.2 and 6.3.

Method
NNMF-1
NNMF-2
NNMF-3
Average
PARAFAC1
PARAFAC2
PARAFAC3
Average
Tucker1
Tucker2
Tucker3
Average

Top3
0.42
0.47
0.48
0.46

Top5
0.26
0.29
0.28
0.28

Top10
0.21
0.22
0.19
0.21

Top15
0.15
0.17
0.17
0.16

0.50
0.46
0.47
0.48
0.47
0.45
0.51
0.48

0.34
0.31
0.34
0.33
0.3
0.28
0.31
0.30

0.25
0.23
0.31
0.26
0.21
0.19
0.21
0.20

0.30
0.19
0.31
0.27
0.18
0.15
0.17
0.17

0.47
0.29
0.21
0.18
0.47
0.28
0.20
0.15
0.48
0.31
0.24
0.20
Average
0.47
0.29
0.22
0.18
Table 6.2 Comparative average F-Score results of TSM and NNMF.
HOSVD1
HOSVD2
HOSVD3
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Methods
NNMF 1-3
TSM (PARAFAC
1-3, Tucker 1-3,
Hosvd 1-3)
% Improvement

Top 3
0.46

Top 5
0.28

Top 10
0.21

Top 15
0.16

0.48

0.31

0.23

0.21

4.35 %

10.71 %

9.52 %

31.25%

Table 6.3 Average summary of results of TSM and NNMF.

Table 6.4 shows the average sum of matrix-based methods in comparison to the
tensor-based methods. It can be clearly seen from these results that overall tensorbased methods perform much better than the matrix and vector-based methods. For
the top most recommendations, which is the top three recommendations, the overall
performance improvement was around 20%, and for the maximum number of
recommendations, such as the top 15, the overall improvement in the
recommendations was around 50%.
Methods
PCA,SVD,
NNMF 1-3
TSM
%
Improvement

Top 3
0.40

Top 5
0.24

Top 10
0.18

Top 15
0.14

0.48

0.31

0.23

0.21

20%

29.18%

27.78%

50%

Table 6.4 Average Summary of F-Score results of matrix methods and TSM based methods.

In cases where the average of all methods used for making recommendations to
individual user’s were compared with the proposed tensor-based methods, it can be
clearly seen from Figure 6.5 that tensor-based based methods perform reasonably well
for all top 3 to top 15 recommendations.

Figure 6.5 Average summary of F-Score results of matrix methods and TSM based methods.
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6.1.4

Discussion

Clearly, as can be seen from the results, the proposed TSM based recommendation
outperforms

the

vector

and

matrix-based

recommendation

methods.

The

recommendations given using unique rules, mined from association rules, performed
well on average because in the cases where only a few searches were made by users,
there were fewer unique rules generated, and any matching of these rules with users
actual searches resulted in higher values of Precision and Recall. In cases where the
recommendations were done using association rule methods, longer rules or rules
based on large number of item sets were rare thus decreasing the performance of
recommendations. On the other hand, when rules based on a small number of item
sets are considered, too many rules with similar score are generated making it difficult
to choose the best rules.
In terms of matrix methods, NNMF is the only method that performs closer to the
TSM based recommendations. This is because NNMF is analogous to tensors in twodimensional spaces because it produces non-negative vectors that are not necessarily
orthogonal vectors in two-dimensional spaces. All the other methods like SVD, PCA
have considerably lower performance than the NNMF and tensor methods.
Frequency based recommendations can be biased towards highly searched items and
association based recommendations need a considerable amount of data to generate
good unique rules.

6.2

Recommendations Based on Group Profiles

To measure the quality of recommendations based on group profiles this thesis used
Dataset 4 (Section 4, Table 4.5). This dataset had search and ‘leads’ details of users.
A ‘Lead’ is an inquiry or a requisition of details for a specific product made by an
online visitor who is interested about the advertised product. Usually, leads are made
by website visitors when they are interested to buy a product, and to do so they fill out
the relevant (contact/email us) information in a website. This dataset consists of 949
Users. These users have been chosen based on the searches and subsequent leads
made after browsing the website. Some statistics for the user searches and leads are
shown below in Table 6.5.
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No. of
Sessions

No. of
Users

Average searches
per user

No. of
Leads

Avg.
Lead/User

2692
949
14
1649
1.74
Table 6.5 Statistics of filtered data used for tensor modelling.

6 .2.1 Experimental Design

Once group user profiles are created using tensors (Section 3.3.2) and the decomposed
values of users dimensions are clustered, then all searches made by users in a cluster
are grouped and frequent associations based on desired query components (like
make/model) are mined. Thus, each cluster contains the searched parameters, as
searched by users of the respective cluster. Association rules are mined from each
individual cluster. From these association rules unique rules are saved in group user
profiles. The top ϒ rules are then given as recommendations to each user in a similar
cluster.
6 .2.2 Evaluation Method

By analysing the leads and subsequent searches of users, it can be deduced that
whether there are any changes in the interests of users. In all the experiments, the data
used for making recommendations were taken prior to a user making a lead or inquiry
about the object. The major objective was to match leads with the correctly made
recommendations by various traditional CF methods and CF methods based on the
tensor model. To compare the recommendations made by tensor methods,
recommendations based on two-dimensional methods like Euclidian and cosine
similarity are evaluated.
To evaluate the efficiency of top ϒ recommendations given by each method the
following metrics based on Precision and Recall values was considered. Let Lz be the

≤

∈

given by various methods to uz , where ϒ

≥

set of leads made by a user uz , and let ℜϒz , be the set of top ϒ recommendations
3 and ϒ

15, ϒ

{{3},{5},{10},{15}}.

Then the number of leads matching recommendation is given as ℜϒz ∩ Lz . Finally the
Precision ( Prn ) and Recall ( Ren ) for each user uz is evaluated as
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Prz =

Rez =

6.2.3

ℜϒz ∩ Lz
(ℜϒz ∩ Lz ) + (ℜϒz − Lz )
ℜϒz ∩ Lz
(ℜϒz ∩ Lz ) + ( Lz − ℜϒz )

(52)

(53)

Results

The average details of recommendation results for each method are shown below in
Table 6.6 and the overall average F-Score for all top 3-15 recommendations are
shown in Figure 6.6. In Table 6.6 and Figure 6.6 the acronyms used are U-ESM
(Users-users Euclidian Similarity Measure) and U-CSM (Users-users Cosine
Similarity Measure). U-ESM and U-CSM are evaluated based on users-items
relationships, where such relationships are represented as vectors in two-dimensional
spaces. Clustering is done on these vectors to find users with similar interests. These
two methods adopt a CF and a content-based approach using different similarity
measures. Here, the content or searches made by users is used to compare and group
similar users. P1-EM, P2-EM and P3-EM are the PARAFAC best rank approximation
in the order 1, 2, 3 respectively, with clustering achieved using ExpectationMaximization (EM) [79]. Similarly P1-kM, P2-kM and P3-kM are the PARAFAC
best rank approximation of order 1, 2, 3 respectively, with clustering achieved using
K-means. For tensor methods, mostly PARAFAC modelling is taken because the
overall performance of both methods the PARAFAC and Tucker methods was almost
identical/nearly the same in most of the experiments. HOSVD was not taken because
in nearly all the cases the average performance of it was below these two methods. In
all the Tables from 6.6-6.14 showing various recommendation results, ‘Avg.’ means
the average score for the top ϒ recommendations. The other values in these Tables
are Pr=Precision, Re=Recall and Fs=F-Score. The Tables from 6.7-6.14 further show
the results in details for each method adopted. In these Tables CL=10, CL=20 and
CL=30 shows recommendation scores when the number of clusters is 10, 20 and 30
respectively.
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Top 3
Top 5
Top 10
Top 15
Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation
Pr Re Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re Fs
Pr
Re Fs
U-ESM 0.08 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.07 0.16 0.06 0.07 0.16 0.06
U-CSM 0.24 0.46
P1-EM 0.35 0.60
P2-EM 0.25 0.38
P3-EM 0.34 0.56

0.31 0.23 0.56 0.31 0.22 0.59 0.30 0.22 0.68 0.29
0.43 0.32 0.59 0.40 0.22 0.67 0.30 0.21 0.69 0.28

0.25 0.24 0.4 0.25 0.17
0.40 0.29 0.57 0.36 0.24
P1-kM 0.15 0.25 0.17 0.11 0.26 0.15 0.13
P2-kM 0.22 0.47 0.29 0.21 0.51 0.27 0.14

0.55 0.18 0.16 0.61 0.18
0.69 0.29 0.23 0.72 0.28
0.53 0.21 0.11 0.57 0.17
0.65 0.22 0.12 0.73 0.19

P3-kM 0.22 0.44 0.28 0.19 0.48 0.25 0.16 0.63 0.24 0.14 0.67 0.21
Table 6.6 Score of Top 3-15 recommendations for various methods.

Figure 6.6 Average F-Score for all Top 3-15 recommendations of various methods.

Avg. CF-based recommendation- User to User Similarity (Euclidian Distance)- U-ESM
Top 3
Top 5
Top 10
Top 15
Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
CL=10 0.07 0.11 0.08 0.05 0.14 0.07 0.05 0.19 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.08
CL=20 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.11 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.04 0.02
CL=30 0.08
Avg.

0.08

0.14 0.09 0.06 0.18 0.09

0.06

0.25 0.09 0.05 0.33

0.09

0.1

0.07

0.16 0.06 0.07 0.16

0.06

0.06 0.06 0.12 0.06

Table 6.7 Average Precision, Recall and F-Score for CF-based methods using Euclidian similarity
methods.
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Avg CF-based recommendation- User to User Similarity (Cosine)- U-CSM
Top 3
Top 5
Top 10
Top 15
Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
0.6 0.35 0.27 0.67 0.34
CL=10 0.29 0.49 0.35 0.29 0.60 0.37 0.28
CL=20 0.23 0.48 0.31 0.21 0.55 0.29 0.20 0.62 0.28 0.20 0.72 0.29
CL=30 0.20
Avg. 0.24

0.41 0.26 0.21 0.52 0.29

0.19

0.56 0.27 0.19 0.63

0.26

0.46 0.31 0.23 0.56 0.31

0.22

0.59

0.29

0.3

0.22 0.68

Table 6.8 Average Precision, Recall and F-Score for CF-based methods using cosine similarity
methods.
Average –PARAFAC1-EM
Top 3
Top 5
Top 10
Top 15
Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
CL=10 0.34 0.61 0.43 0.31 0.56 0.39 0.14 0.66 0.23 0.13 0.68 0.22
CL=20 0.38 0.65 0.46 0.37 0.66 0.46 0.29 0.75 0.37 0.27 0.76 0.34
CL=30 0.32 0.55 0.39 0.29 0.56 0.36 0.24 0.61 0.31 0.22 0.64 0.29
Avg.

0.35

0.6

0.43 0.32 0.59

0.4

0.22

0.67

0.3

0.21 0.69

0.28

Table 6.9 Average Precision, Recall and F-Score for PARAFAC-1 using EM clustering.

Average –PARAFAC2-EM
Top 3
Top 5
Top 10
Top 15
Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
CL=10 0.27 0.38 0.24 0.25 0.4 0.22 0.17 0.51 0.14 0.15 0.55 0.12
0.12 0.71 0.21 0.11 0.72 0.19
CL=20 0.23 0.45 0.3 0.22 0.48 0.3
CL=30 0.26 0.3 0.22 0.25 0.31 0.22 0.21 0.43 0.2 0.21 0.57 0.24
Avg.

0.25

0.38 0.25 0.24

0.4

0.25

0.17

0.55 0.18 0.16 0.61

0.18

Table 6.10 Average Precision, Recall and F-Score for PARAFAC-2 using EM clustering.

Average –PARAFAC3-EM
Top 3

Top 5

Recommendation Recommendation
Pr

Re

Fs

Pr

Re

Fs

Top 10

Top 15

Recommendation

Recommendation

Pr

Re

Fs

Pr

Re

Fs

CL=10 0.36

0.55 0.42 0.32 0.57 0.38

0.29

0.69 0.33 0.27

0.7

0.31

CL=20 0.31

0.54 0.38 0.25 0.54 0.32

0.2

0.68 0.24

0.2

0.75

0.27

CL=30 0.34

0.58 0.41

0.3

0.61 0.37

0.23

0.7

0.21 0.71

0.27

0.56

0.29 0.57 0.36

0.24

0.69 0.29 0.23 0.72

0.28

Avg.

0.34

0.4

0.3

Table 6.11 Average Precision, Recall and F-Score for PARAFAC-3 using EM clustering.
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Average –PARAFAC1-KM
Top 3
Top 5
Top 10
Top 15
Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
CL=10 0.15 0.25 0.17 0.11 0.26 0.15 0.13 0.53 0.21 0.11 0.57 0.17
0.28
CL=20 0.27 0.39 0.29 0.3 0.39 0.31 0.24 0.67 0.31 0.22 0.7
0.3
0.68 0.34 0.27 0.71 0.32
CL=30 0.33 0.41 0.32 0.32 0.41 0.31
Avg.

0.25

0.35 0.26 0.24 0.35 0.26

0.22

0.63 0.29

0.2

0.66

0.26

Table 6.12 Average Precision, Recall and F-Score for PARAFAC-1 using KM clustering.

Average –PARAFAC2-KM
Top 3
Top 5
Top 10
Top 15
Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
0.19
0.41
0.26
0.25
0.41
0.26
0.13
0.66
0.21
0.11
0.74
0.18
CL=10
CL=20 0.26 0.54 0.34 0.2 0.57 0.29 0.14 0.63 0.23 0.12 0.69 0.19
CL=30 0.20 0.45 0.27 0.17 0.54 0.25 0.15 0.65 0.23 0.13 0.75 0.21
Avg.

0.22

0.47 0.29 0.21 0.51 0.27

0.14

0.65 0.22 0.12 0.73

0.19

Table 6.13 Average Precision, Recall and F-Score for PARAFAC-2 using KM clustering.
Average –PARAFAC3-KM
Top 3
Top 5
Top 10
Top 15
Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
Pr
Re
Fs
0.18
CL=10 0.16 0.29 0.2 0.16 0.29 0.19 0.14 0.56 0.22 0.11 0.6
0.22
CL=20 0.24 0.46 0.3 0.2 0.55 0.28 0.18 0.65 0.26 0.15 0.7
0.22
CL=30 0.26 0.56 0.34 0.21 0.6 0.29 0.17 0.67 0.24 0.15 0.7
Avg.

0.22

0.44 0.28 0.19 0.48 0.25

0.16

0.63 0.24 0.14 0.67

0.21

Table 6.14 Average Precision, Recall and F-Score for PARAFAC-3 using KM clustering.

6.2.4

Discussion

Empirical results on ‘Mileage Cars’ datasets show that the recommendation for all
users suggested by the proposed tensor-based recommendation method outperforms
the recommendations given by the traditional CF and hybrid methods, which mostly
employ vector/matrix methods to find similarity between users. Taking the average of
recommendations given by two-dimensional and tensor-based methods, on average
there was an improvement of about 40% in the Precision, 52.78% in Recall and
42.64% in F-Score values.
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From the results of group recommendations, it can be seen that recommendations
based on two-dimensional methods based on Euclidian distance similarity measure
perform worst in all the experiments. Due to the very high number of dimensions of
interest vectors of users (742 dimensions excluding users) clustering based on
Euclidean (ESM) using K-means and EM was unable to produce good clustering of
users which ultimately resulted in only fair quality of recommendations. This can
happen because as the number of dimensions grows significantly, ESM (Euclidian
Similarity Measure) and CSM (Cosine Similarity Measure) start behaving differently
and eventually become less similar. In very high-dimensional spaces as dimension
gets higher (≥ 128) [140], the two similarity measures start having small variations
between them. However, the rate of decrease of similarity is very slow. Similarity
vectors of instances in such high-dimensional spaces starts losing inter-component
relationships, when traditional two-dimensional distance-based methods are
employed. In comparison, cosine (CSM) measure produced average quality results.
This happened because cosine similarity is able to map the different dimensions, but
due to the two-dimensional model, some latent relationships between users-items
were lost.
In contrast, the tensor-based methods are able to extract hidden relationships
between the datasets and give much improved similarity results for the users-items
data. For making CF-based recommendations, the traditional K-means algorithm with
Euclidian similarity measure performed worse, whereas CSM methods performed at
an average standard. Most notably, EM-based methods performed exceptionally well.
These contrasting results confirm that distance-based approaches using Euclidian,
Manhattan or cosine-based similarity measures used in high-dimensional data
mappings reflect strange properties [165] which include loss of inter-component
relationships and an inability to map inter-component latent relationships. EM is
density-based clustering algorithm, unlike a distance-based clustering measure, it
assigns a probability distribution to each instance, indicating the probability of it
belonging to each of the other clusters.
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Figure 6.7 Precision versus Recall curve for top 3-top 15 (T3-T15) recommendations. (where suffix
Pr=Precision and Re=Recall).

From the results shown in Table 6.6 and Figure 6.7, it is clear that, the number of
best recommendations made to a user is around 3-5. As the number of top ϒ
recommendations increases beyond the top 5, the value of Precision starts to fall
gradually on the other hand as number of recommendation increase, the value of
Recall starts to improve gradually. Thus, there is a choice between giving more

recommendations and giving more accurate recommendations, which may be liked by
a user. Based on all experiments and evaluation done in this research, it was found
that the ideal number of recommendations to be made to a user would be around five,
as both Precision and Recall curves have a maximum variation after this number of
recommendations (Figure 6.7). The overall average Precision, Recall and F-Score for
each datasets using simple CF-based methods, PARAFAC–EM and PARAFAC-kM
based methods are shown below in Table 6.15.

Methods
CF-Distance-based
PARAFAC-KM
PARAFAC-EM

Precision

Recall

F-Score

0.15
0.16

0.36
0.52

0.21
0.24

0.26

0.59

0.36

Avg. PARAFACEM+KM

0.21
0.55
0.30
Table 6.15 Average aggregate recommendations for various methods.
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The other noteworthy observation was that in most associations with large lengths
(> 2), there was a reduction in the number of frequent item sets

discovered in the

process, which had high support and confidence values. Association with length=1
had too many rules, and such rules were biased towards rules with the highest
frequency. Hence such rules were ignored for analysis in the experiments. An
interesting observation (Figure 6.9) shows the relevant F-Score when the tensor best
rank decomposition is considered. In the Figure 6.9, 1-EM, 2-EM, 3-EM refer to
PARAFAC decomposition with best rank approximation of 1, 2 and 3 respectively,
where clustering was achieved using EM clustering algorithm. Similarly 1-KM, 2KM, 3-KM refer to PARAFAC decomposition with clustering achieved using Kmeans clustering method. In both cases, using EM and KM, performance starts
decreasing with the increase in rank and number of recommendations.
In the case of KM clustering, rank 1 performs worst. KM clustering methods use
distance measure for clustering. Due to the availability of singular values per instance
for clustering, some useful relationships between instances may not be clearly
distinguishable. When decomposing with higher ranks the extra factors available for
clustering, have the ability to preserve some information by increasing separable
distance between instances. Therefore the performance of KM clustering with higher
ranks starts to increase. However, decomposition at higher ranks may start loosing
valuable inter-component relationships, due to complete flattening of the tensor, and
performance of TSM models may be similar or worse than the VSM methods.
Therefore, tensor approximation up to rank three using two different clustering
techniques, the K-means and the EM, so that one adopts a distance measure and other
a density-based approach to cluster similar users are adopted in this thesis.
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Figure 6.8 F-Score for the top

ϒ recommendations cluster size wise.

Figure 6.9 F-Score rank wise, top ϒ recommendations.

The Figures 6.8 & 6.9 clearly separates top 3 & top 5 recommendations from top 10
& top 15 recommendations. Rank 1 approximation using EM clustering performed the
best among all cases. In the case of KM, rank 1 gave the best results when number of
clusters was 30 and for rank 3, KM gave the best results when it was 30. These
contrasting results in the case of KM are a clear indicator that distance measures may
not work well when intra-distance between instances is small. Similarly when EM
clustering is considered (Table 6.6), low top ϒ (3 & 5) performs best with low rank
tensor decomposition (1-EM) whereas high top ϒ perform best with high ranks (3EM).
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Another observation is that distance measures need larger cluster sizes to maximize
the distance between instances and hence improve overall performance. Experimental
results clearly show that tensor-based recommendation methods and unique
association rule generation for making recommendations outperforms the traditional
CF-based methods, which evaluate user-items similarity measure using vector or
matrix-based methods.

6.3

Comparison of Group and Individual Profile based Recommendations

Dataset 5 (Section 4, Table 4.5) is used to build both individual and group user
profiles, where performance of recommendations made by individual profiles (Section
6.1) is compared with recommendations made using group user profiles. After various
user models were created from this dataset, the twenty users, were grouped based on
search behaviour and users within a group were given similar recommendations.
Evaluation of individual personalized recommendations of each user is a cumbersome
and lengthy process, especially when there are a large number of users. The search
data belonging to these twenty users was taken for evaluation because of their typical
Web search behaviour that represents most of the Web users, where some users make
random unmatched searches, others make only a few searches and some others make
a large number of searches.

6.3.1

Experimental Design

Individual user profiles for each user were created using tensors as discussed in
Section 3.3.1. The top ϒ items consisting of the make and model of a car were then
given as recommendations to each user. Similarly, for group user profiles (Section
3.3.2), similar users were grouped and unique rules were ascertained for each specific
group of users. The top ϒ rules for each cluster were saved and these were given as
recommendations to each member belonging to the same cluster.
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6.3.2

Evaluation Methods

The evaluation methods for the individual user profile have already been discussed.
(Section 6.1). To evaluate the quality of recommendations made to each of the
individual user based on his group profile, experimentation was done with three
different clusters of these twenty users. All association rules with high confidence
values were taken for each cluster. Finally, unique rules were derived from these
associations. Such unique rules were given as recommendations to each of the users in
the group.
If subsequent searches made by each user matched the top

ϒ

group

recommendations, the recommendations were considered accurate. The values of
Precision, Recall and F-Score were evaluated based on the number of objects

recommended and the number of objects matched. These values were evaluated in a
similar manner as evaluated for an individual user profile. However, the only
difference was that in this case, the recommendations that were made were based on
similar users who were clustered in the same cluster.

6.3.3

Results

The results of group user profiles based recommendations results consisting of
Precison and Recall values are shown in Tables 6.16-6.18. These results are shown

when length of associations is two, and the top three objects in each cluster are taken
as recommendations given to each user in the cluster. The results clearly outline that
recommendations are more effective when using the Tucker models.

Rank
Clust4
Clust6
Clust8
Average

Para1
Pr.
Rec
0.54
0.50
0.36
0.31
0.31
0.36
0.40
0.39

Para2
Pr
Rec
0.43 0.37
0.42 0.45
0.33 0.40
0.39 0.41

Para3
Pr
0.34
0.27
0.31
0.31

Rec
0.33
0.51
0.54
0.46

Average Precision for PARAFAC=0.37
F-Score=0.39

Para4
Pre
0.42
0.27
0.31
0.33

Rec
0.27
0.34
0.34
0.32

Para5
Pr
0.29
0.39
0.35
0.34

Rec
0.30
0.48
0.48
0.42

Para6
Pr
0.51
0.42
0.38
0.44

Rec
0.50
0.48
0.47
0.48

Average Recall for PARAFAC=0.41

Table 6.16 Precision and Recall values for GPF, using PARAFC rank 1-6, (where length of
associations is 2).
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Rank
Clust4
Clust6
Clust8
Average

Tuck1
Tuck 2
Tuck 3
Pr.
Rec
Pr
Rec
Pr
Rec
0.35
0.41
0.33 0.35
0.53 0.52
0.36
0.46
0.30 0.36
0.44 0.50
0.37
0.54
0.38 0.54
0.38 0.56
0.36
0.47
0.34 0.42
0.45 0.53
Average Precision for Tucker =0.42
F-Score=0.45

Tuck 4
Tuck 5
Tuck 6
Pre
Rec Pr
Rec Pr
Rec
0.53 0.52 0.49 0.29 0.61 0.66
0.38 0.33 0.43 0.48 0.48 0.48
0.42 0.57 0.35 0.49 0.42 0.48
0.44 0.47 0.42 0.42 0.50 0.54
Average Recall for Tucker =0.48

Table 6.17. Precision and Recall values for GPF, using Tucker rank 1-6, (where length of associations
is 2).
Rank
Clust4
Clust6
Clust8
Average

HOSVD1
HOSVD 2
HOSVD 3
Pr.
Rec
Pr
Rec
Pr
Rec
0.43
0.41
0.26 0.29
0.36 0.47
0.24
0.42
0.32 0.32
0.24 0.37
0.23
0.50
0.20 0.25
0.22 0.38
0.30
0.44
0.26 0.29
0.27 0.41
Average Precision for HOSVD=0.28
F-Score=0.33

HOSVD 4
HOSVD 5
HOSVD 6
Pre
Rec Pr
Rec Pr
Rec
0.36 0.47 0.27 0.50 0.27 0.50
0.25 0.34 0.23 0.32 0.39 0.54
0.19 0.36 0.19 0.36 0.30 0.42
0.27 0.39 0.23 0.39 0.32 0.49
Average Recall for HOSVD =0.40

Table 6.18 Precision and Recall values for GPF, using HOSVD rank 1-6, (where length of
associations is 2).

The group user profiles based recommendations consisting of Precison and Recall
values are shown in Tables 6.19-6.21. These results are shown when the length of
associations is three and the top three objects in each cluster are taken for
recommending to each user belonging to the cluster.

Rank
Rank
Clust4
Clust6
Clust8
Average

Para1
Para2
Para3
Pr.
Rec
Pr
Rec
Pr
Rec
0.31
0.07 0.49 0.28
0.35
0.05
0.27
0.15 0.22 0.17
0.28
0.33
0.23
0.23 0.15 0.19
0.42
0.36
0.27
0.15 0.29 0.21
0.35
0.25
Average Precision for PARAFAC=0.30
F-Score=0.23

Para4
Para5
Para6
Pre
Rec Pr
Rec Pr
Rec
0.45 0.17 0.34 0.03 0.33 0.29
0.29 0.19 0.22 0.02 0.25 0.19
0.24 0.23 0.22 0.27 0.23 0.25
0.33 0.20 0.26 0.11 0.27 0.24
Average Recall for PARAFAC=0.19

Table 6.19 Precision and Recall values for GPF, using PARAFC rank 1-6, (where length of
associations is 3).

Rank
Clust4
Clust6
Clust8
Average

Tuck1
Tuck 2
Tuck 3
Tuck 4
Tuck 5
Tuck 6
Pr.
Rec
Pr
Rec
Pr
Rec
Pre
Rec Pr
Rec Pr
Rec
0.26
0.51 0.28
0.05
0.28 0.13
0.28 0.13 0.31 0.38 0.27 0.31
0.15
0.17 0.18
0.18
0.25
0.2
0.25 0.21 0.26 0.18 0.29 0.07
0.13
0.26 0.26
0.29
0.20 0.51
0.18 0.36 0.19 0.35 0.22 0.17
0.18
0.31 0.24
0.17
0.24 0.28
0.24 0.23 0.25 0.30 0.26 0.18
Average Precision for Tucker =0.24
Average Recall for Tucker =0.25
F-Score=0.24

Table 6.20 Precision and Recall values for GPF, using Tucker rank 1-6, (where length of associations
is 3).
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Rank

HOSVD1
HOSVD 2
HOSVD 3
HOSVD 4
HOSVD 5
HOSVD 6
Pr.
Rec
Pr
Rec
Pr
Rec
Pre
Rec Pr
Rec Pr
Rec
0.32
0.24
0.2
0.05 0.38
0.4 0.38
0.4 0.22 0.38 0.22 0.38
Clust4
0.2
0.29 0.23
0.24
0.2
0.25 0.16 0.26 0.22 0.24 0.37 0.33
Clust6
0.18
0.33 0.03
0.09 0.16
0.3 0.17
0.3 0.17
0.3 0.27 0.34
Clust8
Average
0.23
0.29 0.15
0.13 0.25
0.32 0.24 0.32 0.20 0.31 0.29 0.35
Average Precision for HOSVD=0.23
Average Recall for HOSVD =0.29
F-Score=0.26
Table 6.21 Precision and Recall values for GPF, using HOSVD rank 1-6, (where length of associations
is 3).

Table 6.22 shows the average results of recommendations of VSM and TSM based
methods when group user profiles are considered. In the case of vector methods, when
the length of associations is two, the performance of VSM methods is far inferior to
the tensor methods. However, when the lengh of associations is three, all the methods
have comparatively similar F-Scores. This is a clear indicator that deciding upon the
length of associations to be chosen when making recommendations is essential.

Method

Length of
Length of
Association=2
Association=3
VSM
0.24
0.23
PARAFAC
0.39
0.23
Tucker
0.45
0.24
HOSVD
0.33
0.26
Table 6.22 Average F-Score for GPF based methods taking different association lengths.

In cases where individual user profiles are compared with group user profiles (Where
length of associations is taken as two, and where tensors are taken up to rank three
decomposition, for both individual user profiling and group user profiling), the results
in Table 6.23 clearly show that individual user profiling methods gives
recommendations which are more accurate than the recommendations given based on
group profiles.

PARAFAC Tucker
Method
TSM
0.48
0.48
Individual Profiles.
TSM Group
0.40
0.40
Profiles.
%
20%
20%
Improvement

HOSVD
0.47
0.37
18.9%

Table 6.23 Average F-Score for individual user profile and group profile methods.
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6.3.4

Discussion

When the same users search data was taken to build group user profiles, it can be
clearly seen that individual user models were able to recommend better objects. In the
case of group user models the best F-Score was 0.40, whereas in case of the
individual user model, even the worst score was higher than this. However, when
using a tensor-based group profile for recommending, the F-Score of the top three
recommendations was far superior when compared to the average matrix methods.
Good quality of clustering resulted in good recommendations made to users. This is
clear from the result sets.
When tensor-based group profiles were compared with matrix-based individual
profiles, clearly in most of the cases the performance of even group profiles was
better than the individual profiles of vector-based methods. However, when the
average F-Score of matrix-based methods of individual user profiles is taken (Refer to
Table 6.4 top 3, which is 0.40), and the average score of group user profiles with a
length of associations as two is taken (0.39), the marginal difference in the values of
the two confirms the fact that the clustering achieved using tensor decomposed values
was able to cluster users more cohesively, resulting in good clustering. In contrast as
can be seen from Table 6.22, when matrix methods were used to build group profiles
tensor-based group methods were far superior to these two-dimensional methods.
The other factor that greatly effects the quality of recommendations made to users is
the number of associations to be considered when choosing rules. Associations with a
large number of itemsets results in poor quality of recommendations as very few
rules are extracted. In all the results shown in Table 6.22, the best recommendations
were delivered to users when the number of rules was two, whereas when the length
of associations was taken as three, the performance of recommendations started
declining sharply no ,matter what techniques was used for making recommendations.
One major conclusion that is clearly visible in most of the results is that personal
agents are capable of delivering better recommendations then agents based on the CF
approach, no matter which method is used for recommendations.
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6.4

Recommendation based on Object Profiles

Object profiles are groups of objects or items that are clustered together based on
similarity of one or many features. Two objects as in the case of two cars may have
the same colour, make and price. When clustering objects the best cluster of objects is
obtained if all objects with maximum similarity among each other are clustered in the
same group.

6 .4.1 Experimental Design

To evaluate the effectiveness of recommendations using object profiles this thesis has
used ‘Dataset 5’. Details about datasets are discussed below.
Dataset 5: The purpose of using this dataset is to evaluate the performance of

recommendations when object models are used in conjunction with a group user
profile model. For all experiments using object models, the cars as searched by users
belonging to Dataset 5 are taken for constructing the model. All distinct cars, 429 in
number as searched by the 20 users are taken to build the tensor model. The object
structure based on which tensor was created is:

ObjectTensor = Kms × Transmission × Engine size × Fuel type × Location × Car Id
The final values for each dimension for this dataset are shown in Equation (54).
T = M 8×10×9×8×6×429

(54)

Once the car model is created, it can be decomposed using PARAFAC, Tucker or
HOSVD and the values obtained from the matrix Mn (as discussed in Section 3.1.4
and Figure 3.10) are then used to cluster similar cars. When making recommendation
to users, cars belonging to a same cluster are recommended based on number of query
features matching with the cars in the cluster. Highly matched cars are ranked higher
when making recommendations.

6 .4.2 Evaluation methods

For comparing the object tensor of cars, the baseline used was traditional twodimensional vector methods. All cars based on the filtered attributes such as mileage,
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transmission, engine, fuel, and locations were clustered using K-means clustering
algorithm. To evaluate the quality of top ϒ recommendations given by each method
the following metrics based on Precision and Recall values was used. Let S z be the
set of searches made by user uz after the model is created, and let ℜϒz , be the set of
given

by

various

methods

to

uz ,

where

∈

recommendations

≤

ϒ

ϒ

≥

top

5, ϒ

{{3},{5}}. For evaluation purpose only the top 3 and top 5

3 and ϒ

recommendations for object profiles were taken, because the focus is on the quality of
recommendation rather then quantity. Precision ( Prn ) and recall ( Ren ) for each user

uz was evaluated as
Prz =

Rez =
6.4.3

ℜϒz ∩ S z

(55)

(ℜϒz ∩ S z ) + (ℜϒz − S z )
ℜϒz ∩ S z

(56)

(ℜϒz ∩ S z ) + ( S z − ℜϒz )

Results

The following Figure 6.10 summarizes the results of recommendations given by
various methods. The baseline is purely a two-dimensional data modelling approach,
where objects have been clustered based on similarity of features. In the Table GPF

F-Score

means group user profile and OBF refers to object profile.

0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

PARAFAC
Tucker
HOSVD
Baseline

Baseline

GPF

OBP

Figure 6.10 Overall average summary of recommendations results.
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6.4.4

Discussion: Recommendation Methods

Results in Figure 6.10 clearly show that the quality of recommendations improves
when the recommendation method utilizes the object profile information. However,
the improvement was marginal. In the case of group user profiles, similar users were
recommended cars based on their group profile, and in the case of the car object
model, users were recommended similar objects from the object cluster. The
experiments indicated that if most relevant and important dimensions are taken and
suitable data modelling methods such as tensors are used for the object modelling,
then object modelling can give better results than recommendations based on group
user profiles. In terms of tensor modelling the recommendations made using Tucker
methods preformed the best.

6.5

Summary: Recommendation Methods

When a user makes a search, the results given to him can be enhanced by giving him
personalized recommendations matching his needs. The quality of recommendations
being made to a user mostly depends on his user profile. Methods that are capable of
highlighting a user’s behaviour more prominently are needed to build user profiles.
User profiles that can be fully mapped to a user’s actual behaviour compromising of
multiple dimensions are needed. Traditional two-dimensional methods used for
finding the vital relationship between users and items and building user profiles are
not adequate to map these relationships. Clearly as can be seen from most of the
results MDD methods are far superior to two-dimensional methods for making
recommendations. The key conclusions that are derived from observation of results of
recommendations based on individual profile, group profile and object profiles are
listed below.
1. Unlike previously used methods of recommendations based on two-dimensional
models [73], [99], [152] these methods are not of high quality as compared to
recommendations based on MDD methods.
2. Individual

personalized

recommendations

are

more

effective

then

recommendations based on group or object profiles.
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3.When group and object profile based recommendations are compared, object
profile shows a slight improvement in the quality of recommendations. This
happens because unlike group profiles which have similar objects as searched by
like minded people, object profiles have similar objects as searched by a user.
4. Most of the previous works have used either user profile, group profile or object
profile [10], [28], [36], [94], [136] however, this thesis proposes to utilize all
available information. The three categories of profile the individual user profile,
group users profile and the object profile can be used in conjunction to improve
the quality of recommendations. The Individual profile helps in catering to the
personnel needs of a user, the group profile can bring interestingness by
recommending new and unique items and the object profile can be helpful
especially in making recommendations to new visitors.
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Chapter 7 The Proposed Method: Empirical Analysis

Once, top ϒ recommendations are selected from a user profile, the next most
important objective of any Web personalized system is to adopt a methodology to
rank these recommendations and present them in an ordered manner. Section 2.4.2 of
the thesis detailed about some currently adopted methods of ranking Web search
results. Recommendations have to be ranked based on the user’s current search needs
while keeping the user’s preferences (derived from his various profiles) in
consideration. If the user is a new visitor to the website, then search results can be
ranked based on his current search query.
This chapter discusses the experiments conducted to measure the effectiveness of
the ranking methods. To achieve this, two types of evaluation experiments were
conducted. The first set of experiments tested the the effectiveness of the proposed
FIT (Feature Importance Technique) in comparison to other widely adopted
Web/database ranking methodologies. The other set of experiments tested
effectiveness of personalized search over the normal Web database search.
Section 7.1 of the chapter discusses about how the proposed FIT method was
evaluated in a parameterized query environment. Section 7.2 evaluates the
performance of the FIT in a personalized search environment.

7.1

Evaluation of Results on Parameterized Web Search

In a parameterized Web search environment, when a user directs a search query, the
results that are returned are given based on matching the SQL query to the results that
are present in the database. A big problem arises when too many results or no results
are returned for a user’s query. In these situations it becomes very difficult to filter the
information and provide most relevant information that is closest to a user’s search.
In this evaluation method a qualitative study was undertaken to check the
effectiveness of rankings suggested by FIT by comparing with the SQL database
engine (or database search with order by clause in descending order of preferences
given by a user) and other different ranking methods such as FIT, IDF (Inverse
Document Frequency) [8] , QF (Query Frequency) [8] and QC (Query Classification)
[187]. IDF extends TF-IDF concept of an IR model to rank database tuples. Database
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tuples are compared with query attributes, after that a distance-based metric such as
Euclidian or cosine is used to calculate the similarity of tuples to a user’s query.
In the QF method the importance of attribute value is determined by the frequency
of its occurrence in the workload. Workload consists of all searches made by users
that are stored in the database. On the other hand QC will retrieve results from other
similar queries classified in the same category and which are closest to the given
query by the user. For methods like FIT, IDF, QF and QC the top ϒ results were
taken in descending order of similarity score.

7.1.1

Experimental Design: Parameterized Web Search Ranking

The Table containing car information was 3.8 GB in size and had about 42 million
rows and 63 attributes or features containing information about cars.
Seven users were involved in the testing phase of experiments. Each user was asked
to submit five queries to the main cars database, containing 1,2,3,4 and 5 parameters.
For each query with more than one searched feature, users were asked to give the
order of preferences for individual features from high to low. The top twenty records
for each query were retrieved using different database ranking methods like SQL,
FIT, IDF, QF and QC. The top 20 results given by each method were given to the
users for evaluation without the details of the method. Users were asked to rate these
top twenty based on the NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain) scheme
[6], where a score of 4 meant perfect, 3 meant excellent, 2 meant good, 1 meant fair
and 0 meant bad.
The feature cost was used as the query classification (QC) criteria, where each
query was classified according to the cost of the car e.g. Low = $1-25000, Medium =
$25001-50000, High = $50001-100000 and Premium = above $100000. A total of
seven different test query sets consisting of five queries per user as given by each user
were used for evaluation. The queries were classified into the four categories as
shown in Table 7.1.

Query Classification (QC)
Low Cost=30%; Medium Cost
=35% ; High Cost=25%;
Premium Cost=10%;

Searched Parameters
Make, Series, Cost,
Body type, Engine size ,
Drive

Operators used
=,<,>, ≤, ≥, And,
Between, Like, Or,
%%, IN

Table 7.1 Query selection criteria
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All search queries consisted of at least a single feature or a combination of features
such as Make, Series, Cost, Body type, Engine size, Drive. The remaining features (a
total of 57 attributes) were other attributes such as seating, transmission, zip etc.
These features were not retrieved in the query results and thus were not evaluated by
the seven users when rating the accuracy of results given by each query.

7.1.2

Evaluation: Parameterized Web Search Ranking

This thesis has used NDCG to measure the effectiveness of various ranking methods.
NDCG is specifically suited for Web search evaluation. Let ϒ be the top ranked
results. The ranked results for a given query Q are scored from top to bottom. NDCG
for a given query Q is evaluated as shown in Equation (57).
ϒ

N Q = M Q ∑ (2r ( j ) − 1) / log(1 + j )

(57)

j =1

Where M Q is a normalization constant whose value is 1 for a perfect ordering and
each r ( j ) is value of rating (Eg. 0=Bad, 5=Perfect) at position j. Previous research
have shown that NDCG ranks highly rated results higher and is thus well suited to
Web search evaluation [6].

7.1.3

Results and Discussion: Parameterized Web Search Ranking

Judging by the results in Figure 7.1 the FIT based ranking method performs
consistently well in nearly all the cases, when a different number of parameters or
features are searched. This happens because there is a complete utilization of the
workload and the preferences given by the users. Unlike other methods, which use
either workload or only user preferences, the FIT, takes into consideration all inputs
from the user. Thus, it gives the best rankings. In situations where the user
preferences are not specified or no profile information is available, FIT still manages
to achieve the best results comparative to all methods discussed. In these cases, it
matches all attributes and ranks results using the CF approach utilizing the workload
information. In cases where a single attribute was searched by users all methods gave
nearly comparable results. However the ordering of result sets achieved by different
methods was different.
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When similarity for numeric attributes is being evaluated, as proposed by [8], IDF
may not be very effective, as evaluating numerical similarity measures are not well
defined. Apart from this limitation, IDF is biased towards documents with higher
occurrences. One of the reasons for its mediocre performance may be the lack of a
high number of similar occurrences in workload as searched by the users. The
performance of IDF based ranking is nearly average in the overall performances of all
metrics. IDF works better than QC methods in nearly all the cases.

Figure 7.1 NDCG Comparative results of various ranking methods.

QF is purely workload dependant and has various disadvantages especially in cases
when workload information is unreliable [8]. QF based ranking may work well in
most of the scenarios however, in cases when a user’s query is unrelated to his
previous workload, then QF will fail to retrieve good rankings. For example, if a user
had searched for sedan cars in the past, all workload based ranking methods would
rank such cars higher, even though the user may have currently searched for an
entirely new body type like a ‘utility’ vehicle.
QC performed worst in the absence of clear classification parameters (such as no
cost criteria was given by users in their search). Overall QC performed slightly better
than a normal SQL search. This happened because QC retrieved results from other
similar queries classified in the same category and which were closest to the input
query by the user, whereas SQL fails to retrieve results when the query is rigid.
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As can be seen in Figure 7.1, FIT top ranked result sets perform the best in all cases.
In case of categorical parameters when the number of the searched parameter is more
than one, all FIT with score > guaranteeing at least one match. For numeric attributes,
FIT with score > 0 would match such records based on a decreasing order of
similarity to the values as searched by users. As the number of searched parameters
increases, the range of records displayed to a user increases significantly, because
even a single match of attribute obtains some score, and therefore the number of
results retrieved increases. FIT will always retrieve rows as long as there are some
matching attribute values to a user’s query in the database. Thus, it can handle emptyanswers problem effectively. In all cases, the top ranked results given by FIT,

guarantee the best match to a user’s query. The top ϒ results ranked by FIT perform
exceptionally well.
In the case of purely categorical attributes being selected, when the number of
features searched is one, all such records, which match perfectly to the searched
attribute, would be ranked higher. In the case of two or more attributes being selected,
the top rank would always contain the highly-matched result sets. When two attributes
are selected, it would contain at least one attribute fully matched. Thus in the case of
six attributes being selected it would always contain five, four or three depending
upon the number of features matched. Apart from this, it would score the results based
on importance of features as derived from workload.
Even in the worst scenario for all categorical attributes it will have at least one
feature matched to a user’s query, if it exists in the database. Therefore, unlike the
previous methods such as QFIDF [8] if no match of attributes occurs, then no score is
given. Thus, such unmatched attributes do not play any role and are ranked lower in
the overall search results displayed to a user.
In case of ranking purely numerical attributes, ranking is based on percentage
similarity between searched and queried features. Perfect similarity between attributes
obtains a score of 1, and a score of 0 means either one of the features is 0 or null. If
there is insufficient workload information FIT has the ability to score based on the
current search preferences as specified by a user. This scoring can be provided
explicitly in the procedure implementing the ranking. Good Ranking of results as
obtained from the test experiments, in all cases where users may have correctly
classified their preferences for a query, are a clear indicator of the success of this
approach.
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7.2

Evaluation of Personalized Web Search

Personalized Web search is becoming popular, where a user’s past preferences are
kept in consideration when displaying or recommending results to a user. In
personalized Web search a user’s previous search interests are saved in his user
profile and this information then helps in mapping his interests with his searches.

7 .2.1

Experimental Design: Ranking Personalized Search

In the first evaluation method a comparison between results given by a personalized
search and normal SQL search, which is the most common search adopted by many
websites is discussed. In this evaluation method, user profile information is used to
give search results to a user.
To evaluate the effectiveness of ranking based on user profiles, all user profiles built
from Dataset 5 were considered. The user profile of each user had information about
searched parameters like make, model, body type, search type and cost and what were
the user’s top ϒ preferences for each of these search parameters. A set of three search
queries with highest TF-IDF were taken from the workload for each user for
experimentation and evaluation. The higher a particular parameter was searched, the
higher importance it gets.

7.2.2

Evaluation: Personalized Search

To evaluate the quality of ranked recommendations, personalized search
recommendations were compared with a user’s actual searches. For each user all
actual searches were taken only after the user profiles were created. To calculate the
similarity between a user’s actual search and personalized search the various searched
components were compared. Two of his searches were considered similar if each had
same car make, model, body type, search type and cost. These user searches were then
expanded as per his individual profile (Section 3.3.1). The profiles contained
information about various objects preferred by a user for example, whether the user
preferred a sedan car to a utility or a four-wheel drive (Table 7.1). Each parameter, as
searched by the user was given a level of importance based on his profile information.
When making recommendation to each user the individual preferences listed as top ϒ
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in his profile were considered. As an example when making ranked recommendations
to the user u1 (identified as user id=1 in Table 7.2), all Ford sedan’s with cost range
of C1 would be rated higher.

User
Id
1
1
1
2
2

Make

Body type

Cost Range

Name
Score Name
Score Name
Ford
1
Sedan
1
C1
GM
0.75
SUV
0.75
C2
TA
0.56
Hatch
0.56
C3
Ford
1
Sedan
1.00
C4
GM
0.78
Hatch
0.56
C5
Table 7.2 A sample profile of two users.

Score
1
0.78
0.57
1.00
0.80

From the server workload, the searches of the same twenty users for the next three
days excluding the profile creation data were taken as a benchmark. On average, there
were eight searches per user for benchmarking. For each of the three test queries of
each user, the top ten rows with the highest scores were retrieved by the FIT
algorithm and were given as search results to the users. Apart from this the normal
search given by a SQL database query, for the entire three test queries of each user
were also used as a baseline measure. These results given by the FIT and baseline
were compared with the benchmark. Precision and Recall was based on these, and
their values were identified as:
False Positive (F.P): Results returned by FIT (Highest Score) or baseline and not

matching even a single search of a user from the list of results in the benchmark.
False Negative (F.N): Benchmark had records of a user but neither FIT (Highest

Score) nor baseline retrieved the same results as in the benchmark.
True Positive (T.P): Number of searches given by FIT (Highest Score) or baseline

matching the benchmark search results. Thus PR was calculated as
Pr ecision =

7.2.3

T . P.
T .P.
. , Re call =
.
T .P. + F . P.
T .P. + F . N .

Results and Discussion: Personalized Search

The results in Table 7.3 clearly indicate that a personalized search improves the
overall quality of search results given to a user. Another observation which was
evident from the experiments was that each search parameter as searched by a user
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plays a different role. Some searched parameters are more important and play an
important role in distinguishing between the preferences of two users. This can make
a difference when displaying results to the users. Two users may search using the
same search criteria but the results that can be displayed to them can be differently
ranked based on the personnel preferences of each.

Average Average Average Average Average
No.
Average
of
Precision Precision
Recall
Recall
F-Score F-Score
FIT
Baseline
FIT
Baseline
FIT
Users Baseline
20
0.24
0.36
0.40
0.43
0.30
0.39
Table 7.3 Results of personalized search with baseline search on Dataset 5.

The higher value of Precision in personalized searches clearly indicates that the
given results are more likely to be searched by users, as it matches to some extent
their search behaviour. Overall, the low Precision value in both the cases is because
there were not as many searches for benchmarking as there were ranked
recommendations given to them by the FIT and baseline. Due to Web users
unpredictable search behaviour, the value of Recall is low in both the cases. A user
may enquire about certain objects and then may not search any of the retrieved
objects. A very similar Recall value in both the cases confirms this.
However, in personalized searches there is a marginal increase in the value of
Recall, which indicates that personalized searches may give results which users are

more likely to search. All of the ranking experiments showed an improvement of
about 23% in terms of F-Score over the standard Web-parameterized search when FIT
method was used in conjunction with user profile information for retrieving
personalized results.
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7.3

Summary: Ranking Methods

Figure 7.2 Time Comparisons between FIT and Baseline.

The FIT algorithm has a time complexity of O(n), where n is the number of
parameters searched. When the number of parameters searched is one, FIT takes
nearly the same time as the SQL engine. For n > 2 , the time taken to execute the FIT
algorithm increases linearly as the number of parameters searched is increased (Figure
6.2). On an average, the FIT took around 2.5 times more time for each query than the
normal database query. Thus, there is a trade-off between the quality of ranked results
returned and the time spent to get such results. However indexing coupled with fast
processing speeds and improvements in hardware technology can significantly
improve the execution time of the FIT ranking algorithm.
Whether it is a plain database search, Web search or personalized Web search the
ranking of result sets is crucial to give the best results as needed by a user. All results
which have higher relevance for a user have to be ranked higher so that the user has
easy access to such information. This thesis proposes FIT as a ranking function that
has the capability to give ranked search results. The proposed method can be used to
give ranked search results based on relevance to a user’s needs. The FIT algorithm is
flexible and keeps a user’s current search at the highest level of preference. In the case
where the user has profile information, the proposed method gives personalized
search results based on a user’s current needs and his past preferences. The key
findings derived from ranking experiments are listed below.
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1. Ranking methods are a key component of the whole personalized system.
Most of existing systems just give plain recommendations without ranking the
results. Apart from this, unlike the proposed FIT ranking method, most lack
the flexibility. FIT can be used for ranking recommendations based on a user’s
profile or providing top ϒ results to a user just based on his search query.
2. Ranking methods can be enhanced by using user profile information. When
ranking recommendations, user profile information can be used to rank highly
preferred items higher.
3. In case of users who do not have a profile, ranking methods can be helpful in
ranking results based on user’s current query. All searched parameters can be
ranked higher and the corresponding results can be ordered in a ranked
manner.
Ranking is an essential component of any Web based personalized system, however,
most of the existing Web personalized systems (WPS) do not have a detailed
methodology to handle this [42], [44], [93], [195]. Seldom are ranking methods used
by these systems to order best results as which may be highly liked by a user.
However, this thesis proposes a ranking metyhodology that can enhance the
recommendation capabilities of a WPS.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and Future Work

Web servers at different locations around the world receive huge traffic. Due to this
enormous traffic volume and chaotic access behaviour of Web users, it is very
difficult and complex to predict the access patterns of users. When choosing
information online, consumers always have a choice and this is very true in regard to
information distribution on the Web. The same information can be provided by many
Web service providers in different order and it is up to the user to choose the one
which best suits his/her needs. Gaining and retaining Web site visitors is a major
concern for every Web service provider. Personalization of services focussing on
individual user needs is a key to gain and retain visitors.
The ultimate aim of personalization is that the complete personalized system should
be able to generate effective recommendations for the individual user or group of
users. These recommendations should have a logical reasoning that matches with the
user’s profile and the search object. These profiles should consider the multidimensionality of users search behaviour and search objects. The methods used to
build profiles should be able to outline the important relationships between usersusers and items-items. Thus, recommending similar users near similar items in a
ranked order, based on the personal preferences of each user, and keeping current
search interests of a user at the highest level are some of the major objectives of any
Web personalization system.
The major objective of the thesis was to compare widely adopted two-dimensional
data modelling and profile building strategies with the multi-dimensional data
modelling and profile building techniques. Since, Web server log data is MDD in
nature, utilizing two-dimensional profile building methods on this data may result in
poor quality of user profiles. Therefore, to improve profile building methods, this
thesis proposed MDD techniques based on tensors to build user profiles.
The other objective of the thesis was to utilize various profiles such as individual
user, group user and object profiles to make recommendations to users. Most of the
existing recommender systems do not use any ranking methodology to return an
ordered list of searched items to users. Ranking the recommendations as per a user’s
preferences was another objective of this thesis.
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8.1

Contribution

More specifically, the following are the contributions of this research thesis.
1.

Web log data is complex multi-dimensional data, consisting of one or more

searches of many users with multiple searched features and each feature having
multiple values. Most existing methods use two-dimensional methods to model and
mine knowledge from Web log data [128]. Two-dimensional methods are unable to
map such high-dimensional data due to the lack of availability of appropriate
representation methodology and inability of two-dimensional methods to interact with
various dimensions freely. Thus two-dimensional methods are unable to retain latent
relationships that exist between various dimensions [165]. MDD models using more
than three dimensions to model and mine patterns from Web log data and build user
profiles, have rarely been used. Users and items/objects are core constituents of a user
profile. Finding closest similarity between each is very important. To find the closest
similarity between users-users, user-items and items-items this thesis proposed MDD
techniques like tensors for modelling user and object behaviour.
2.

The other contribution outlined in this thesis was introducing methods of

building various users, group and object profiles. Proposals for building each kind of
profile creation method starting from data pre-processing; relevant feature
identification based on log data and website analysis; feature extraction; modelling
the data into an MDD model; and subsequently building profiles have been outlined
while keeping the MDD nature of Web log data under consideration.
3.

Clustering of similar users and objects is important for Web personalization

systems. For clustering similar users, this thesis proposed to do clustering on the last
dimensional matrix using the proposed DIF (Dimension Influencing Factors) method.
In the case of objects with multiple attributes and with mixed data types (numeric,
categorical or both), to improve the quality of clustering solutions obtained, the thesis
proposed to cluster such objects using the FIBCLUS similarity measure, so that interobject distances are maximised and intra-object distances are minimized, thus
enabling good clustering solutions.
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4.

Unlike most of the personalized systems, those use either the user model, or

the CF approach, or both, this research proposed to use multiple profiles (individual,
group and object profiles) in conjunction to make best possible recommendations to
different categories of users.
5.

Ranking methodology adopted by personalized Web recommender systems is

crucial to obtain the best results for matching a user profile. Most of the existing Web
personalized systems do not fully use all available information to extend the
capability of such systems. This thesis proposed a ranking methodology that can
recommend based on user’s current search; use individual profile information to
enhance the search; and in case no profile information is available; it can use the CF
approach to give ordering of results matching a user’s need.

8.2

Research Findings

Some important findings of this research are
1.

Two-dimensional data modelling techniques may not be good enough to

model Web users log data (due to its multi-dimensionality), when used for modelling
user behaviour. When recommendations were made using both individual user
profiles and group user profiles in our experiments, tensor-based models performed
far superior to the two-dimensional methods in both cases. This research work has
done extensive research on data modelling in MDD environments, having more than
three dimensions and have found out that these models can be highly effective
compared to existing two-dimensional models used for mining information from
MDD. When an average F-Score of top 3, 5, 10 and 15 recommendations for both
vector and tensor-based methods were compared, when tensor based methods were
used for making recommendations there was an improvement of about 31.74% in the
quality of recommendations made to individual users.

When tensors were used

instead of vector and matrix-based methods for group profiles, there was an
improvement of about 36.84% in the average F-Score.
2.

Traditional clustering on MDD may not be appropriate for obtaining the best

clustering solutions, as most of these methods cluster vectors of user’s interests,
represented by their searches. Due to the multi-dimensional nature of Web log data
the relationships exposed in terms of inter and intra-cluster similarity may not be fully
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exploited when clustering is employed on these datasets. On the other hand when
these datasets are first modelled keeping their MDD nature in consideration and then
dimensionality reduction is done to highlight the inter-object relationships, the
clustering solution obtain therein is much better than employing traditional clustering
technique. Therefore, such data need to be modelled using some MDD modelling
technique. In all our experiments clustering results obtained on various datasets,
confirm this observation. Furthermore, in most of the cases the proposed DIF method
gives clustering solutions that are better than vector and tensor based methods. DIF
has the ability to improve clustering because it adds an extra distance component to be
considered when clustering the search data of users. In the case of clustering objects,
it was found that the proposed FIBCLUS similarity measure enhances clustering by
reducing the inter-cluster similarity distance and increasing the intra-cluster similarity
distance between object instances. Results on various test datasets further proved this.
3.

When finding interesting patterns of individual user and group users searches,

sequential rule and association rule may not be good enough to be stored as top ϒ
recommendations. Sequential rules may give rules, which are rare within a group, and
association rule may give rules, which are redundant. Therefore, unique rules with the
high confidence values have to be extracted and stored in the various user profiles.
The other finding is that for associations of greater length (two in our case),
performance of recommendation starts to decline. Therefore, when finding
associations rules, the length of rules is an important factor and can play a crucial role
in the overall performance of a recommender system.
4.

Recommendation using individual profiles is superior to that of using group

profiles, and in the case where profiles are used in conjunction, the performance of
recommendation improves. Individual profiles reflect a user’s personnel preferences
whereas group profile reflects a group’s interests. The quality of recommendations
will definitely improve when an individual user is given personnel attention. In case
when profiles are used in conjunction, the performance of recommendation improves.
Since, group profiles reflect behaviour of similar users in a group, group profiles can
be used to recommend unique items that may interest a user. On the other hand when
object profiles are used in combination with individual or group user profiles, the
users are given near similar objects as which may interest them. When similar objects
as searched by a user and matching his personnel preferences are given as
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recommendations, it is more likely that a user may search these objects than search
unrelated and unmatched objects.
5.

Deciding on top ϒ recommendations and how such recommendations can be

made is very important. From the analysis of users profile (individual and group user
profiles), in this thesis, it was deduced that the best number of recommendations
should be around 3-5 for the datasets used. After this number of recommendations,
the recommendation performance starts to decline sharply. Thus, there should be a
focus on quality rather than quantity.
6.

Majority of personalization systems do not have a ranking component. Once,

when top ϒ recommendations are found out for a user, how these recommendations
should be presented or in what order these recommendations should be given to the
user, is very important to enhance a user’s personnel experience. If highly preferred
items are placed higher in the ranked list, user’s personnel browsing experience is
enhanced.
7.

In cases when MDD techniques like tensors are used, our research discovered

that in most of the cases choosing the best rank approximation for decomposition is a
complex process, and often when higher ranks are used for decomposing the tensors,
the performance of clustering starts to decline. Based on the many experiments
conducted and evaluation of clustering on the result sets (using popular tensor
methods and several rank decompositions - refer to Chapter 4), this thesis came up
with an equation to determine the best decomposition rank for a tensor model. For a
tensor defined as T ∈ ℝ

M1 ×M 2 ×.. × M n

, let n be the total number of dimensions, then

choosing the maximum upper limit of best rank decomposition ( Rb ) of T, that will
ensure the optimum clustering results based on various best fit adopted by each rank
of the tensor decomposition can be defined as shown in Equation (58).
Rb =

n +1
.
2

(58)
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8.3

Possible Future Work

With the increase in bandwidth and adoption of broadband plans by many countries,
fast Internet speeds have becomes a reality. Due to this, the search for and exchange
of images, videos, and other media files is becoming common. As an example, a user
may watch videos of certain artists repeatedly or may watch certain categories of
images. Identifying similar images, videos based on tags, content, ratings and a user’s
search behaviour history and then recommending him similar objects could be the
future direction of research for Web personalization. The other direction of research is
integrating the different profiles of a user (like a user may be a buyer as well as a
seller). Identifying different profiles of a user within the same website is vital for
adapting the recommender system to make appropriate recommendations to a relevant
category of the user’s profile. Relating searches in different domains; identifying
knowledge from diverse sources; constructing methods of knowledge extraction from
diverse data sources, and building complex user profiles and recommender systems,
are some of the topics for future research into building multi-agent-based personalized
systems that can cater to individual needs.
Another issue worth considering is that since a user’s interest level changes with
time, and each interest may range across a wide variety of domains, it is almost
impossible to consider the breadth and depth of each interest in all domains.
Therefore, this research has focussed solely on the automobile industry as its domain.
All necessary guidance has been provided by the partner website, which has been
taken as a prototype for conducting this research. The method of user profiling was
restricted to the automobile sector, but similar models and methods could be
employed in different domains based on their individual requirements.
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